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Summary
As a part of her commitment to safe, responsible and sustainable use of outer space, India presently follows
UN-COPUOS and IADC recommended guidelines on space debris mitigation to the maximum possible extent
on voluntary basis. Dedicated efforts are undertaken by ISRO (Indian Space Research Organisation) for better
compliance with these guidelines, especially for post mission disposal of LEO satellites. In this context, ISRO
has recently performed the post mission disposal of Cartosat-2 to minimise its presence within LEO region to
comply with the 25-year rule recommended in IADC space debris mitigation guidelines. The de-orbiting also
achieved the objective of minimising any accidental break-up risk due to the left-over propellant. Cartosat-2
is the first Indian LEO satellite to undergo post mission disposal, marking an important milestone in the
compliance level with IADC guidelines. This paper outlines the relevant analyses and planning aspects of
post mission de-orbiting for Cartosat-2. The lessons learnt and recommendations on post mission disposal for
future LEO missions are also presented.
Keywords: Post Mission Disposal, Perigee De-boost, Orbital Lifetime, LEO, 25-year Rule, IADC Space Debris
Mitigation Guidelines
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Introduction

The outer space, especially the Low Earth Orbit
regime, is getting increasingly crowded due to more
intensified space activities and new space actors.
While aiming to harness space technology for socioeconomic development of the nation, India places high
importance sustainability of outer space through protection of its space assets and nonproliferation of space
debris. UN-COPUOS and IADC guidelines on space
debris mitigation are followed to the maximum possible extent in ISRO’s space programme and projects,
and continual efforts towards better compliance with
the aforementioned guidelines are underway. This paper presents the strategies for de-orbiting LEO satellites based on the relevant analyses and studies which
were undertaken as a part of the ongoing efforts within
ISRO for ensuring safety and sustainability of the
outer space by enhancing the level of compliance with
the IADC guidelines. We briefly present a background

on Cartosat-2, followed by an estimate on achievable
reduction in orbit and post mission lifetime with the
available fuel, planning aspects of de-orbiting. Finally
we discuss the lessons learnt and recommendations for
future missions.

2

Cartosat-2 Mission

Cartosat-2 was launched in 2007 with a planned mission life of 5 years [1], though the satellite continued to
provide valuable services till 2019, subsequently payload operations were no longer feasible due to system
degradation. At its 630 km orbit, the post mission lifetime of Cartosat-2 was estimated to be more than 25
years, and there was about 26 kg left-over propellant.
In order to be compliant with the IADC recommended
guidelines on post mission disposal of LEO objects
[2], it was decided to de-orbit Cartosat-2 through a series of maneuvers. Although de-boosting the perigee
altitude to 600 km would have been sufficient to meet
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De-orbiting Strategies

Two de-orbiting strategies, namely maximal perigee
de-boost and lowering to another circular orbit, are
considered [3]. Assuming an initially circular orbit of
630 km, an achievable delta-v of 70 m/s was found
assuming a conservative estimate on fuel and specific
impulse, which corresponded to perigee reduction of
254 km, and a final perigee altitude of 376 km.
De-orbiting to a lower circular orbit has the advantage
of less transits through different orbital regimes causing conjunctions with other operational satellites, uniform visibility, moderate tracking rate requirement for
the ground antenna. However, this strategy involves
alternate burns at perigee and apogee which is more
intensive in terms of planning and execution. For the
same delta-v, the achievable circular orbit was found to
be of 502 km altitude. Maximum perigee de-boosting
scheme was found to give more reduction in post mission lifetime, and hence selected as the de-orbiting
strategy [3].
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the 25-year rule prescribed by IADC, de-orbiting till
fuel depletion was recommended to minimise accidental break-up risk due to any left-over propellant.
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Figure 1: Mean perigee and apogee altitude variation
during de-orbiting of Cartosat-2

fuel was left on-board, the satellite was utilised for a
few proof-of-concept exercises till the end of 2020. In
between a de-boost maneuver was performed on Dec
5, 2020, to avoid close approach within 10 km of International Space Station on 6 Dec 2020. Two more
burns were performed in the month of January, 2021
and the final burn was on 25th February, 2021. Based
on telemetry, it was inferred that there were no more
fuel for further maneuvering the satellite. All maneuver plans were subjected to Space Object Proximity
4 Planning Aspects
Analysis to ensure that there were no post maneuver
The actual de-orbiting process involved multiple burns close conjunctions with any other catalogued objects.
considering the fuel uncertainty and operational constraints on maximum burn duration. During maneuver 5 Achieved Results
execution, fuel was drawn from different tanks to en- In total, 23 kg fuel has been spent in conducting
sure their pressure values are not drastically different. 30 perigee-deboost maneuvers for Cartosat-2. The
After each maneuver, thrust was re-estimated based on corresponding cumulative delta-v was 69 m/s, which
the observed drop in pressure value of the used group closely agrees with the initially estimated delta-v.
of tanks. The initial apogee burns were executed in Figure 1 shows the evolution of mean altitudes of
partial visibility. But with increasing fuel depletion, perigee and apogee during the de-orbiting. The finally
shorter burns were planned at the later stages, and the achieved orbit was 621 km × 380 km. Currently 10 to
burns were executed over visibility to closely monitor 15 m decay is observed in orbit per day. The post mission lifetime of the satellite is now expected to be less
subsystem performance.
The de-orbiting exercise commenced on March 6, than 8 years, even under benign solar activity, which
2020, the maneuvers were planned at the apogee cross- is in perfect compliance with IADC recommended 25ings. First two de-orbit maneuvers were carried out for year rule.
5 min duration to calibrate thrust, the remaining burns
were planned with a typical burn duration of 9 to 10 6 Lessons Learnt and Future Recommendations
minutes. After 5 maneuvers, there was a two-month
hold on maneuver execution due to lockdown situa- As the orbit eccentricity increased during the detion induced by COVID-19 pandemic, the disposal op- orbiting process, a few on-board and ground parameeration resumed on 19 May 2020. By 3rd September ters related with various validating orbit model related
2020, 26 perigee reduction burns were carried out and modules had to be tuned periodically. Although therthe perigee was lowered to 390 km. As the orbital life- mal and power generation profiles were altered due
time reduced below 10 years and only about 2 to 3 kg to increased eccentricity, there parameters remained
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within the limits. Similar to GEO missions, fuel for
post mission disposal is recommended to be allocated
for LEO missions in future. As the success of post
mission disposal is mainly determined by the proper
functionalities of on-board attitude control systems
(including the sensors and actuators), and fuel availability, mission life of a satellite should be extended
only after an assessment of system health, fuel availability, and redundancy aspects to ensure that capability of successfully conducting post mission disposal is
not compromised.

7

Conclusion

Cartosat-2 is the first Indian LEO satellite to undergo
post mission disposal, and this exercise marks an important milestone for compliance with IADC guidelines. The de-orbiting of Cartosat-2 proved to be a
very challenging exercise because there were multiple
on-board constraints, mainly due to impaired functionalities and loss of redundancies of the ageing satellite.
The experience gained will be utilised in planning and
execution of post mission disposal of LEO satellites
wherever feasibility exists for de-orbiting the satellite
with the available fuel, and to formulate requirements
to facilitate post mission disposal of future LEO satellites of ISRO.

8
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Summary
Several crucial developments in orbital mechanics are obtained through the method of averaging, which is
equivalent to integrating only the dominant harmonics of the Fourier series of the dynamics. Frequency
analysis of the trajectory expressed in orbital elements facilitates an in-depth understanding of Earth satellite
dynamics, and facilitates the interpretation of numerical results from special perturbations within the theoretical
framework of celestial mechanics. In this work, we examine recent Two-Line Element series for LAGEOS-1
in the frequency domain, highlighting the presence of short-periodic terms that are likely introduced in the
generation of TLEs from observations. We also propose employing well-established methods from signal
processing, such as spectrograms, to examine the evolution of dissipative systems such as satellites in LEO.
Keywords: orbital mechanics, frequency analysis, Fourier transform, MEO, TLEs

1

Introduction

The averaging method is a cardinal concept in orbital
mechanics and nonlinear dynamics. Averaging consists in removing high-frequency components from the
dynamics, which is analogous to truncating the Fourier
series of the right-hand side of the equations of motion
at a specified cut-off frequency. The resulting averaged equations of motion can be integrated either analytically (in general perturbations methods) or numerically (in semi-analytical methods). Ultimately, the averaged solution can be expressed as a band-limited signal. In this lens, recovering the short-periodic terms to
perform a mean-to-osculating transformation is equivalent to extending the spectrum of the solution to frequencies higher than the mean motion.
Frequency analysis methods originated several
groundbreaking results in Solar System dynamics.
Notably, Laskar [1, 2] proved that the dynamics of
the major planets are chaotic. Frequency analysis
was also employed by Knežević and Milani [3] to
compute asteroid synthetic proper elements, which
have allowed generating catalogues of asteroid families deriving from individual parent bodies [4]. In

the realm of Earth satellite dynamics, Ely [5] and
Dell’Elce and others [6] devised mean-osculating
transformations based on the Fast Fourier Transform.
Rosengren and others also proposed using the FFT to
derive synthetic proper elements for Resident Space
Objects (RSOs) [7, 8]. These could be eventually
employed to associate breakup debris to their parent
body, and for manoeuvre detection.

Here, we examine the frequency spectrum of trajectories corresponding to Medium Earth Orbits (MEOs),
whose dynamics are primarily driven by geopotential
and lunisolar perturbations. We analyse Two-Line Element (TLE) series of LAGEOS-1 in the frequency domain, which shines light on the dynamical meaning of
recently released US Space Catalog data. This work
has a didactic emphasis, as we are primarily concerned
with the qualitative understanding of the spectrum of a
MEO, and in particular with associating the dominating harmonics with their originating perturbations.
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Figure 1: Frequency spectrum of the eccentricity of the LAGEOS-1 mean trajectory obtained through piecewise
propagations with SGP4 (left panel) and with THALASSA (right panel). Both solutions are constructed from
published TLEs.

2

Spectral analysis of the LAGEOS-1 TLE spaced solution x̂x− (ti ) generated with the THALASSA
numerical orbit propagator. In the numerical propagaseries

Two-Line Elements (TLEs) are ephemerides for resident space objects (RSOs) that are publicly released
by the US Space Command. Although TLEs were
originally developed under the Simplified General Perturbations 4 (SGP4) theory [9], they are currently obtained as a numerical fit to special perturbations solutions [10, 11]. In addition, updates to RSO trajectories
obtained through orbit determination can be seen as
discontinuities in TLE series that may introduce highfrequency components. TLE series are often used as
an input for orbit determination processes in which a
fit to the RSO trajectory is generated through a sequential, least-squares filter [12]. Thus, understanding their
frequency content is important in order to maximise
the accuracy of the filters’ input data.
We examine the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of
the TLE series of LAGEOS-1 from 24th July 2015 to
24th February 2021. TLEs express the ephemerides
as a mean element state vector x + (tk ), and are published at non-uniformly spaced times tk . In order to
perform the DFT, we generate a uniformly spaced solution x − (ti ) at times tk < ti ≤ tk+1 by propagating with
SGP4 from the initial condition x + (tk ). Osculating elements are computed using the SGP4 osculating-tomean conversions [13]. Note that x + (tk ) 6= x − (tk ),
since new information from the orbit determination
process is included in the generation of x + (tk ). To
better characterise the frequency content of the TLE
series, we compare the spectrum to that of a uniformly

tion, we also consider a 16 × 16 geopotential, lunisolar
perturbations and solar radiation pressure. We choose
the uniform time interval ∆t = ti+1 −ti = 36 min, which
approximately corresponds to a Nyquist critical frequency that is six times the mean motion. This is chosen in order to reconstruct the short-periodic terms in
Brouwer’s theory with the highest frequency of 3n.
The frequency spectra of the time series of mean eccentricity (computed with the piecewise SGP4 solution x − (t)) and osculating eccentricity (computed with
the piecewise THALASSA solution x̂x− (t)) are shown
in fig. 1. To avoid a peak in the frequency spectrum at the origin, we have subtracted the average
of the eccentricity over the prescribed time interval.
Examining the frequency spectrum of the TLE series reveals harmonics for ω < n that correspond to
long-periodic terms in the mean eccentricity solution.
The spectrum of the THALASSA solution is considerably richer, with many secondary peaks that are likely
caused by tesseral geopotential harmonics; more analysis is needed to exclude aliasing.
Note that harmonics for ω ≥ n representing shortperiodic terms are present in the spectrum of the TLE
series; in particular, significant peaks are located at
1.25n, 2n, 2.25n, 3n. This is in contrast to the classical
SGP4 theory, which only retains terms of frequency
2n. Therefore, we infer that additional short-periodic
terms are present in actual TLE series used for orbit
determination.
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Time-frequency analysis and orbit propagation

[7] Rosengren, A. J., Amato, D., Bombardelli, C.,
and Jah, M. K. Resident space object proper orbital elements. (, Maui, Hawaii, USA, 2018).

Since the mean semi-major axis of LAGEOS-1 is constant, its trajectory can be considered as a stationary
signal. For more generic cases, including spacecraft [8]
in Low Earth Orbit in the presence of dissipation, this
is not true. In these cases, more insight can be gained
by looking at time-frequency analysis methods. As a
next step, we will consider short-time Fourier trans- [9]
forms and wavelet transforms to consider the evolution
of the frequency spectrum in time, and build spectro[10]
grams [14].
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Summary
In this article, the problem of modeling and computing the optimal collision avoidance maneuvers for multiple
short-term encounters is presented. Several constraints which reduce the overall collision risk are analyzed.
These include imposing lower bounds on the miss-distance or the Mahalanobis distance at each corresponding
time of closest approach (TCA) or upper-bounds on the collision probability. The maneuvers are modeled
as multiple impulses, which approximate the use of low-thrust propulsion by imposing specific thrust ranges
over which the thrust magnitude is equally spread. Station-keeping constraints are also imposed via linear
inequalities on the relative states at each TCA. The specific nature of the imposed constraints is dictated by a
practical framework provided by the French Space Agency (CNES). This results in formulating the maneuver
design problem as an optimization problem with linear objective and non-convex quadratic constraints. Finally,
several existing numerical methods are mentioned and briefly compared and analyzed on realistic conjunctions
extracted from the CNES database.
Keywords: collision avoidance maneuver, multiple encounters, short-term encounters, low-thrust, quadratic
constrained non-convex optimization, QCQP, polynomial optimization

Introduction
Collision risk is particularly high in low orbits, so
space agencies and operators of the field have established alert procedures to assess the risks of collision
for controlled satellites. To prevent potential collisions on an active satellite, one solution consists in
performing one or several evasive maneuvers when
the predicted risk is too high according to mission requirements. The design of the overall thrust strategy
is driven, in general, not only by the need to minimize fuel consumption in order to preserve the expected lifetime of the satellite, but also by certain operational constraints. For instance, given bounds relative to the reference orbit by the time the threat is gone
may be imposed. Moreover, the use of low-thrust (or
electric) propulsion entails more difficult operational
constraints (like disjunctive thrusts, minimum elapsed
time between two thrusts, saturation constraints, etc).
Finally, due to the lack of precision in measurements,
the quantification of the collision risk is also a difficult

task [1] and several solutions were proposed based on
the encounter type considered.
In this study, the collision avoidance problem, between
one active satellite involved in short-term encounters
with several uncontrolled objects, is considered. The
active satellite, also called primary p, is initially set on
a reference orbit. Its propulsive maneuvers are modeled by a sequence of impulsive thrusts, which approximate the use of low-thrust propulsion by imposing
specific thrust ranges over which the thrust magnitude
is spread [2]. The other involved objects, called secondaries s j , with j = 1, . . . , N, are assumed to be uncontrolled space debris. The classical assumptions in the
short-term encounter framework [3] are as follows:
- The involved objects are assumed to be spherical,
with combined object radii R j .
- The dynamics of each object are deterministic.
- Each primary-secondary relative velocity is as-
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sumed to be very high (several km/s), so that the
relative motion is considered rectilinear, at least
locally, near the respective Time of Closest Apj
proach (TCA), tTCA
, when the mean relative distance between p and s j is estimated to be minimal. This implies that one considers N encounter
planes (and respectively N encounter frames).

thus defined, only one identical thrust direction is possible. More precisely, the thrust vector is defined at t i
by ∆ViT = ∆vi βlT , where ∆vi is the magnitude of the
impulse and βl is the l-th vector of the canonical basis.
Note that only one direction βl can be used on all of
the thrust time ranges ∆i i.e., the index l is set to 1, 2
or 3 for all i = 1, · · · , m and ∆vi > 0. The magnitude of
the thrusts is also constrained by ∆vi 6 ∆vi .

1 , · · · ,t j
- The TCAs tTCA
TCA are sufficiently different
for the N collisions to be assumed as independent. Formulation as a linear optimization problem

with non-convex quadratic constraints

- Normal probability distributions (mean and coThe following collision avoidance problem formulavariance values) of the state vectors of the objects
tion is based on extending and adapting the methat TCAs are given.
ods of [6] and [7] to the previously mentioned CNES
framework. Furthermore, the relative motion of each
In this context, some of the most commonly employed
secondary object is described by a transition matrix
risk assessment indicators include: (1) the missobtained by a linearization of the Keplerian dynamics
distance at TCA; (2) the Mahalanobis miss-distance
around the mean ballistic orbit of the primary [8]:
at TCA; (3) the short-term or (4) maximum collision
probability. Hence, the collision avoidance problem
xr j (t|xr0j ) = Φrj (t,t0 )xr0j ,
(1)
is formulated as a constrained optimization problem:
it consists in computing a fixed-time fuel optimal, fi- where xr0j denotes the initial relative state of the j-th
nite sequence of impulsive maneuvers performed by object wrt. the primary and the transition matrix Φ j is
r
the active spacecraft such that (one of) the risk reduc- given by blocks as follows
tion criteria above, as well as saturation and opera!
j
j
tional constraints are met.
(t,t
)
(t,t
)
Φ
Φ
r11
r12
0
0
Φrj (t,t0 ) :=
.
Even in this simplified and restricted theoretical
Φrj21 (t,t0 ) Φrj22 (t,t0 )
framework, there are relatively few works dealing
with this problem in the literature [4, 5]. These ap- Denoting the relative state of the j-th object wrt. the
proaches mainly consist in defining a penalty func- primary (after a maneuver), by x̃r j , one has, after m
tion as the sum between the objective function and a impulsive maneuvers, each applied at t i , in the βl dipenalty parameter multiplied by a measure of violation rection, and ∆vi magnitude:
of the constraints. The resulting non-constrained optim
mization problem is solved either with derivative-free
x̃r j (t|t0 ) = xr j (t|t0 ) + ∑ Φlr j (t,t i )∆vi
methods or by evolutionary optimization methods.
i=1
(2)
m
j
In this work, we revisit and analyze several reformulalj
i
0
= Φr (t,t0 )xr j + ∑ Φr (t,t )∆vi ,
tions of the optimization problems, as well as distinct
i=1
numerical methods, in a specific practical framework
where Φlr j (t,t i ) is the 3 + l-th column of the matrix
provided by the French Space Agency (CNES).
Φrj (t,t i ). From Equation (2), one obtains, for each enj
counter at tTCA
, the relation between the uncontrolled
Collision avoidance problem formulation
(position
r
and
velocity vr j ) and controlled (position
rj
The collision avoidance problem, specific to CNES
operational procedures, is as follows: the primary is r̃r j and velocity ṽr j ) relative states:
actuated by one or more impulses which are only authorized over time ranges ∆i predefined by the user
with i = 1, · · · , m. We assume that only the central
date t i ∈ ∆i is allowed for the one impulse. This strategy allows for an a posteriori spread of the thrust over
the time ranges to simulate an equivalent low-thrust
propulsion. It is also assumed that on the time ranges

m

j
j
j
,t i )∆vi ,
r̃r j (tTCA
) = rr j (tTCA
) + ∑ Φlr12j (tTCA

(3)

i=1

m

j
j
j
ṽr j (tTCA
) = vr j (tTCA
) + ∑ Φlr22j (tTCA
,t i )∆vi .
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Equations (3) and (4) allow for the estimation of the
miss distance, the Mahalanobis distance as well as
j
. For brevity, we
the collision probability at each tTCA
sketch only the miss distance formulation, since the
other two are similar.

Miss distance constraint formulation
j
Assuming a rectilinear uniform relative motion at tTCA
Figure 1: Optimal solution of a QCQP: the feasible
of directional unit vector:
set is represented in white, at the intersection between
j
linear constraints and the exterior of the blue QC.
ṽr j (tTCA )
ej =
,
(5)
j
kṽr j (tTCA
)k

Saturation constraint formulation

d new
j

the new miss-distance
is given by the norm of Similarly, the impulsive thrust saturation constraints
j
j
) on the en- generate linear inequalities of the form:
the projection ∆rmin of the vector r̃r j (tTCA
counter B-plane orthogonal to e j . Formally, this reads:
(11)
Im ∆v  ∆v,
j
j
∆rmin
= (I3 − e j eTj )r̃r j (tTCA
),

(6)

where the inequality is meant component-wise.
is the (symmetric and idempotent) Hence, the minimum-fuel multi-risk collision avoidwhere
projection matrix on the j-th B-plane. One obtains: ance problem is formulated as a non-convex quadratically constrained optimization problem:
2
j
T (I − e eT )r (t j
d new
=
r
(t
)
)
j
r
r
3
j TCA
j TCA
j
j
min cT ∆v
j
+2rr j (tTCA
)T (I3 − e j eTj )Φ̃lr12j ∆v
(7) ∆v∈Rm
T
∆vT Q j ∆v + 2qTj ∆v + p j > d j , j = 1, · · · , N,
+∆vT Φ̃rl 12j (I3 − e j eTj )Φ̃lr12j ∆v,
s.t.
A∆v  b,
where ∆vT contains the magnitudes of the m impulses:
∆v  0
(12)




T
m
∆vT = ∆v1 , ∆v2 , · · · , ∆vm ,
where c = 1, 1, · · · , 1 ∈ R , and Q j , q j , p j ,
A and b are identified from Equations (9), (10), (11).
and similarly, Φ̃lr12j is given by the concatenation of the The optimization problem (12) consists in minimizj
,t i ) for i = 1, · · · , m.
columns Φlr12 (tTCA
ing a linear function on the intersection of a convex
2
domain formed by the polyhedron defined by the linHence, d new
is
a
convex
quadratic
form:
j
ear inequalities and of the non-convex domain defined
new2
T
T
:= ∆v Q j ∆v + 2q j ∆v + p j ,
dj
(8) by the exterior of a union of ellipsoids. The feasible
domain of this optimization problem is therefore nonwhere Q j , q j , p j are identified from Equation (7). convex (and non-connected in some cases, as illusHowever,
a prescribed minimal distance threshold trated by Fig. 1). It turns out that the choice of the indip
j
d j , at each tTCA
, generates concave constraints:
cator characterizing the collision (miss distance, Mahalanobis distance, 2D probability, maximum proba(9) bility) has no direct influence on the nature of the ob∆vT Q j ∆v + 2qTj ∆v + p j > d j , j = 1, · · · , N.
tained problem, since in all cases, we obtain in fine the
same class of problems, when considering the same
Station-keeping constraint formulation
Station-keeping constraints are included by imposing assumptions of the multiple encounters framework.
that the relative trajectory after maneuver remains in a
Numerical solving
given box, which generates linear inequalities:
Problem (12) is a special case of non-convex Quadratj
j
j
lj
j
ur − rr j (tTCA )  Φ̃r12 ∆v  ur − rr j (tTCA ), j = 1, · · · , N. ically Constrained Quadratic Programming (QCQP)
(10) problems, for which few algorithms exist in the litj
j
for user set bounds ur and ur .
erature [9, Sec. 8], when the problem includes more
I3 − e j eTj
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than one QC and, which are known to be NP-hard [10]. References
In a preliminary numerical study, three approaches are [1] Fernández-Mellado, L. S. and Vasile, M. On the
use of machine learning and evidence theory to
compared. Firstly, note that Problem (12) is a polynoimprove collision risk management. Acta Astromial optimization problem of the form:
nautica 181, 694–706 (2021).
f∗ =

inf f (x),

x∈Rm

s.t. gk (x) > 0, i = 1, . . . , k,

(13)

where f and gk are (multivariate) polynomials.
Lasserre’s hierarchy [11] is a well-known method
based on semidefinite programming (SDP) to approximate the optimal value of such problems. From a
computational viewpoint, a hierarchy of SDP problems is solved, which provides lower bounds that are
convergent to the optimal value of the original problem. However, for large scale problems, the size of
the involved SDP may be prohibitive, as well as the
numerical extraction of the corresponding optimizers.
Secondly, we investigate several branch and bound
strategies (either based on box or ellipsoid subdivision
methods), which are guaranteed to contain all the minimizers, but may become very slow when the dimension of the problem, which corresponds to the number
of impulsive maneuvers, is high.
Finally, we also propose a hybrid method between the
two previous approaches, which provides a convex approximation of the union of ellipsoids, which is then
used in a cutting plane strategy.

Conclusion

[2] Hennes, D., Izzo, D., and Landau, D. Fast approximators for optimal low-thrust hops between
main belt asteroids. In IEEE Symposium Series
on Computational Intelligence, 1–7, (2016).
[3] Chan, F. Spacecraft Collision Probability. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
(2008).
[4] Duncan, M., Wysack, J., and Wainwright, B. Optimal collision avoidance for multiple conjunction events. In Proceedings of the AAS-AIAA
Conference, Gridwood, Alaska, USA, (2011).
[5] Kotz, S., Johnson, N., and Boyd, D. A study
on the collision avoidance maneuver optimization with multiple space debris. Journal of Astronautical Sciences 1, 11–21 (2012).
[6] Slater, G., Byram, S., and Williams, T. Collision Avoidance for Satellites in Formation Flight.
JGCD 29(5), 1140–1146 Sep (2006).
[7] Armellin, R. Collision avoidance maneuver optimization with a multiple-impulse convex formulation. Acta Astronautica 186, 347–362 (2021).
[8] Yamanaka, K. and Ankersen, F. New state transition matrix for relative motion on an arbitrary
elliptical orbit. JGCD 25(1), 60–66 (2002).

While several works already dealt with the optimal
collision avoidance for one short-term encounter [12],
which can be solved by efficient convex optimiza- [9] Floudas, C. and Visweswaran, V. Quadratic optimization. In Handbook of global optimization,
tion methods, the case of multiple short-term encounvolume 2, chapter 5, 217–269. Kluwer Academic
ters boils down to a difficult non-convex NP-hard opPublishers (1995).
timization problem. We formulated these problems
by exploring the practical simplifications provided by [10] Vavasis, S. Complexity issues in global optiCNES and observed that the indicator characterizing
mization: A survey. In Handbook of global opthe collision (miss distance, Mahalanobis distance, 2D
timization, volume 2, chapter 2, 27–41. Kluwer
probability, maximum probability) has no direct influAcademic Publishers (1995).
ence on the QCQP nature of the problem obtained. As
soon as at least two encounters are considered, the ma- [11] Lasserre, J. An Introduction to Polynomial and
Semi-Algebraic Optimization. Cambridge Unineuver design is formulated as an optimization probversity Press, (2015).
lem with linear objective and non-convex quadratic
constraints. The QCQP class of problems is then [12] Bombardelli, C. and Hernando-Ayuso, J. Optisolved with several existing numerical methods. This
mal impulsive collision avoidance in low Earth
preliminary study will be completed by practical nuorbit. JGCD 38(2), 217–225 (2015).
merical examples and comparisons.
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Summary
In this work, we present a generalized formulation of the equinoctial orbital elements and show that it brings a
substantial improvement with respect to other formulations in the uncertainty propagation of Earth’s satellites
in Low-Earth orbits.
Keywords: Equinoctial orbital elements, uncertainty propagation, orbit computation

1

Brief description of the work

fined as

We have recently developed a generalization of the
equinoctial orbital elements [1]. Consider the equations of motion of the perturbed two-body problem
r̈ = −

ν :=

1
(−2E )3/2 ,
µ

p1 := g · eY ,
p2 := g · eX ,

µ
+ F,
r

L := M + Ψ,

where we assume that the perturbing force is given by
F = P − ∇U (r,t),

i
q1 := tan sin Ω,
2
i
q2 := tan cos Ω,
2

and −∇U denotes the contribution that arises from a where g represents a generalization of the eccentricity
vector, M is a generalization of the mean anomaly, and
potential energy U .
Ψ is the angle of rotation between the equinoctial basis
Let E be the total energy:
and the generalized perifocal basis.
In [1] we describe the procedure to transform from and
1 2 µ
to Cartesian coordinates of position and velocity, and
E = |ṙ| − + U ,
2
r
show the time derivatives of these elements, which can
be numerically integrated to obtain their time evoluand {eX , eY , eh } the equinoctial basis (which is usually tion starting from some initial conditions. Moreover,
denoted by {f, g, w}, [2]). The new elements are de- we report the partial derivatives of position and velocPage 1 of 2
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ity with respect to the new elements and its inverse,
which can be used for uncertainty propagation.
In order to test how long the orbit uncertainty propagation can remain linear, covariance realism tests are
performed comparing the new formulation with previous works. Coasting scenarios and low-thrust maneuvering satellites are considered. The results, which
will be the subject of a forthcoming publication, show
that the proposed generalized equinoctial elements remain on the linear regime for several more revolutions
compared to other formulations.

2
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Summary
This paper shows the performance of a neural network trained on more than 4500 inactive resident
space objects (RSO) on 10 months of orbital data, on all types of orbits. It is shown that the state
vector errors are corrected by at least 40% for 70% of the TLE and that the residual error distributions
are well described by a Student’s t-distribution for which covariance elements are defined consistently.
Keywords: TLE improvement, orbital data catalogue, neural network, multi-layer perceptron.

1

Introduction

Two-line elements (TLE) released by the US Air
Force are the most complete source of information for space situational awareness in the public domain. They are used in a wide range of
contexts that include navigation of nanosatellites,
ground communication, and collision risk awareness. However, the TLE data is known for having
significant bias and errors. Predicting the bias
of TLE can be a way to correct them automatically and hence optimize the systems that rely
on them at low cost, for instance for reentry calculations and possibly for collision avoidance. As
shown by previous publications [1–3], TLE contain a systematic bias that is correlated with environmental parameters, including the position of
an object along its trajectory. Ly et al. [1] have
demonstrated that up to 80% of the TLE error
could be predicted by polynomial regressions for
the GPS satellites, while Lucken et al. [2] have presented some preliminary results for machine learning on LEO satellites while taking into account
solar activity parameters. Levit and Marshall [3]
employed accurate orbit determination to improve
the accuracy of TLE extrapolation over multiple

days. Peng et al. also employed a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) to model the TLE error for a
limited set of objects and in controlled conditions.
The novelty of the present paper is to apply machine learning techniques on a large set of objects
across all orbits to correct TLE data massively.
First, we highlight the biases that exist in TLE
positions, relative to SP ephemerides. In the next
section, we show that a neural network enables us
to infer these biases based on well chosen parameters. Finally, we will extract covariance matrices
from this training pipeline. We will show that
the trained neural networks can then be used to
improve the state vectors and derive meaningful
covariance elements for objects whose TLE data
are known, when no other source of information is
available.

2

Inputs and outputs characterisation

During the preliminary study, 12 parameters were
found to have an influence on the resulting difference between the TLE and the precise state
vectors extracted from the SP ephemerides. The
orbital elements are computed using SGP4 and
Space-Track TLEs, and the other parameters are
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either computed using the argument of latitude,
the longitude and the latitude (λ, φ, θ), or using
Astropy Python library [4]. These parameters are
then stored in a database for quicker further access. The input vectors are hence of dimension 12
and there are noted
x = (a, e, i, ω, Ω, ν, λ, b∗ , φ, θ, DMoon , DSun )

(1)

A set of vectors (xn ) will be referenced to as X.
For example, Xinput designates a set of input vectors. XT designates the training input sample,
and XV the validation input sample.
For characterizing the TLE bias, the difference between the state vector obtained from the TLE after conversion with SGP4 and a fifth order polynomial interpolation of the SP ephemerides at the
TLE epoch is computed in the local RSW frame
[5] relative to the accurate state vector. The output data is then stored in the database.
The input and output data was normalized to increase the performance of the training algorithm.
In order to improve the computation and training
performances, outliers are suppressed using the
following rule:
Yf iltered = {y ∈ Youtput where ||y||< ymax }

(2)

having ymax = Q3 + 3 × IQR, Q3 being the third
quartile and IQR being the inter quartile range,
as proposed in Exploratory Data Analysis (Tukey,
1977) [6]. Therefore, inconsistent data (e.g. too
high error due to an incorrect SGP4 conversion, a
corrupted TLE, or a maneuver) can be safely eliminated to ensure clean training data. Data is then
cleaned by discarding values whose Mahalanobis
distance [7] to the mean position-velocity error is
above 5 standard deviations.

3
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MLP usage. The loss value Ln = 1b xi ∈X (n (xi ))2
is the first performance indicator. It should decrease as n increases as it represents the squared
distance between the expected output and the prediction.
The histogram of the residual error {(xi ), xi ∈ X},
compared to the histogram of the initial error {yi ∈
Y } can also be useful to visualize the effect of the
neural network on the uncertainty of position of
the object: in fact, the new error on the position
of an object xi is this residual error (xi ).
Finally, the correlation map yi 7→ Hn (xi ), xi , yi ∈
X ×Y provides a visual representation of the quality of the model. It should be close to the first bisector. However, if it is too linear, there is a risk
that the model has overfitted the training set. If
it is not linear and if the figure looks like a cloud
of random points, the model underfits and has not
learned.
In order to train and test the capacities of the
model, a set of debris, decommissioned satellites,
breakup residues and rocket second stages has
been randomly selected. 4500 of those have been
used for training, 500 for validation. The TLE
epoch for these objects are between 2020, July
12th to 2021, May 3rd for these objects. The performances of the trained network are shown in Figure 1. A mean improvement of the TLE of about
55% to 60% has been observed, and the ratio between the mean residual error and the mean initial
error is calculated to be 45%, reaching up to 70%
for some objects. The performances of the neural
network on individual objects depend on the semimajor axis a and on the inclination i strongly.

Neural Network Training

A neural network that has been implemented is
a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with three hidden layers of 2000, 4000 and 2000 neurons respectively, defined using PyTorch [8] tensor-based architecture. Each layer consists of a linear layer,
followed by ReLU non-linear stage.
The size of the neural network has been chosen in
order to match the number of connections, and the
number of learning points and the learning hyperparameters such as batch size, and learning rate
using Bengio’s (2012) [9] recommendations for
Page 2 of 4
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Figure 1: TLE improvement percentage on different clusters of the 500 RSO of the validation set.
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The effect of the correction on the individual co- for the position coordinates. The solid lines repordinates can be seen in Figure 2. In this fig- resent the fits performed using the Student’s ture, the distributions of the initial error are plot- distribution law
ted together with the residual error for the six
coordinates dr, dw, ds, dvr , dvw , and dvs . The
error distributions are fitted with a Student’s tdistribution [10] and show that the covariance elements are not only smaller, but also better defined.
A reduction of 60 to 80% of the full width at half
maximum between the initial position and velocity
error, and the residual error after correction by the
100
neural network is observed.
80
The trained network is also able to correct the
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TLE error for manoeuvering satellites between
27% and 80%.
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Figure 3: Frequency of TLE having a maximal
error as a function of this error.
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[9] Bengio, Y. Practical recommendations for
gradient-based training of deep architectures,
(2012).

After showing the strong correlation that existed
between the position of objects in space and their
TLE bias, we used MLP to improve TLE for many
[10] Student. The probable error of a mean.
objects with a good accuracy. On the contrary to
Biometrika 6(1), 1–25 (1908).
previously cited studies, we used a large number
of objects extracted from the public catalog across
all types of orbits, and validated the algorithm
against similarly diverse objects. This method can
be used to reduce the systematic error of more
than 70% of the TLE by at least 40%, and yields
a much more significant covariance estimator.

6
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Abstract
The construction and maintenance of large satellite constellations has the potential to lead to multiple
tragedies of the commons. Of concern are the cumulative effects of all satellites and the application of a
consumer electronic model in their design. The latter, while enabling rapid satellite development, will also
promote wasteful practices and other potentially problematic behaviours. One example is a high influx of
artificial material into the upper atmosphere. Depending on the actual number of satellites in all constellations,
their masses, and their replacement schedule (e.g., every five years), the mass deposition rate could become
comparable to a large fraction of the total meteoroid mass infall rate (approximately 54 t/d). Moreover,
because satellites and meteoroids have very different compositions, the satellite mass deposition rate of certain
metals, particularly from aluminum and its alloys, could greatly exceed that due to meteoroids and may have
broader implications for upper atmosphere chemistry and Earth’s radiative balance. Overall, there needs to be
a greater understanding that LEO is an important Earth environment that is intricately connected to Earth’s
atmosphere, oceans, and land.
Keywords: Environment, constellations, satellites, space debris, meteoroids, science policy
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Summary

The use of modular robotic systems plays a key role in orbital robotics. Here, different modules with different
payloads can be combined with each other to create, for example, a satellite. To connect the modules, socalled standard interconnects (SIs) with multifunctional features, e.g. allow mechanical and electrical
connection as well as data transfer and, if necessary, also regulate the heat distribution, are required. In the
operational grant (OG) PERIOD of the EU Horizon 2020 project PERASPERA, three SIs will be evaluated
with the help of a benchmarking concept to give a recommendation on the most suited one to be used in the
orbital demonstration mission of PERIOD. This presentation will highlight the planned demonstration
scenario in PERIOD, the SIs involved and the structure of the benchmarking concept.
Keywords: space robotic, Standard Interconnect, in-orbit demonstration,

1

Introduction

The PERASPERA In-Orbit Demonstration
(PERIOD) project is one of the operational grants
(OGs) of the third phase of the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Space Strategic Research Cluster on
Space Robotics Technologies with an objective to
increase the maturity of space technologies and
prepare them for an in-orbit demonstration, planned
within the 2023-2027 timeframe. Specifically, the
project will build upon the work of previous OGs to
raise the technology readiness level of core
technologies and define an orbital demonstration
concept for on-orbit servicing and assembly.
The specific objectives of the project are:
a) Definition of a demonstrator concept based on an
orbital factory, integrated on the Bartolomeo
platform of the International Space Station, to
manufacture and operate a spacecraft in-orbit.
b) Further development of core space robotics
software components up to the technology
readiness level five.

c) Evaluation of the current state-of-the-art standard
interfaces in a benchmark scenario.
d) Evaluation of all the core components for
assembly on a breadboard.
e) Implementation of communication and
dissemination activities to inform the space
community and potential customers on the
capabilities of on-orbit servicing and assembly as
well as provide transparency on risks and
mitigations.

2

Demonstration Scenario

Space robotics technologies are maturing, bringing
new
capabilities
for
In-orbit
Services,
Manufacturing and Assembly (ISMA). These
capabilities will generate on-orbit services
improving the orbital infrastructure, creating in turn
a very promising business opportunity in terms of
market volume. The establishment of a European
capacity is necessary for building this new space
infrastructure and to capture a fair part of this
market.
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The PERIOD Consortium is proposing a very
ambitious demonstration scenario and Factory
concept. A satellite will be manufactured in an
Orbital Factory and injected in LEO (Low Earth
Orbit) for operations. The manufacturing includes
the fabrication of an antenna, the assembly of the
satellite components and its reconfiguration and
inspection in the Factory. The Bartolomeo Platform
(see Figure 1) on the International Space Station
(ISS) is envisioned for the orbital Factory.
Throughout the demonstration mission, the
PERIOD setup will be upgraded to extend the level
of capability validation from assembly and
manufacturing of structures to attachment and
refueling experiments. This demonstration covers
the short and mid-to-long term ISMA business
cases and will support the transition into the inspace services, assembly, and manufacturing
paradigm.

Figure 1. The Bartolomeo Platform (credit:
Airbus Defense and Space GmbH)

3

Role of Standard Interconnects

Standard Interconnects (SIs) are getting more and
more important in the modular space robotics. By
using them, it will be possible to connect different
modular subcomponents in such a way that
different configurations are possible. For example,
a satellite can be assembled from several individual
components and reconfigured if necessary, or in the
event of malfunctions in a module, the module can
be replaced. This means that every module needs at
least one SI to couple with another module also
containing an SI. An SI is usually considered to be
a multifunctional interface, which can connect
mechanically, transmit power and data, and has the
option for thermal transfer if required [1].
In PERIOD there are three different SIs involved.
Two of these SIs were developed in the previous

OGs. There is SIROM, developed in OG 5 and
HOTDOCK developed during the second phase of
PERASPERA. Both SIs were involved in different
studies of in-orbit demonstration scenarios.
The third SI is the iSSI by iBOSS GmbH.
SIROM
SIROM design is a 4-in-1 integrated interface
combining mechanical, data, electrical and fluid
connectivity in a single and compact envelope
(Figure 2). The mechanical interface allows
coupling of payload modules providing a robust and
reliable connection and provides the housing for the
whole system. The electrical interface allows bidirectional power transfer between mated SIROM
pairs. The data interface enables telemetry (TM),
telecommands (TC) as well as high speed data
transmission supporting SpaceWire (SpW),
Ethernet or similar protocols. The fluid interface
allows the transmission of fluids between SIROMs
for a variety of uses such as heat regulation,
refueling, resupply (coolant, water, etc.).
To summarize SIROM performances, it can be
highlighted the following [2]:
SIROM has an androgynous interface and only
requires one SIROM to be actuated during the
connection of two SIROMs. Furthermore, it has an
independent latching mechanism based on SENER
heritage with the International Berthing and
Docking
Mechanism
(IBDM).
Redundant
connections allow functionality also in case of line
failure. SIROM features a fully customizable
connector plate and has a low mass (electromechanics mass < 1.5kg).
SIROM has participated in H2020 SIROM, H2020
FACILITATORS and H2020 EROSS projects. This
technology has reached TRL6 at the beginning of
2021.

Figure 2. SIROM (credit: SENER)
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HOTDOCK
HOTDOCK is a multi-functional interface designed
to address On-Orbit Assembly and Manufacturing
(OSAM) challenges – with an initial focus on
capabilities required, and application cases
identified in H2020 MOSAR, H2020 PULSAR and
H2020 PRO-ACT projects.

serving both OSAM (space) and growth markets as
robotics, logistics, inter-modal transport, e-mobility
and more (Earth) [5].
The iSSI core unit (, Figure 4), can be equipped with
multiple extension and variation options via add-on
modules and hence, works as a fully modular
coupling set.

Figure 4. iSSI ACTIVE Core Unit Hardware
and CAD (credit: iBOSS)
Figure 3. HOTDOCK (credit: Space
Applications Services)
HOTDOCK is a mating device providing
androgynous coupling to transfer mechanical loads,
electrical power, data and (optionally) thermal
loads through a single interface (Figure 3).
Integrated to spacecraft and payload structures, it
provides mounting points for components assembly
and reconfiguration. Mounted at the tip of a robot
arm, it works as an end-effector for quick
connect/release of spacecraft modules during their
manipulation or as a quick tool adaptor.
HOTDOCK eases the replacement of failed
modules as well as swapping of payload elements
and provides chainable data interfaces for building
spacecraft modules assemblies. HOTDOCK exists
(and was demonstrated at TRL4) in 3 variations:
Active (fully featured), Passive (all connectors, but
no actuated locking) and Mechanical (simple
grappling site, without connectors). HOTDOCK
has a full (mechanical, data and power connectors,
and fluid interface connectors) 90 degrees
symmetry. Its form fit geometry allows guiding the
final approach of the interface before starting the
mating process. This is furthermore supported by
Hall-effect sensors embedded in the mechanical
structure, that are used for proximity measurement
as well as verification of alignment and relative
orientation of the two mated interfaces [3].
iSSI
The iSSI (intelligent Space System Interface)
Modular Coupling Kit by iBOSS GmbH is a multifunctional connector solution addressing and

The basis is the 2-in-1 interface core (mechanical
and electrical), whereas the power interface can be
activated or not while the power pins in any case
remain part of the coupling process. Other coupling
sets contain a 3-in-1 interface (mechanical,
electrical and data) as well as 4-in-1 interface
(mechanical, electrical, data and thermal).
The so-called Add-On Modules span alignment
pins for increased misalignment tolerances and
loads, a form fit (customizable per use case)
enabling docking and berthing, increased
misalignment tolerances and load, and broader
diagonal engagement, a dust cover for planetary
missions and a launch lock supporting launch loads.
The iSSI is geared around OSAM needs and aims at
providing highest flexibility. Key features of the
iSSI are – besides its multi-functionality
(mechanical, power, data thermal), androgynous
design and 90°-Degree rotational symmetry especially: flat surface, lubricant-free mechanism,
fail-safe system (with respect to de-coupling), full
modularity, lightweight (1kg-range for core unit),
scalability (customization, and per functionality)
and multi-mounting options.
The iSSI has reached TRL 6 and will be
demonstrated in space aboard ISS later part 2021.

4

Benchmarking Concept

The selection of an appropriate SI is crucial not only
for the assembly and operations but also for the
design of critical equipment like the manipulator
with an impact to their development effort and
costing. An SI putting too much constraint on the
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manipulator (in terms of accuracy, force/torque,
sensors) will lead to increased costs, development
time and operational complexity. Therefore, a
careful trade-off will need to be assessed between
the performance requirements of SIs and
manipulator. As a first step of this tradeoff, it is
foreseen to implement a benchmark on the existing
SIs to assess their maturity and performance
according to the requirements of the project. The
considered SIs are SIROM, HOTDOCK and iSSI.
Tests will be implemented by DFKI as an
independent body to evaluate the performance of
the SIs in relevant demonstration scenarios and in
full transparency to the Consortium members. This
will lead to a recommendation of a preferred
interface to be considered during the B2 phase of
the project.
For the definition of the baseline of the SI
benchmarking the ECSS-E-HB-11A handbook and
related standards are used as guidelines.
Additional requirements to be considered by the
benchmarking will come from the mission scenario
of the PERIOD project.
Within the mission a Client Satellite provided by
ISISPACE will adhere to the CubeSat standard,
which in turn introduces constraints on the SI
architecture and design. First and foremost is the
physical characteristics of the SI. The CubeSat form
factor is made up of modular blocks called “Units”,
where one Unit is 10x10x10 cm in size. Although
no requirement exists on the power draw of the SI
itself, it should be minimized as CubeSats have
limited power generation capabilities. The average
mass of a single Unit should not exceed 1.33 kg,
although the SI itself can be heavier if other Units
compensate, while keeping in mind the center of
mass of the whole platform to avoid negatively
impacting the attitude and orbit control system.
The SI should also be compatible with the electrical
and data interfaces commonly used in CubeSat
applications. A typical electrical interface is an
unregulated 16V power bus, while common data
interfaces include I2C, CAN, SPI, or
RS232/422/485. Specifically tailored adapters may
also be considered for more custom-built
architectures.
The current baseline for the benchmarking is
considered to be similar to a typical technology
readiness assessment (TRA) process which consists
out of the following steps a) preliminary definition
of performance requirements and relevant

environment, b) identification of critical functions
of SIs according to the PERIOD's mission scenario,
c) drafting of the critical function test plan, d)
definition and implementation of the benchmarking
environment, e) testing and analysis of results, see
also [4, Table 5-1].
Similarly, the current baseline for the performance
metrics mirrors the generic description of the TRA
criteria. The main areas covered by them are [4]:
• general evaluation aspects like a) element
definition
status,
b)
performance
requirements status and c) verification and
validation status.
• documentation for TRA like a) preliminary
definition of performance requirements and
of the relevant environment, b)
identification and analysis of critical
function of an element and c) preliminary
design of the element, supported by
appropriate models for the verifications of
the critical function of an element.
Due to the envisioned demonstration scenario, the
currently identified critical functions of the SIs to
be tested during the benchmarking cover the
mechanical, data and power functionalities of the
SIs.
The benchmark environment will be implemented
at the “Mensch-Roboter Kollaboration und
Industrie 4.0” (MRK) laboratory of DFKI-RIC in
Bremen and will employ LBR iiwa manipulators
visible in Figure 5.

Figure 5. LBR iiwa system at the MRK
laboratory of DFKI-RIC (credit: DFKI GmbH)

5

Conclusion and Outlook

The ECSS standards are necessary to ensure a fair
and neutral basis for the evaluation of a suitable
standard interconnect. The planned tests with the
LBR iiwa manipulators are intended to prove
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whether the SIs can comply with the required
deviations.
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Summary
The aim of this work is to present a sensitivity and robustness analysis of a line-of-sight (LOS) autonomous
navigation system for CubeSats. LOS navigation is a particular optical navigation technique which exploits
the direction of visible celestial bodies (either planets, moons, or small bodies), extracted from an on-board
captured image. The directions are fed to a filter, where they are matched with the actual position of the
target bodies, retrieved from on-board stored ephemerides. Parameters influencing the navigation accuracy
are highlighted and explored, as LOS accuracy and tracking frequency. The applicability of this technique to
deep-space CubeSat mission is showed, in a various set of scenarios.
Keywords: Autonomous Optical Navigation, Deep-space CubeSat, Line-of-sight, Star trackers.

1

Introduction

The recent growth in space components miniaturization opened a wide range of new opportunities for
low-cost space exploration. CubeSats represent a class
of nano-satellites, often composed by Commercialof-the-shelf (COTS) components, characterized by a
mission cost reduction. They have been widely used
for Earth applications in the last 20 years, but recently their applicability for deep-space missions have
been proved and the major space agencies considered
(or are considering) the possibility of using CubeSats
for low-cost deep-space exploration [1]. Among the
many, the most relevant are:
• NASA-JPL MarCO-A and MarCO-B, two CubeSats carried on-board by the Insight mission,
deployed around Mars to help the Earth-lander
communications working as relay system [2];
• ESA Hera Milani and Juventas, which will be
will be released in the proximity of Dydimos binary system [3];
• LUMIO, designed to orbit around the EarthMoon L2 point to observe meteoroid impacts on
lunar surface [4].
In this framework, it is important to remark that several issues still need to be considered. One of the most

important is the improvement of the autonomy level of
CubeSat. In particular, autonomous navigation should
be exploited due to many reasons, such as limiting the
ground tracking cost and enabling real-time operations
in scenarios far from the Earth. This work focuses on a
particular optical navigation technique, based on visible bodies LOS, which is exploitable in deep-space
cruise scenario. The LOS directions of visible bodies, extracted from star tracker images, are fed to the
navigation filter, where they are matched with the actual positions of the tracked bodies, retrieved from onboard stored ephemerides. The basics of this technique
has been proposed through the years [5], however it
was never exploited extensively by real missions. Recently, its applicability to CubeSats has been initially
investigated [6]. In this work, we propose an extensive sensitivity and robustness analysis over various
key parameters: LOS accuracy, tracking frequency,
number of tracked bodies, on-board time error, initial
condition uncertainties, light-time delay and velocity
aberration correction, star trackers occultation due to
Sun. The highly geometrical influence of the mission
scenario on the navigation accuracy is taken into account by considering various different heliocentric orbits in the region of interest (0.8 – 1.3 AU) for nearEarth asteroids exploration.
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Figure 1:
schematics.
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allows to check how the simpler propagation model,
used on-board, deals with the actual trajectory, which
of course is influenced by a large set of disturbances.
For each test trajectory, key parameters vary in order to
show their influence on the technique. Above all, LOS
accuracy is considered in the range 1-200 arcsec, while
the tracking rate is in the range 1 measurement/hour –
0.25 measurement/day. Moreover, initial uncertainties
for position and velocity are respectively in the range
1e4-1e7 km and 0.01-10 km/s. The number of tracked
bodies is 1-2-3, while the selected target bodies are
Line-of-sight autonomous navigation chosen between Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus,
and Mercury. For each test trajectory, the visibility of
each tracked body is evaluated in function of the Sun
exclusion angle of the star tracker.

2 Methodology
2.1 LOS Navigation Technique

3

The output of the navigation system is the cartesian
state of the spacecraft. The basic schematics of LOS
navigation is reported in Figure 1. From images, visible bodies directions are obtained and fed to the navigation filter. The other input of the filter is composed
of the actual positions of the tracked bodies, obtained
from on-board stored ephemerides. In the navigation
filter, either from the propagated state or the first estimation, light-time delay and velocity aberration corrections need to be computed in order to refine the state
estimation.

2.2 Modelling and Simulation approach
The basic approach to test the navigation algorithms is
based on Montecarlo simulations. Once test trajectories have been defined, synthetic observables are generated. Test trajectories are obtained using a higherfidelity model for propagation, in which the gravitation disturbances of Jupiter, Earth, Mars, and Moon
are considered, together with the solar radiation pressure acceleration (exploiting the cannonball radiation
model). Differently, the navigation filter on-board
propagator uses the 2-bodies dynamics, as it is usually light for computational reasons. The observables
are the LOS directions of target bodies, expressed in
terms of azimuth and elevation, obtained from the test
trajectory. Both azimuth and elevation are computed
correcting the light-time delay and the velocity aberration, and later they are corrupted by a Gaussian noise
with a variable σ (in order to show the influence of
the LOS accuracy), in order to simulate the errors due
to attitude knowledge and image processing. Generating the observables from a higher-fidelity propagation

Simulation Example

An example of a navigation simulation is reported
here. The spacecraft initial condition is randomly
picked as the state of the Earth on 25-07-2000. The
time-frame for the navigation simulation is 01-012026 – 01-01-2028. The selected LOS 3 − σ accuracy
is 30 arcsec, while the tracking rate is one observation per hour. The initial uncertainties in the state are
1e5 km and 0.1 km/s respectively for position and velocity. An Extended-Kalman Filter (EKF) is used to
sequentially estimate the state. Figure 2. and Figure 3.
report respectively the last 150 days of simulation, using Mars and Jupiter as tracked bodies. Watching the
images separately it is possible to highlight some particular characteristic of LOS navigation. First, the behavior of the covariance matrix (reflected by the 3 − σ
boundaries) and of the accuracy is strongly influenced
by the geometry of the scenarios, in particular the relative positioning of observer and observed body, as it
has been already highlighted in [7]. Moreover, the
estimation in the z-component, for both position and
velocity, is always more accurate than the other two
components. This is again related to the geometry of
the problem, as the spacecraft and the bodies lie on orbits with similar inclinations (ecliptic or close to it).
On the other hand, looking at the images together, it is
possible to note that in this particular scenario, tracking Mars appear slightly more accurate than tracking
Jupiter, from a navigation perspective. Even though,
there may be scenarios in which the opposite stands,
tracking inner solar system bodies is typically more
accurate than tracking outer bodies. This is connected
to the higher orbital velocities of inner bodies, which
increase the rate of changes of observables and it is
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Figure 2: Mars tracking example.

Figure 4: Jupiter tracking example with no velocity
aberration correction.

Figure 3: Jupiter tracking example.

beneficial to the navigation filter. On the other hand,
tracking inner bodies is usually more difficult due to
the required Sun exclusion angle, so the tracking strategy should be a trade-off between achievable accuracy
and actual bodies observability. In this example, the
assumption of not-interrupted visibility of the bodies
is used, however in real scenarios this may be not the
case. In both simulation, light-time delay and velocity aberration are corrected within the EKF, using
the propagated state. These two corrections are fundamental and must be taken into account. Figure 4.
reports the case in which Mars is tracked, but only
light-time delay is solved and velocity aberration is
not taken into account. Comparing this with Figure
2., a substantial drop in the state estimation accuracy
can be noted, as the error is higher and it exceeds the
3 − σ boundaries (in red). The LOS accuracy is one
of the driving parameters for the navigation accuracy.
Figure 5. Reports the same Mars tracking scenario of
Figure 2., in which the LOS accuracy is assumed to

Figure 5: Jupiter tracking example with 200 arcsec
LOS accuracy.
be 200 arcsec. A significant performance drop can
be easily noted, testifying again the importance of a
proper attitude estimation and image processing process to extract accurately the LOS. Tracking multiple
bodies allow to reach higher accuracy, and it is part
of the navigation strategy. Figure 6. reports the same
simulation scenario, but Jupiter and Mars are observed
simultaneously. In this case, the additional complexity
of the tracking strategy does not reflect in a significant accuracy increase. Compare it again with Figure
2., one cannot note a significant improve in the navigation performance, showing how in this particular
tracking scenario Mars is dominant with the respect
to Jupiter. In Figure 7 however, Earth and Mars are
simultaneously observed. In this other case, the benefit of observing two bodies is more evident, justifying
the additional complexity of the strategy. This again
shows how the geometry of the problem influence sig-
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Figure 6: Mars and Jupiter tracking example.

size, relative distance, and apparent brightness of the
object. Again, the improvement of tracking multiple
bodies is showed, such as the importance of correcting
light-time delay and velocity aberration. The influence
of the tracking frequency is left for the extended paper, such as the robustness against on-board clock error (which depending on the planet can be also in the
order of hundreds of seconds by keeping a good accuracy), against wrong measurements, and especially
against higher initial condition uncertainties (the approach is suitable also with initial large uncertainties).
The applicability of LOS navigation to miniaturized
deep-space mission is proved.
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Summary
This work examined the state-of-the-art of satellite electric propulsion and how it might enable improved
approaches to debris mitigation.
Keywords: orbital debris mitigation, space debris, satellite electric propulsion

1

2. The 25-year rule can be reduced to 5-year
(or even 1-year) rule with minor impact on
design and operations.

Introduction

Global orbital debris mitigation guidelines were
established in the mid-1990s based upon a simple
framework of (1) limiting the amount of debris
created by each launch/mission, (2) preventing
explosions and collisions, and (3) reducing the
amount of time space hardware is allowed to reside
in Earth orbit after its mission is completed.
The sequence of initiatives that flowed from this
activity were critical to establishing the philosophy
of responsible behavior in space but were also
tempered by concerns of imposing burdensome
requirements on spacecraft designers and space
operators. That concern was very relevant for that
time when there was limited debris on orbit, few
countries actively operating in space, space
technology was in early stages of maturity, and few
commercial ventures depended on reliable space
systems.
Over the last 25 years, space has become critical to
every aspect of our national security and daily lives
and our ability to build capable space systems has
also dramatically improved. However, the
guidelines to mitigate debris and avoid collisions,
which could threaten our ability to operate our
space systems reliably, have not kept pace with
these technological changes.
This paper shows that the engineering realities now
are such that two key components of the mitigation
guidelines can, and should, be immediately, and
substantially, updated by use of electric propulsion
systems:
1. Collision avoidance capability can be
incorporated in all spacecraft operating
over 400 km in altitude.

2

Background

The Orbital Debris Mitigation Standard Practices
(ODMSP)1 codifies the standards and guidelines
used by Government space operators in the United
States. While the debris mitigation guidelines were
established in the 1990s, the first ODMSP was
issued in 2001, and updated in 2019.
Highlights from the guidelines are:
- The goal of the ODMSP is to limit the
generation of new, long-lived debris by the
control of debris released during normal
operations, minimizing debris generated by
accidental explosions, the selection of a safe
flight profile and operational configuration to
minimize accidental collisions, and PMD of
space structures.
- Spacecraft and upper stages should be
designed to eliminate or minimize debris
released during normal operations. Each
instance of planned release of debris larger
than 5 mm in any dimension that remains on
orbit for more than 25 years should be
evaluated and justified. For all planned
released debris larger than 5 mm in any
dimension, the total debris object-time
product in low Earth orbit (LEO) should be
less than 100 object-years per upper stage or
per spacecraft. The total object-time product
in LEO is the sum, over all planned released
objects, of the orbit dwell time in LEO.
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In developing the design of a spacecraft or
upper stage, each program should
demonstrate, via commonly accepted
engineering and probability assessment
methods, that the integrated probability of
debris-generating explosions for all credible
failure modes of each spacecraft and upper
stage (excluding small particle impacts) is
less than 0.001 (1 in 1,000) during
deployment and mission operations.
All on-board sources of stored energy of a
spacecraft or upper stage should be depleted
or safed when they are no longer required for
mission operations or PMD.
In developing the design and mission profile
for a spacecraft or upper stage, a program
will estimate and limit the probability of
collision with objects 10 cm and larger
during orbital lifetime to less than 0.001 (1 in
1,000).
Spacecraft design will consider and limit the
probability to less than 0.01 (1 in 100) that
collisions with micrometeoroids and orbital
debris smaller than 1 cm will cause damage
that prevents the planned PMD.
The probability of successful PMD should be
no less than 0.9 with a goal of 0.99 or better.

Two key points from the 2019 update are: (1)
collision avoidance capability is not required
(simply a written explanation showing that the
probability of collision for hardware is less than
1/1000 over the entire orbital lifetime) and (2) the
PMD requirement (i.e., the 25-year rule) stayed the
same as established in the early 1990s, in the
original ODMSP. Complicating the potential drive
to reduce the PMD time threshold from 25 years to
something much shorter is that the current global
compliance rate to the 25-year rule is less than
50%.2 However, poor adherence to a requirement
should not be used as the rationale that prevents
making the requirement more stringent.

3

A Revised Assessment

3.1 Off-the-shelf Electric Propulsion Systems
As a starting point for the argument that current
debris mitigation guidelines could easily be made
more stringent, propulsion systems that can easily
integrated into a range of satellite systems are
reviewed. Four off-the-shelf electric propulsion
systems are analyzed and system features of each
are detailed in the table below.
EP systems have been flying since the 1980s,
however, it has only been recently that there has
been widespread use of EP by satellite designers
and manufacturers. There has been a marked

Table 1. The electric propulsion systems used in this assessment have proven to be highly reliable or are in the
process of being space-qualified (ACE-Max and Accion).
System Name Type
of Mass, kg
Power
Comments
System
(Power
Requirement,
Processing
W
Unit [PPU]
and harness
for EP)
Flying today on more than a dozen GEO
Aerojet
Hall
60
3000
satellites, including AEHF and MEV.
Rocketdyne
Thruster
XR-5
Completing
flight
qualification.
Apollo
Hall
20
1400
Launched
in
June
2021
on
Spaceflight
Fusion ACE- Thruster
SHERPA
-LTE.
Max
First on-orbit demo in Jan 2018. Flying
Enpulsion
FEEP
0.7
33
on dozens of microsats and cubesats.
NANO
Accion TILE

Electrospray

1.4

33

TILE 2 in-space propulsion system units
will launch onboard an Astro Digital
micro-satellite in June 2021 [6]
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increase in their use for collision avoidance,
stationkeeping (primarily in geosynchronous orbit
(GEO)), and orbit acquisition, including large GTO
to GEO transfers. Several types of EP systems are
flying today on a variety of government and
commercial satellites.
Typically, EP systems use a single working fluid as
a propellant and require power from the spacecraft
to ionize and accelerate the propellant. EP systems’
ability to perform at different power levels make
them more tailorable than chemical systems for
different de-orbit maneuver scenarios.
Three types of EP systems are examined. Hall
thrusters at power levels of 3 kW and 1 kW for the
2,000 kg and 300 kg satellites, respectively. Field
Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) thrusters and
electrospray thrusters were both considered for the
6U cubesat missions. These were selected because
they are commercially available to users today.
3.2 Technical Performance Assessment
The anticipated ΔV budget required for the three
“typical” spacecraft classes are summarized in
Table 2. The collision avoidance budget was
derived from an anticipated 20 firings a year of 1
cm/s each for a five-year mission. Orbit raising for
the two smaller spacecraft was included since they
would likely have to use a rideshare or be launched
in a multi-satellite deployer that would require
some thrusting to put them in their desired orbit
(i.e., orbit acquisition).
The larger spacecraft would likely be placed
directly into its desired orbit. Deorbit ΔV values are
calculated based on moving the three satellite
classes from 1,500 km to the worst case PMD
scenario, 400 km (i.e., 1-year rule).
The PMD propulsion requirement will depend on
both the starting altitude of the target spacecraft and
the objective orbit for PMD compliance, e.g. 650
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km for a 25-year deorbit threshold. The other major
physical parameter to determine is the mass fraction
for a given scenario which requires both the dry
mass of the spacecraft and the propellant mass
consumed for the operations. The values are
calculated using a standard mission analysis code
for for the EP systems, which were all low thrust.
We examined how much of an effort it is for the
propulsion system (i.e., ΔV needed) to move the
three “typical” satellites selected from LEO to
altitudes consistent with different PMD thresholds.
For an intact derelict object, the orbital altitude that
equates to orbital lifetimes of 25, 5, and 1 years are
~650 km, ~500 km, and ~400 km, respectively. The
variation in the lifetimes due to changing solar
activity will increase for the lower altitudes. In
reality, the average altitudes provided above will be
higher for low periods of solar activity or lower for
high periods of solar activity.3
These results are compared against a 1999 review
of the efficacy of the initial orbital debris mitigation
guidelines, stating that it was important to keep the
mass fraction to satisfy the 25-yr rule to 2-5% in
order to not be too cumbersome.4 This perspective
is important in the next three figures below showing
the propulsive requirement for moving the target
satellites to altitudes consistent with the 25-year, 5year, and 1-year rules.
Using the off-the-shelf propulsion described
previously and the ΔV required to execute the PMD
maneuvers, Figure 1 provides insights on the mass
fraction for PMD compliance for the 300 kg
satellite example. The three lines correspond to 400
km, 500 km, and 650 km final orbit destinations
which correspond to 1-year, 5-year, and 25-year
compliance thresholds, respectively. Calculations
are performed using the NASA Copernicus
trajectory analysis tool.5 Copernicus is a
generalized trajectory design and optimization

Table 2. The fuel budget for each class of satellite examined is depicted below with the maximum
maneuver budget (i.e., move from 1,500 km circular orbit to ~400 km circular or ~1-yr orbital lifetime).
Spacecraft
Orbit Raising
Collision Avoidance Post Mission Disposal
Total
(ΔV, m/s)
(ΔV, m/s)
(ΔV, m/s)
(ΔV, m/s)
15 kg, cubesat
20
1
320
341
300 kg, smallsat
20
1
320
341
2,000 kg
--1
320
321
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application that is capable of handling both high
thrust and low thrust orbit transfers.
The electric thruster can easily meet the 2-5% mass
fraction challenge for all PMD thresholds while the
chemical propulsion systems will not be able to
meet the requirements for most orbits. However, if
instead of recircularizing the satellite at the lower
altitude for the chemical propulsion cases, the PMD
maneuver strives to reduce the perigee such that the
new orbital lifetime is equivalent to the PMD
thresholds, significant fuel may be saved.
3.3 Conclusions
The analysis contained in this paper highlights the
capability of EP systems to satisfy the most
stringent CA and PMD requirements. The EP
systems easily surpassed the 2-5% mass fraction
anecdotal threshold identified when debris
mitigation guidelines were established in the late
1990s. The last major hurdle for widespread use of
EP systems for all spacecraft (i.e., from 1U cubesats
to 6,000 kg satellites) is likely the cost. However,
prices are dropping as quickly as capabilities are
increasing.
Regulators, policymakers, and operators will now
need to find an excuse other than “it is too
burdensome” to incorporate propulsive CA and
PMD capabilities if they do not wish to implement
more stringent debris mitigation guidelines.
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Summary
We consider space debris generated by simulated break-up events, either collisions or explosions. For each
fragment, we compute the corresponding proper elements, which are quasi-invariants of a Hamiltonian system
obtained through the implementation of a normal form procedure. Following the results on asteroid families,
such quantities allow to identify groups of space debris; they can also be used to associate possibly these
groups to a parent body.
Keywords: Proper elements, Normal form, Space debris, Statistical data analysis.

1

Introduction

According to the altitude from the Earth, it is
common to distinguish three main regions: LowEarth-Orbits (LEO), Medium-Earth-Orbits (MEO)
and Geosynchronous-Earth-Orbits (GEO). The dynamics in LEO-MEO-GEO is ruled by different factors: the geopotential of the Earth (including the Keplerian part and the contribution due to its non-spherical
shape), the gravitational influence of Moon and Sun,
the solar radiation pressure. We adopt a Hamiltonian
formulation including the above effects and, using Lie
series, we implement a normal form procedure that
provides quasi-invariants of the motion, called proper
elements, which are connected to the orbital elements.
We remark that proper elements have been used in a
very effective way to connect asteroid families (see,
e.g., [1], [2], [3]).
We compute the proper elements for space debris orbiting around the Earth and generated by a break-up
simulator for collisions or explosions. We compare the
proper elements with the initial osculating elements
immediately after the break-up and with the mean ele-

ments after a given interval of time. The results are
analyzed through statistical methods and show that
proper elements are indeed a powerful tool to connect
groups of space debris and even to relate space debris
to their parent body (see [4] and [5] for details).

2

The Model

The Hamiltonian model includes the Keplerian part,
the gravitational potential generated by the nonspherical Earth HE , the gravitational attraction of
Moon HM and Sun HA , the Solar radiation pressure
HSRP . We refer to [6] for full details and we shortly
write the Hamiltonian function in the form
H = HKep + HE + HM + HS + HSRP
with HKep the Keplerian part given by
HKep = −

GME
,
2a

where G is the gravitational constant, ME is the mass
of the Earth and a is the semi-major axis of the space
debris.
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Results

Through a simulator of break-up events ([7]), we generate synthetic data for which we compute the proper
elements. The simulator is based upon the break-up
model Evolve 4.0 (see [8], [9]); for a collision or an
explosion, the simulator provides the cross-sections,
masses, and imparted velocities. With such initial
data, we implement the following procedure:
(i) compute the Cartesian coordinates for the generated fragments of the break-up event;
(ii) for each fragment, determine the orbital elements;
(iii) propagate each fragment for 150 years;
(iv) determine the proper elements of each fragment at
150 years;
(v) compare the distribution of the proper elements
with that of the elements at the initial time after the
break-up.

ements after 150 years (second row), the proper elements after 150 years (third row). We remark that the
scales have been set as the minimum and maximum
values of the evolution of the elements after 150 years.
The results show that the distribution of the fragments
in the mean elements differs from those in the osculating elements; in fact, the first and third rows of Figure 1 show a close relation between the fragments at
the initial time and the distribution of the proper elements.
The comparison of the elements is complemented by
statistical data analysis (see, e.g., [10]) based upon
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Pearson correlation coefficient.
In the case of Figure 1, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
for the inclination returns a small p-value equal to
0.32003 for the comparison between the initial dataset
and the mean elements after 150 years, and a p-value
equal to 0.465818 when comparing the initial data and
the proper elements.
For what concerns Pearson correlation coefficient, we
obtain a value equal to 0.315031 for the comparison of
the inclination between the data at the initial time and
after 150 years, and a value equal to 0.733318 between
the data at the initial time and proper elements.

4
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Summary
We propose an analytic solution to the trajectory computation of a spacecraft subjected to tangential lowthrust. The solution starts with the linearization of the Gauss planetary equations with respect to both the
perturbation acceleration and to the orbital elements. An approximate solution is then developed which is
based on averaged dynamics. The resulting model compares favorably with state-of-the-art analytic solutions.
Keywords: Low-thrust, Perturbed orbital motion, Gauss Planetary equations, Collision avoidance.

1

Introduction

Electric propulsion has attracting features for space
missions due to their high specific impulse and
reliability. On the other hand it brings
disadvantages consisting of a very low thrust in
absolute terms and non-negligible thrust variability
mainly due to unpredictable manufacturing error,
aging and operating temperature variability. These
may result in a non-nominal thrust level in terms of
both a realization bias [1] and of a random (shortterm) variability [2].
Given their high efficiency, low thrust engines are
particularly appealing for collision avoidance
(COLA) maneuvers. In fact, space traffic is
experiencing a great increase in its volume and
consequently a great increase in the expected
COLA operations [3] (e.g. number of maneuvers).
Nevertheless, there are a couple of fundamental
problems when applying low-thrust to COLA,
namely i) the low thrust induces the execution of the
maneuver to be much longer than impulsive
maneuvers, ii) the long lasting maneuver makes the
small thrust uncertainty relevant, influencing the
effectiveness of the maneuver itself. In fact, the
thrust uncertainty sum up to the initial orbit
determination uncertainty in a non-negligible way.
Authors in [4] demonstrates that COLA maneuvers
with low-thrust in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) can be
realistically performed between 4 and 8 orbits ahead
of the conjunction, that means around 12 h ahead.
On the other hand, the last usable measurement
before taking a COLA decision is usually 48h
before the conjunction, so point i) is not an issue
from this respect. Rather, it arises a difficulty in the
computation of the maneuver to be executed, which
involves either numerical integration or semianalytical integration of perturbed orbital dynamics
equations [5], [6], [7].

Point ii) arises instead the problem of uncertainty
propagation, implying the solution of a system of
nonlinear stochastic differential equations, a
formidably difficult task.
In this work we propose a fully analytical
formulation for the trajectory of a spacecraft
subjected to constant tangential thrust. We believe
this solution, although approximated, is precise
enough to be adopted for tackling point i) and
significantly speed up the maneuver computation
process.

2

Problem Statement

A spacecraft subjected to an acceleration profile
𝑎𝜏 (𝑡) follows a trajectory described by the GaussPlanetary-Equations. In terms of orbital elements
𝜶 = (𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑖, Ω, 𝜔, 𝑡) being respectively semi-major
axis, eccentricity, inclination, argument of
ascending node, argument of pericenter and time,
they are:
2 1 + 𝑒cos𝐸
√
𝑎
𝑛 1 − 𝑒cos𝐸 𝜏

𝑎
2 (1 − 𝑒 2 )cos𝐸
𝑒
𝑎𝜏
𝑑 𝑖
2
2
(1)
= 𝑛𝑎 √1 − 𝑒 cos 𝐸
𝑑𝑡 Ω
0
𝜔
0
[𝑡]
2 √1 − 𝑒 2 sin𝐸
𝑎
𝑛𝑎 √1 − 𝑒 2 cos2 𝐸 𝜏
[
]
1
These are complemented by the temporal evolution
of the eccentric anomaly, namely:
𝑑𝐸
𝑛
2
sin𝐸
=
−
𝑎
𝑑𝑡 1 − 𝑒cos𝐸 𝑛𝑎𝑒 √1 − 𝑒 2 cos 2 𝐸 𝜏
Notice that we choose an orbit state representation
where the sixth element changes actively in time,
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e.g. it is not the classical initial passage at
pericenter, rather its value from the pericenter
passage.

integration of variational equations. To simplify the
problem down to a level allowing for an analytical
solution, we consider a modified version of (2),
where the true Jacobian 𝐀(𝐸) is replaced by its orbit
1 2𝜋
average 2𝜋 ∫0 𝐀(𝐸)dE = 𝑩, now a constant
matrix. This way, the secular effects on the orbital
elements perturbations are still retained, while the
solution to the differential equations reads:

2.1 . Linearized solution
Notice first of all that the derivative is with respect
to time but on the right hand side, the derivatives
themselves are expressed as function of eccentric
anomaly. To make the above system more easily
solvable we adopt the eccentric anomaly as
integrating parameter instead of time. To this end,
we multiply Eq. (1) by 𝑑𝑡/𝑑𝐸 and expand to first
order around 𝑎𝜏 → 0 to obtain:
𝑑𝜶
≈ 𝒇(𝜶, 𝐸, 𝑎𝜏 )
𝑑𝐸
2
√1 − 𝑒 2 cos 2 𝐸 𝑎𝜏
𝑛2

𝛿𝜶 = 𝑒 𝑩 𝐸 (𝑐 + ∫ 𝑒 −𝑩 𝐸 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸)
Applying integration by parts to the rightmost term:
𝛿𝛼 = 𝑒 𝑩 𝐸 (𝑐 + ∫ 𝑩 𝑒 −𝑩 𝐸 ∫ 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝐸)
+ ∫ 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸

2(1 − 𝑒 2 ) 1 − 𝑒cos𝐸
√
cos𝐸 𝑎𝜏
𝑛2 𝑎
1 + 𝑒cos𝐸
0
0

=

(1)

2√1 − 𝑒 2 1 − 𝑒cos𝐸
√
sin𝐸𝑎𝜏
𝑛2 𝑎𝑒
1 + 𝑒cos𝐸
[

1 − 𝑒cos𝐸
(1 + 𝛽(𝐸)𝑎𝜏 )
𝑛

allows expressing the first order solution as a
correction (first addend to the right-hand side) to the
0-order one (rightmost integral). Then, a secular
approximation to the correction term can be
obtained by replacing 𝒇∗ (𝐸) in the nested integral
with
its
orbit
average:
∫ 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸 ≈
1 2𝜋 ∗
∫ 𝒇 (𝐸)d𝐸 𝐸 = 𝒇∗0 𝐸 to yield:
2𝜋 0
𝛿𝜶 = 𝑒 𝑩 𝐸 (𝑐 + ∫ 𝑩 𝑒 −𝑩 𝐸 𝒇∗0 𝐸 𝑑𝐸)
+ ∫ 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸

]

2 (1−𝑒cos𝐸)sin𝐸
.
𝑛2 𝑎𝑒 √1−𝑒 2 cos2 𝐸

with 𝛽(𝐸) =
Linearization of
GPEs with respect to a small parameter is a wellknown approach in the literature, which has been
successfully applied in various studies, see e.g. [8]
[9]. Once linearized, the GPEs are evaluated along
the unperturbed orbital elements, which makes the
right-hand side amenable of analytic integration. In
doing so, the approximation of the differential
equation is of order-zero in the orbital parameters.
Here instead, we propose a different approach, by
further linearizing the GPEs with respect to the
orbital parameters. In particular, given the
unperturbed orbit 𝜶c , a differential equation for the
evolution of the orbital elements perturbation 𝛿𝜶 =
𝜶 − 𝜶c can be easily derived as:
𝑑𝛿𝜶 𝑑(𝜶 − 𝜶c )
=
= 𝒇∗ (𝐸) + 𝐀(𝐸)𝛿𝜶
𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝐸

(2)

Where we have set 𝛁𝒇(𝜶c , 𝐸, 𝑎𝜏 ) = 𝐀(𝐸), 𝒇∗ (𝐸) =
𝑑𝜶
𝒇(𝜶c , 𝐸, 𝑎𝜏 ) − 𝑑𝐸c , and assumed 𝑎𝜏 to be constant.
Eq. (2) is a system of non-autonomous, linear
differential equations with variable coefficients. Its
solution is expressed in terms of a state-transition
matrix, which, in general, is obtained by numerical

Note that ∫ 𝒇∗ (𝐸)𝑑𝐸, 𝑩, 𝒇∗0 and ∫ 𝑩 𝑒 −𝑩 𝐸 𝒇∗0 𝐸 𝑑𝐸
are all computed in closed form (full details will be
given in the final version of the manuscript),
thereby making the proposed solution suitable for
efficient long-term orbital propagations.

3

Performance evaluation

The proposed analytical solution has been evaluated
numerically using as ground truth the GPE in Eq.
(1) integrated in eccentric anomaly using the builtin MATLAB® integrator ode113. The test orbit
being a LEO with initial orbital elements
𝜶 = (6800𝑘𝑚, 0.2, 40°, 0, 0, 0).
The propagation has been performed up to 15
orbital periods after initial instant, i.e. roughly 1
day. The applied thrust was 1e-7 km/s2.
Figure 1 shows the absolute errors in the orbital
elements of both, our linearized solution and the
solution proposed in [4] (0-order). For both
techniques a periodic reset policy during
propagation is adopted, with the reference orbital
elements being recomputed when E is a multiple of
2π, as described in [4].
The analytical approximation performs well for the
𝑎, 𝑒, 𝑡 orbital elements. Notice how the linearized
model captures most of the secular variation,
leaving a small oscillation superimposed to a
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residual, higher order drift. It can be noticed that the
two solutions for 𝜔 coincide, this is expected as
long as 𝜔 perturbation is, to first order, purely
periodic with the orbital period, so that the averaged
matrix 𝑩 cannot improve the 0-order solution. As
per absolute errors of the linearized model, we are
mostly interested in semi-major axis and time
errors, because they are the main responsible
respectively for radial and transversal errors in orbit
determination. The linearized model manages to

achieve a root-mean-square-error in semi-major
axis of 0.04m and 0.01s in time after 1 day
propagation. Considering an average orbital
velocity of 7.6km/s, the time error maps into a
spatial error of 76m along the tangential direction.
The proposed solution offers an improved
analytical tool for evaluating the position of a
spacecraft subjected to low thrust compared to
existing 0-order models.

Figure 1 Comparison between 0-order and first-order analytical solution: ground truth (top panel);
orbital element errors (bottom panel)

4

avoidance manoeuvre design, 70th International
Astronautical Congress, (2019). IAC-19-A6.2.3.
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Summary
It is well known that accurate prediction of re-entry time and location of an uncontrolled re-entering space object
is very important but challenging. This paper presents four in-house developed re-entry prediction algorithms
namely, RSM-GA, STKOptim, STKLTOptim and ABPro with case study on re-entry prediction of Starlink-26
(COSPAR ID 2019-029F or NORAD ID 44240) and CZ-5B (COSPAR ID 2021-035B or NORAD ID 48275)
during the IADC re-entry test campaigns 2021/1 and 2021/2, respectively. Both the re-entry campaigns were
unique; the life of Starlink-26 kept increasing during the initial phase of re-entry campaign while there was no
convergence till the end for the re-entry prediction of CZ-5B rocket body. The effectiveness and applicability
of these algorithms are studied based on percentage error. This study focuses on the overall and time-based
performance of the four methods. This will be helpful for decision making on automation of switching between
these algorithms for re-entry prediction during various phases of the re-entry campaign.
Keywords: re-entry prediction, IADC re-entry campaign, RSM-GA, STKOptim, STKLTOptim, ABPro,
percentage error.

1

Introduction

It is well known that accurate prediction of re-entry
time and location of an uncontrolled re-entering
space object is very important but challenging. The
estimation of re-entry time (and location) depends
on the accuracy of the initial state of re-entering
space object. The attitude of an uncontrolled reentering object is not controlled and there is no
communication with the object. Presently, two-line
elements (TLE) are the only publicly available data
for re-entry prediction. There are several
uncertainties associated with TLE data. The
propagation of TLE is recommended using SGP4
theory only, which is not accurate enough for
precise calculations. Also the conversion of mean
elements from TLE to osculating elements
introduce errors which are propagated further while
propagation is carried out using high precision
propagation models.
This paper presents four in-house developed reentry prediction algorithms namely, RSM-GA,
STKOptim, STKLTOptim and ABPro [1-7]. Reentry estimates simultaneously from four methods
provide confidence on our predictions. All the four

methods use a set of TLEs of re-entering object and
optimize the ballistic coefficient (BC) to reduce the
error function. This optimized BC is used for
propagation of latest/pivot TLE to predict the reentry time. All the four methods have different
objective functions and use High Precision Orbit
Propagator (HPOP) from System Tool Kit (STK)
for orbit propagation. Recently these algorithms
were used for re-entry prediction of Starlink-26
(COSPAR ID 2019-029F or NORAD ID 44240)
and CZ-5B (COSPAR ID 2021-035B or NORAD
ID 48275) during the IADC re-entry test campaigns
2021/1 and 2021/2. Both the re-entry campaigns
were unique in the sense that the life of Starlink-26
kept increasing during the re-entry campaign while
there was no convergence till end during re-entry
predictions for CZ-5B rocket body during IADC
campaign 2021/2. The effectiveness and
applicability of these algorithms are studied based
on percentage error. This study will be helpful for
decision making on selection of an algorithm for reentry prediction during various phases of the reentry campaign.
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2

Problem Formulation

Four in-house developed re-entry prediction
algorithms namely, RSM-GA, STKOptim,
STKLTOptim and ABPro are presented here with
case study on re-entry prediction of Starlink-26
(COSPAR ID 2019-029F or NORAD ID 44240)
and CZ-5B (COSPAR ID 2021-035B or NORAD
ID 48275) during the IADC re-entry test campaigns
2021/1 and 2021/2, respectively.

2021/1. It was launched from Kennedy Space
Center (ETR, United States) on 2019-05-24 02:24
UTC into an orbit with an approximate perigee
height of 442 km and an approximate apogee height
of 445 km, with an inclination of 53⁰. The satellite
has a flat box shape of dimensions 3.7 m length, 1.5
m width and 0.2 m height, with 1 solar panel
deployed which could be perpendicular or parallel
to the satellite body, with 2.8 m length and 8.1 m
width, with a dry mass of about 227 kg.

2.1 RSM-GA (Response Surface Methodology
with Genetic Algorithm) uses response surface
methodology (RSM) to estimate the osculating
eccentricity and ballistic coefficient at the initial
epoch by minimizing the error between the
observed and predicted mean semi-major axis in the
specified time interval with the help of genetic
algorithm (GA).
2.2 STKOptim (Optimization using System Tool
Kit) estimates essential ballistic parameter of the
risk object by minimizing the weighted least square
error of observed orbital elements with the
predicted orbital elements.
Figure 1. Evolution of apogee and perigee
altitude of Starlink-26 with respect to TLE
Epoch since its launch.

2.3 STKLTOptim (System Tool Kit Lifetime
Optimization) minimizes the dispersions in TLE
lifetime to obtain re-entry time estimate.
2.4 ABPro (Automated Back Propagation) derives
multiple BC estimates by pairing TLEs in all
possible ways and then estimates the final BC using
histogram function.
All the four methods require a set of TLE of the
decaying space object as input. Same set of TLE is
used by each method for a re-entry prediction
epoch. The performance of each method is
evaluated with the help of percentage error, given
by

percentage error 

Tcomputed  Tactual
Tactual  Tepoch_ TLE

 100

where,

Tcomputed is the computed re-entry time,

Tactual is the actual (declared) re-entry time,
Tepoch _ TLE is the TLE epoch.
3

Test Cases

3.1 Starlink-26
Starlink-26 (NORAD ID 44240) was selected as
test object for the IADC Re-entry Test Campaign

Figure-2: Evolution of apogee and perigee
altitude of Starlink-26 during the IADC
campaign.
At the beginning of the campaign the orbit of the
orbit of Starlink-26 was 317 km x 325 km at 53⁰
inclination on 22-Mar-2021. As per the last TLE of
Starlink-26 (epoch: 10 Apr 2021 10:04 UTC) its
orbit was 158.5 x 165 km at 53⁰ inclination. Figure1 shows the evolution of mean apogee/perigee
altitude from launch to re-entry. X-axis shows TLE
epoch in month/year format. Figure-2 shows the
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evolution of mean apogee/perigee altitude during
the IADC re-entry campaign. The x-axis shows
TLE epoch in day/month format. IADC declared
the re-entry of Starlink-26 @ 12:27:00 UTC on 10
Apr 2021.
3.2 Chinese Long March 5B (CZ-5B)
IADC Re-entry Test Campaign 2021/2 was
conducted for CZ-5B (NORAD ID 48275). CZ-5B
was launched on 29 April 2021 03:23:15 UTC from
Wenchang LC-1 with Tianhe space station core
module. It was launched into an orbit with an
approximate perigee height of 169.5 km and apogee
height of 375 km, with an inclination of 41.5 deg.
The core stage of this launch vehicle seems to have
been left in a 170 km x 370 km orbit from which it
decays naturally. The dimension of the rocket body
is not described in detail in public sources, but is
estimated to be cylindrical 5 m x 33.2 m and a dry
mass of about 18 metric tons. The re-entry
campaign began on 5 May 2021 with reduced orbit
167 km × 294 km, 41.5 deg inclination. Figure-3
shows the evolution of mean apogee/perigee
altitude from launch to re-entry.

percentage error for Starlink-26 was higher due to
increase in lifetime during the initial phase of reentry campaign.

Figure-4: Re-entry time estimation for Starlink26 using four methods

Figure-5: Re-entry time estimation for CZ-5B
using four methods

Figure-3: Evolution of apogee and perigee
altitude of CZ-5B

4

Results and Discussions

4.1 Overall performance
Total 15 predictions were made for Starlink-26
(Figure 4) and 12 predictions for CZ-5B (Figure 5)
using all the four methodologies at various time
instances throughout the re-entry campaign. Each
prediction was made using same pivot TLE and
same set of TLE data. Percentage error was
computed for each prediction and mean percentage
error was computed for each method (Table 1). It is
observed that the average percentage error the
performance of ABPro was better for both the reentries compared to other methods. All the four
methods had high percentage error for the last
prediction carried out for Starlink-26. Overall

Starlink-26

CZ-5B

RSM-GA

11.8

7.49

STKOptim

12.35

6.11

STKLTOptim

11.49

5.68

ABPro
10.71
5.84
Table 1. Average percentage error for Starlink26 and CZ-5B using four methods.
4.2 Performance over time based zones
The whole re-entry exercise (starting from first
prediction till the actual re-entry) is divided into
three time zones and performance of each algorithm
is accessed. This division will help us to make wise
decision on selection of / giving more weightage to
a particular algorithm compared to others for a
given time zone. The present analysis is valid for
the final phase of re-entry (approximately 2 weeks
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prior to the re-entry time). Detailed results will be
presented in the final version of proposed paper.

5

Conclusion

This paper presents four in-house developed reentry prediction methodologies and attempts to
understand their performance based on percentage
error. Two test cases are selected for this study,
namely (i) Starlink-26 and (ii) CZ 5B, which were
also test objects for IADC re-entry test campaigns
2021/1 and 2021/2. Both the re-entries were unique
which is reflected by the average percentage errors.
The paper focuses on evaluation of performance of
all the four methods during (a) the overall campaign
and (b) time-based intervals. This study will help us
to make better decision on selection of / giving more
weightage to a particular algorithm compared to
others for a given time zone.

6
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Summary
Large constellations of satellites in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), many of which comprise of tens of thousands of
satellites, are expected to increase the object flux density at their designated orbital altitudes by an order, and
cause an associated increase in collision risk to space assets operating in or transiting through their immediate
neighbourhood. This paper deals with the impact of large constellations on launch spaceflight safety. We find
the increase in collision risk to launch vehicle based on a typical future projection of object population due to
deployment of constellations similar to the first and second generations of Starlink constellation. Two separate
cases are considered, the first case corresponds to the deployment of about 12000 first generation satellites,
and in the second case we consider both generations of satellites having a combined population of 42000
objects. The interval between two successive blackout zones is found to vary from a few minutes to less than
a second. This indicates that a careful selection of lift-off timings in close coordination with the constellation
operator will be essential in future, especially in view of launch dispersion and the fact that satellites in the
constellations may often undergo continuous low thrust maneuvers.
Keywords: Launch COLA, Blackout Zones, Collision Avoidance, Lift-off, Large Constellation, Launch Window,
Low Earth Orbit

1

Introduction

launch window where lift-off is forbidden to avoid
conjunction with other space objects, are likely to rise
The recent proliferation of large constellations in Low significantly once these constellations are fully deEarth Orbit has already led to a drastic increase in ob- ployed.
ject population density in the altitude bands where the
constellations are being deployed. Many of the up- In this paper we assess the impact of large constellacoming constellations are proposed to comprise tens tions on launch collision avoidance (COLA) process
of thousands of satellites, and several orbital shells are through simulations. We find the increase in collision
planned within lower altitude range (below 400 km). risk to launch vehicle based on a typical future proAn obvious impact of these large constellations is in- jection of object population, we assumed the complete
creased collision risk for a launch vehicle as it has deployment of constellations similar to the proposed
to transit through the crowded orbital shells. Conse- Starlink constellation of SpaceX, the orbital details of
quently, the number of "blackout" zones, within the the proposed constellations were accessed from pubPage 1 of 3
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No. of
planes,
satellites
per plane
72, 22
72, 22
36, 20
6, 58
4, 43
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Altitude
(km)

Inclination
(degrees)

No. of
satellites

550
540
570
560
560

53
70
43
97.6
97.6
Total

1584
1584
720
348
172
4408

No. of
planes,
satellites
per plane
1, 7178
1, 7178
1, 7178
40, 50
1, 1998
1, 4000
12, 12
18, 18

Table 1: Constellation similar to generation I of Starlink at LEO [1]
Altitude
(km)
335.9
340.8
345.6

Inclination
(degrees)
42
48
53
Total

No. of
satellites
2493
2478
2547
7518

Inclination
(degrees)

No. of
satellites

328
334
345
360
373
499
604
641

30
40
53
96.9
75
53
148
115.7
Total

7178
7178
7178
2000
1998
4000
144
324
30000

Table 3: Constellation similar to the proposed generation II of Starlink [2]

3

Table 2: Constellation similar to generation I of Starlink at VLEO/Very Low Earth Orbit [1]
lic domain [1], [2]. Further details of simulation and
results are discussed in the next two sections, and Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

Altitude
(km)

Simulation of Large Constellation Scenario

We considered two separate cases, (i) scenario with
the deployment of first generation consisting of about
12000 satellites of a large constellation alone, and then
(ii) scenario including an additional 30000 satellites
belonging to the second generation of the constellation. The details of constellations used in simulation
are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3. Two different launch vehicle trajectories corresponding to injection of payloads in an SSPO (Sun-synchronous polar
orbit) at 505 km altitude and at a 37 degree inclined
orbit with 575 km altitude were simulated. The launch
window was assumed to span over one day. Only the
satellites from the aforementioned constellation were
used in the simulation, no other catalogued space objects or other constellations were considered.
STK [3] with MATLAB interface was used to simulate the constellations and perform conjunction analysis with the launch vehicle trajectory and first orbit of
the injected satellite. The results are discussed in the
next section.

Results

In general, for launch-vehicle trajectory with satellite
injection at 505 km, only the satellites at very low
Earth orbit pose conjunction risk. As expected, the total number of conjunctions corresponding was found
to be much higher when the trajectory with 575 km
injection altitude was considered as more number of
orbital shells has to be traversed by the vehicle and
the injected satellite orbit is also close to one of the
shells. No collision risk was found with the constellations at 604 km and 641 km orbital altitudes due to
sufficiently large altitude clearance. A typical result
of launch COLA analysis between the launch vehicle
trajectory for payload injection at 575 km altitude due
to the simulated constellation for different lift-off timings is depicted in Fig. 1. Here, only the zoomed portion within launch window over a duration of 1 hour
is shown for conjunctions with 1 km close approach
distance (CAD). In the figure, blue diamond marks the
conjunction with I generation and pink diamond with
II generation satellites.
The worst-case time gap between two successive
blackout zones corresponding to 1 km CAD is found
to be less than 1 sec, as shown in Table 4, when the
combined constellations were considered. The blackout situation is found to worse for the launch trajectory
with higher injection altitude.
Our past experience of COLA for launch vehicles
shows that the black-out zones appear sparsely in the
launch window, and there has seldom been any block
due to conjunctions with resident space objects during the ascent phase. The simulation results presented
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be equipped with ion thrusters, and shall be performing low-thrust, continuous maneuvers during their ascent from parking to operational orbit and de-orbiting
phases. In such cases, conventional orbit propagation
of the maneuvering satellites will produce erroneous
results and operational ephemerides must be considered in the conjunction assessment process. ThereFigure 1: Zoomed part of launch window over 1 hour fore, close coordination with the constellation operafor a typical case of payload injection at 575 km orbit. tors will be essential in future for launch spaceflight
The red marks on the x-axis represent the time zones safety.
not cleared for lift-off and the green lines represents
5 References
the time zones cleared for lift-off
[1] Technical attachment submitted by SpaceX to
Time gap between
Injection orbit
FCC for Modification on a Satellite Space Statwo successive
505 km
575 inclined
tions filing. https://fcc.report/IBFS/SAT-MODblackout zones
SSPO
orbit
20200417-00037/2274316.
Minimum
762 ms
3 ms
[2] Technical attachment submitted by SpaceX
Maximum
3.21 hour 1.55 minute
to FCC for Application to Launch and OpTable 4: Results obtained with simulated combined
erate on a Satellite Space Stations filing.
constellations of satellites, considering blackout zones
https://fcc.report/IBFS/SAT-LOA-20200526corresponding to 1 km CAD with launch vehicle tra00055/2378671.
jectories
[3] Systems
Tool
Kit
(STK).
https://www.agi.com/products/stk.
here show that in future with large constellations deployed, far more stringent constraints are likely to be
imposed on the selection of collision free lift-off timings within the launch window, especially for remote
sensing missions which have stricter constraint on local time. In practice, more blackout zones will be
experienced within the launch window compared to
the simulated results because of the existing space object population and the other upcoming constellations
(Kuiper, OneWeb, GuoWang, etc.). If the launch vehicle trajectory involves a de-boost phase and/or multiple satellite injections at different altitude regimes,
additional constraints will be imposed on the lift-off
time selection because the vehicle will be traversing
through many orbital shells of these large constellations.

4

Conclusion

Deploying large constellations at lower orbital altitude
is considered advantageous for reduced latency and
shorter orbital life for constellation operators. However, LEO constellations are found to pose additional
challenge for a launching agency because the passage
through lower orbital shells of these constellations
and the associated conjunction risk cannot be avoided.
Many of the satellites in constellations are expected to
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Summary
The PERIOD Consortium bringing together the competencies of Airbus Defence and Space, DFKI, EASN-TIS,
GMV, ISISPACE, SENER Aerospatiale and Space Application Services is preparing a very ambitious
demonstration scenario based on a robotized Factory concept. A satellite will be manufactured in an Orbital
Factory and injected in LEO for operations. The manufacturing includes the fabrication of an antenna, the
assembly of the satellite components and its reconfiguration and inspection in the Factory. During the
demonstration mission, the PERIOD facility will be reconfigured to extend the level of capability validation
from assembly and manufacturing of structures to attachment and refueling experiments.
PERIOD shall satisfy core market and customer expectations by advancing on technology and process
maturation, verification means definition, robust demonstration, transparency on risks and mitigations, and
addressing ISMA (In-orbit Services, Manufacturing and Assembly) market and use cases, standardization and
regulation. The ambition behind the PERIOD project is also the creation of independent European capabilities
for building future orbital infrastructure and for being competitive on the ISMA market. Such European
capabilities will allow the European space industry offering new commercial on-orbit services.
Keywords: PERASPERA H2020, PERIOD, In-Orbit Demonstration, In-Orbit Servicing, In-Space Assembly,
In-Space Manufacturing, ISMA, Orbital Factory.
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1

Introduction

Space robotics technologies are maturing, bringing
new
capabilities
for
In-orbit
Services,
Manufacturing and Assembly (ISMA). These
capabilities will generate on-orbit services
improving the orbital infrastructure, creating in turn
a very promising business opportunity in terms of
market volume. The establishment of a European
capacity is necessary for building this new space
infrastructure and to capture a fair part of this
market. The concrete objectives of the PERIOD
project are focusing on the main aspects to generate
the capabilities, which are the further maturation of
the space robotics technologies and the definition of
an in-orbit demonstration to be implemented as
soon as 2026. This paper will describe from
different viewpoints the high-level mission and
system concept which integrates the identified
ISMA capabilities as well as the mission objectives
and needs. This representation constitutes the user
views to consolidate the definition of the mission
expectations and will also be used to assess the
programmatic aspects.

2

ISMA market context

The ISMA market is still perceived as a very
debuting market requiring real efforts, especially on
demonstrations and use cases. On global trend
analysis in-space servicing is on the short-term
more related to inspection and life extension. Then,
upgrade and repair activities will include in-space
assembly and replacement of payloads’ modules.
Future steps can include on-demand manufacturing
of spare parts for a servicing purpose [1].
From the understanding of the ISMA context and
challenges the mission statement must consider the
following aspects and objectives:
 Multiple new business cases and market
opportunities reflected by the paradigm shift from
Earth-based manufacturing (mission-specific
solutions not optimized for the space
environment) to space-based manufacturing
(flexible spacecraft optimized for the space
environment).
 Increase the viability of the demonstrator by
providing rapid and low-cost upgrade capabilities
to cope with the ISMA market orientation
uncertainty.
 Characteristics of new space systems like higher
value, higher capacities and higher resilience at
lower costs.
 A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the
economical,
technical,
scientific
and

performance-related impact and benefits of
standardized technologies, in order to tangibly
contribute toward emerging regulations governing
the commercial use of such technologies in space.
To unleash the full ISMA potential, 5 key enablers
must be unlocked by the mission, going from
customer awareness and transparency to
technological and financial feasibility, regulations
and investments:
1. Technological feasibility and representative
system demonstrations.
2. Customer awareness on ISMA and its benefits.
3. Transparency towards customers on risks and
mitigations.
4. Established standards & regulations for in-space
activities.
5. Accurate business cases and associated
profitability.

3

Demonstration mission definition

3.1 Mission statement
Demonstrating ISMA capabilities, the PERIOD
mission will initiate the transformation of the
lifecycle of space systems toward higher value,
higher resilience, higher system capacities and
lower capital expense, and toward independent
European capabilities allowing Europe building the
future orbital infrastructure and being competitive
on the ISMA market.
This mission statement is aligned on the goal to
prepare the paradigm shift for changing the way
space systems are designed, built and operated.
3.2 ISMA capabilities
The PERIOD demonstration will take place in a
larger ISMA context introduced in the previous
section. For defining properly the PERIOD
demonstration from a solid foundation, this section
will provide a more formal description of the ISMA
capabilities using the Unified Architecture
Framework (UAF).
The basis for the establishment of ISMA
capabilities is the maturation of the underlying
space robotic technologies and the alignment of
these technologies on the specific needs of the inorbit demonstration. A representative in-orbit
demonstration mission is being defined in the
PERIOD project based on the mission needs to
validate the SRC (Strategic Research Cluster)
developments for the purpose of simultaneously
satisfying short-term (i.e. on-orbit inspection,
reconfiguration, refueling) and mid-to-long-term
(i.e. on-orbit assembly and manufacturing) business
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cases to be connected into the single PERIOD
demonstrator.
3.3 High level mission concept
The high-level operational concept of the proposed
mission can be seen in Figure 1. From mission
concept point of view, the mission architecture is
essentially made of a ground segment for managing
the operations in terms of ‘command and control’
connected to the in-orbit robotic facility performing
either servicing, assembly or manufacturing. The
ground segment is also connected to the customer
operations center when the client satellite is
serviced. The in-orbit robotic facility will be
automated to the maximum extent to achieve cost
efficient operations.

Figure 1. High level operational concept for
LEO or GEO operations.
3.4 Mission phases

Figure 2. PERIOD Mission phases of the overall
PERIOD lifecycle.
The PERIOD main mission phases are depicted in
Figure 2. The mission is understood in this context
as a programmatic view for selecting the mission
entities with their lifecycle and how they are used
in the mission phases baselined for estimating
mission schedule, costs and risks. All the phases
from the early development up to the disposal of the
factory are therefore considered.

4

System baseline definition

Among the ISMA challenges one is related to some
uncertainties in the evolution of the ISMA market
due to decreasing launch costs, lack of regulations
(especially w.r.t. dual use) and the shaping of the
commercial market w.r.t. GEO systems and LEO
constellations. This uncertainty could mean that the
demonstration defined today may become partly
obsolete at the time of the demonstration. To
mitigate this a demonstration concept capable to be
adapted late in the development cycle is required.
To this aim the system concept of the Factory
consists of 3 boxes and a Ground Control and
Command system. Figure 3 depicts two of those
boxes. One for the Factory which accommodates
the robotic arms, the tools, the tool magazine, the
avionics and the structure. This is the main unit for
performing the assembly, reconfiguration and
inspection operations. The second box integrates
the satellite kit box, where all the satellites pieces of
the reflector and the satellite body and payloads are
stored before their assembly. The third box is
dedicated to the refueling. The receiving service
boxes are then exchanged to change the focus of the
demonstration from assembly to refueling.

Figure 3. PERIOD system concept with the
accommodation of the factory on Bartolomeo.
After the successful demonstration of the satellite
assembly and re-configuration the now empty box
will be replaced by an attachment and refueling
Page 3 of 4
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element providing both the fuel depot as well as an
empty reservoir to receive a propellant simulant.
The reservoir will be securely attached to PERIOD,
but within its permitted envelope free floating in
space. Before the fuel transfer can be initiated it
needs to be approached and attached using the
ASSIST interface.

5

Robotic technologies

In the frame of the PERASPERA Strategic
Research Cluster (SRC) [2], key enabling products
have been selected for technology maturation
aiming at an increased technology readiness level
(TRL). In support of the PERIOD activities,
ESROCOS, ERGO, I3DS and InFuse are developed
to TRL5 after an alignment of their perimeter to the
demonstration
objectives.
The
Standard
Interconnects (SI), already at TRL5 at project start,
will be tested in a benchmark for evaluating their
performance. These SRC building blocks will
finally be integrated in a breadboard together with
existing technologies from Airbus Defence and
Space such as robotic manipulators and tool for
supporting the system definition work.

6

PERIOD mission impacts

The PERIOD demonstration, as introduced in this
paper, is believed to be quite ambitious and
addressing new areas like satellite manufacturing
when compared to other demonstrations in
preparation. This ambition is expected to produce
major effects and footprints w.r.t. scientific,
technological, societal and economic aspects.

7

Conclusion

One expected change in the paradigm shift engaged
by the availability of game-changing technologies
is the transformation of the lifecycle of space
systems with a move of the AIT/AIV activities from
Earth to the orbit, where space assets will be finally
integrated and verified while in orbit. This
transformation of the lifecycle will lead to new
propositions like higher value of the systems, higher
resilience, higher capacities and lower capital
expenditure to provide improved commercial
capacities. These new desired states can be reached
with the development and deployment of servicing,
assembly and manufacturing capabilities. Specific
capabilities for Payload upgrade, Assembly of
antenna reflector and Refueling were selected as
core demonstration elements based on the market
analysis to be aligned on the stakeholder
expectations. These capabilities will be phased
according
to
the
identified
technology
demonstrations and associated roadmaps.

The defined Orbital Factory as providing service
system integrates the main demonstration needs
related to (1) Assembly of an antenna reflector, (2)
Assembly of a complete satellite from building
blocks equipped with SI including verification, (3)
Reconfiguration of the satellite payload for system
upgrade, (4) Inspection of the assembled satellite
and (5) Refueling with attachment, and that the
defined system concept is compliant to the
preliminary system requirements and selected
standards. For the demonstration satellite as
receiving service its mission based on the current
assessment is deemed feasible in its whole lifecycle
from release into orbit, to controllability, to
communications tests and to its safe disposal.
Finally, due to the disruptive nature of the ISMA
capabilities high impacts w.r.t. scientific,
technological, societal and economic aspects can be
expected.
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Summary
This paper describes the concept of operation and the design of a multi-arm robotic system for on-orbit
structure assembly and spacecraft servicing for maintenance, repairs or upgrades. A breadboard of this system
is currently being manufactured and is expected to be tested in laboratory conditions to validate the proposed
approach, based on the use of vision feedback for precise manipulation of elements that are manipulated and
assembled by means of the SIROM standard interconnects.
Keywords: on-orbit assembly, on-orbit servicing, robotic manipulator, space manipulator, visual
servoing, standard interconnect.

1

Introduction

The deployment of large structures in orbit is
expected to be an essential and recurring operation
for future space exploitation and exploration. Also,
on-orbit servicing is expected to have a significant
and growing impact in the space industry in the next
years. The use of robotic manipulators to
accomplish these operations has been explored in
previous work [1]. However, many challenges are
still to be solved before such systems can perform
their mission with the required accuracy, reliability
and autonomy.
The Multi-arm Installation Robot for Readying
ORUS and Reflectors (MIRROR) is an ESAfunded activity focusing on the design and
breadboarding of a robotic system for on-orbit
operations. MIRROR is designed to bring the
following capabilities to in-orbit missions:
 In-space assembly of telescope mirrors and large
radar/communication
reflectors:
making
possible the assembly of arbitrarily large

structures, which parts could be disposed by one
or several launchers.
 In-space reconfiguration of modular spacecraft:
focusing on servicing operations such as
maintenance, repairs or upgrades with the aim to
increase lifespan, performance or even change
the mission objective of a space system, through
the use of modular spacecraft designs.

2

Mission and Concept of Operation

The MIRROR reference mission focuses on a
highly autonomous multi-arm relocatable robotic
manipulator, for the assembly of a multi-ring
telescope composed of hexagonal Single Mirror
Tiles (SMT) in L2 point. The relocatable
manipulator has the capability to manipulate the
reflector SMTs to be assembled, and also of moving
itself across a structure while transporting the
SMTs, thanks to its three limbs equipped with
standard interconnects (SI). The SIs provide
mechanical coupling and power and data interfaces
between the manipulator and the SMTs, between
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SMTs, and between the SMTs and the spacecraft
main body.
A second reference mission focuses on the
reconfiguration of a modular serviced spacecraft
through the installation/replacement of modular
Orbital Replacement Units (ORUs) also equipped
with SIs.

3

exploits the hollow shaft architecture. In Figure 3
the cross section is shown.

Breadboard System Design

3.1 Relocatable manipulator
The Multi Arm Relocatable Manipulator (MARM)
consists of three identical robotic arms and a central
torso to which the arms are connected. Each arm has
6 joints which implement a 2 DOF shoulder/hip
complex, an elbow/knee joint and a 3 DOF wrist /
ankle complex terminated to a SIROM end-effector
interface. The corresponding DH parameters of this
preliminary kinematics are reported below:

Figure 2. Actuation modules “A” and “B”

Figure 3. Section of the MARM joint

Figure 1. DH parameters of the MARM.
The primary component for realizing the MIRROR
limb kinematics is the actuation system. Based on
the simulation studies performed during the
preliminary design phase two actuator sizes were
identified based on the torques requirements results
obtained from simulations.
The joint is constidtued by a DC brushless motor, a
planetary gear for the first gear reduction module
and an harmonic drive. The sensing of the joint
relies for the output shaft position on an encoder,
for the troque measurement on a torque sensor.
The module includes also a brake module and local
electronics (Servo Control Unit SCU) is foreseen
included into each robot joint. The harness cabling

The motor driver was designed following a stack
topology that allows it to be fully integrated in the
motor assembly and eliminates wiring. Each layer
incorporates different functions, accommodating
the logic circuits and the communication interface,
the power management, and the power inverter.
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The next pictures show an overview of the single
arm, and the MARM entire system including vision
camera and SIROM at the end effector.

(RRT* algorithm), and force/impedance controllers
for ensuring that the contact operations are executed
in a safe manner.
3.3 SIROM
SIROM (Standard Interface for Robotic
Manipulation) design is a 4-in-1 integrated interface
combining mechanical, data, electrical and fluid
connectivity in a single and compact envelope [3].
Although, SIROM has already been successfully
tested in two projects of the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Space Robotics Technologies
program (OG5 SIROM and OG7 EROSS [4]) and
submitted to an internal qualification test campaign
reaching TRL 6 (Technology Readiness Level), a
modified SIROM version has been developed for
MIRROR project due to new specific requirements.
Some modifications performed to SIROM are:
 Guiding surfaces re-design to allow triple
docking operation (minimum +/-60º
aperture non-contact approach corridor).
 Two SIROM versions: Active SIROM
(1,2kg) and Passive SIROM (0,45kg).
 Removal of fluid interface.
 Simplification of mechanism.
 Higher deliverable latches force.
 Lines for high power transmission for robot
operation and battery recharge.

Figure 5. Single MARM limb showing the use
of the 2DOF L-Shape and T-Shape modules

Figure 6. Complete MARM subsystem with
mass estimation
3.2 Vision and control
The onboard Robot Control System allows
executing autonomously all the operations needed
for the complete assembly of the structure. Onboard Control Procedures (OBCPs) executed in E3
Autonomy level are used to encode the complex
sequence of nominal operations. These OBCPs also
encode checks to verify that each step is executed
successfully and the off-nominal operations that are
executed in case an operation fails (e.g.
reattempting the assembly of a SMT in case an
incorrect assembly is detected).
The vision system is composed of three cameras
installed near the end-effector of the three
manipulators. This setup allows performing eye-inhand visual servoing when attaching a manipulator
SI for grasping a SMT, or when walking across the
reflector structure. When assembling a SMT to the
structure, the camera in the third leg is used to
position its camera conveniently for eye-to-hand
(external) visual servoing. Note also that this setup
is redundant and can withstand the loss of one of the
cameras.
Control algorithms for the three manipulators also
include path planning and obstacle avoidance

Figure 3-7 SIROM versions: active (left),
passive (right)
To validate SIROMs for MIRROR, SENER has
prepared an internal test set-up to perform 1:1 scale
(1,2m incircle hexagonal tiles) triple docking
operations before final hardware delivery. Later,
SIROMs will be installed and tested in the final
demonstration testbed at GMV facilities.
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Figure 10. Single Mirror Tile mock-up.
Figure 3-8 Triple docking demonstration set-up

4

Testbed Design

A testbed system has been designed for supporting
the tests of the breadboard robot in laboratory
environment. This testbed is composed of:
 SMT and reflector structure mock-ups, which
are manipulated by the breadboard robot to
simulate the on-orbit assembly process. They
include operational SIROMS that allow the
latching/unlatching of both parts of the structure,
and also allow the locomotion of the robot.
 Weight compensation device, used to offload
the weight of the reflector structure mock-up
during the tests under 1-g. This system is
composed of a counterweight and an industrial
manipulator that tracks the horizontal motion of
the reflector.
 Control station for monitoring and control of
the breadboard robot and testbed.

GMV’s platform-art© dynamic orbital test facility
provides support for Hardware-In-The-Loop (HIL)
testing, implementing the weight compensation and
simulated illumination.

5

Conclusions

After completion of the preliminary design of the
flight system and the detailed design of the
breadboard/testbed, the MIRROR activity is
focused on the manufacturing, integration and
testing of the breadboard/testbed. The test
campaign shall demonstrate the feasibility of the
operational approach and the design proposed for
the MIRROR system.

6
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Summary
The de-tumbling phase of a tether-based active debris removal mission is key to the success and safety of the
operation. As the tether is the component of the system which directly affects the target debris, modeling
its dynamics accurately is necessary. An investigation into the effects of tether discretization on the attitude
motion of space debris in a tethered satellite system is performed. The tether connects a point mass chaser
spacecraft to a point on the inactive target debris, modeled as a rigid body. The tether is developed using
lumped parameters, and the system dynamics is simulated using different numbers of lumped parameters along
the tether, both for initially taut and slack tethers. It is found that the number of tether discretization points
causes radical differences in the axial behavior of the tether, but does not have a significant effect on the target
attitude motion.
Keywords: Tethered Satellite System, Active Debris Removal, Lumped Parameters, De-tumbling, Discretization

1

Introduction

Spaces debris poses an increasing hazard to manned
and unmanned spaceflight. Removal of debris is necessary to limit potential impacts.
Many approaches have been investigated for actively
removing large debris. Removal methods based on
physical interaction with the debris, particularly nets
and harpoons, have seen increased interest [1, 2]. Both
of these methods require the active spacecraft, a.k.a.
the chaser, to launch an object towards the debris,
a.k.a. the target, and then tug the debris into the atmosphere for burn-up. Of interest for this work is the
de-tumbling phase of the mission, in which the potentially rapidly spinning debris is stabilized before
the removal phase. The method considered for detumbling is through a tether, which allows the chaser
to transfer momentum to the debris.
Numerical simulation of the de-tumbling phase is necessary for determining the effectiveness of the removal
system. As the tether is the component of the system which affects the target debris, modeling its dynamics accurately is necessary. Simplified models,
particularly spring or spring-damper models, are of-

ten used as a trade-off befween simulation cost and
accuracy. These models are employed in a wide variety of investigations. O’Connor et al. utilized a single
spring model, to investigate de-tumbling through wave
based control. They also modeled the tether transmitting torque through twisting [3]. Hovell and Ulrich
simulated an attitude stabilization scenario using an
undiscretized spring-damper model, focusing on the
improvement of the tether configuration [4]. In contrast, discretized tethers were used in [5, 6, 7], consisting in spring or spring-damper elements in series. Discretization using lumped parameters was investigated
in [8], where it was found that modeling increasing
numbers of lumped masses in the tether increases the
amplitude of transverse oscillations during a burn maneuver. This investigation provides insight into how
discretization affects the representation of the motion
of the tether. However, it is important to understand
the effects of discretization on the target attitude motion as well. Changes due to the discretization in natural frequency, stiffness and transverse motion can all
impact this motion. The purpose of this work is to in-
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Each body of mass m is affected by the tether tension
T , the gravitational attraction of the Earth (where µ is
the standard gravitational parameter) and the resultant
of all other external forces F . The angular equations of
motion for the target are expressed in the target body
frame as
ω = I −1 (rrt p,T × A ItoB T − ω × I ω )
ω̇

(4)

with I the inertia matrix for the target. The transformation matrix A ItoB is needed to transform tension
forces from the ECI frame to the body-fixed frame.
Figure 1: Chaser, target, and tether models, ECI and The tether attachment point,rrt p,T , is given in the target
body-fixed reference frames.
body frame.

2.2 Tether Model

vestigate if massless tether modeling is effective for
understanding the impact the tether tension has on the The tether is modeled with lumped parameters. The
mass of the tether is evenly distributed to the end bodtarget attitude for the de-tumbling process.
ies (mass points, target and chaser) of each of the N +1
segments. The axial stiffness and damping properties
2 Modeling of the System
are represented by spring-dampers that cannot support
The model for the system utilized in the paper consists
compression. Twisting and bending of the tether are
of a point mass chaser satellite, a rigid target satellite,
not modeled at this time. The equation for calculating
and a tether discretized using N lumped masses, such
tension forces in the tether is
that the number of tether segments is N + 1 (see Fig.
(
1). The chaser is modeled as a point mass as it is asTi êei if (li > l0 ) ∧ (Ti > 0)
Ti =
(5)
sumed to have its own, perfect, attitude control.
0
if (li ≤ l0 ) ∨ (Ti ≤ 0)

2.1 Body Kinematics and Dynamics
The translational kinematics of the bodies are described by the position, R, and the velocity, V, of the
given body’s center of mass (c.o.m.) in the ECI frame.
The rotational kinematics of the target are described
by the quaternion, q , and angular rate, ω . The attitude quaternion for the target body is expressed in the
ECI frame as q = [q0 q1 q2 q3 ]T where q0 is the
scalar. The angular velocity of the target is expressed
in the target body frame as ω = [p q r]T . The
translational and rotational kinematic relationships are
R =V
Ṙ


−q1 −q2 −q3  
p
1  q0 −q3 q2 
 q
q̇q = 
q0 −q1 
2  q3
r
−q2 q1
q0

with Ti = [k(li −l0 )+cl˙i ] where k and c are the stiffness
and damping constants of a segment, l0 is the segment
natural length, and li and l˙i are the i-th tether segment’s
length and its rate of change. The segment heading
vector eˆi is given by
êei =

R i+1 − R i
Ri+1 − R i ||
||R

(6)

where R i and R i+1 indicate the positions of tether
lumped masses in the order indicated in Fig. 1, with
R i = RC for i = 1 and R i+1 = R T + A BtoI r t p,T for
(1) i = N + 1, if RC and R T are the positions of the chaser
and target’s c.o.m.

(2) 3 Simulations
The model is implemented and simulated in Matlab. For this work, the target was modeled as a
The translational equations of motion for all bodies, 1.25 × 1.75 × 1.25 m rectangular 2prism, with I =
diag([15000 3000 15000]) kg·m . Two cases were
including the tether nodes, are
simulated to portray different post-capture scenarios.
R
In Case 1, the 30 m long tether is initially in tension.
R = −mµ 3 + T + F
mR̈
(3)
In Case 2, the tether is initially slack by a significant
R|
|R
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Figure 2: Results for Case 1. (a) Target angular rates; (b) Tether elongation.
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Figure 3: Results for Case 2. (a) Target angular rates; (b) Tether elongation.
amount (i.e., 3 m). The target and chaser are placed
in the ECI frame with the initial conditions given in
Table 1. The differences in initial conditions between
Case 1 and 2 (i.e., 3 m in chaser position and related
velocity change) are too slight to be visible in the table. The tether is connected to the target’s surface in
the target body frame at r t p,T = [0 − 0.875 0]T m.
With the chosen initial conditions and this attachment
point, the face of the target with the tether attachment
point is pointing towards the chaser. This represents a
good capture scenario in which the tether is not winding around the target. A control thrust of 20 N in the
negative chaser velocity direction is applied to simulate a de-tumbling control. This thrust is shut off at
250 s to see effects of the discretization on the target
attitude and chaser-target relative dynamics. Simulations are run for 500 s. The number of mass points
were chosen as N = [0 2 5 7 10]. For cases with N >
0, the lumped masses are initially evenly spaced along

the distance from the chaser to the tether attachment
point on the target. Their velocities are initialized by
linearly interpolating the velocities of the chaser and
of the tether’s attachment point on the target, which is
acceptable because of the short distances on orbit.
In Figure 2, the target angular rates and tether elongation are displayed for Case 1. It is clear from Fig.
2a that the angular rates of the target are not noticeably affected by the modeling of the tether (i.e., by the
value of N), both during and after the burn. Note that
q was only plotted for N = 0 as it was found to remain constant for all discretizations, due to the choice
of tether attachment point. The axial behavior of the
tether (e.g., its elongation) is most affected after the
burn. For cases with N > 2, erratic behavior is seen in
the tether elongation after 250 s. This is due to the differences in velocity between the tether lumped masses.
As they move, small tension events occur, which impart significant acceleration on the lumped masses due
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Variable
Chaser Position (thousand km)
Target Position (thousand km)
Target Angular Rate (rad/s)
Chaser Velocity (km/s)
Target Velocity (km/s)
Target Attitude Quaternion

Value
[-6.176 -0.4207 2.973]T
[-6.176 -0.4208 2.973]T
[0 .05 0]T
[-2.45779 -4.40429 -5.71241]T
[-2.45776 -4.40428 -5.71242]T
[0.1503 -0.0868 0.4924 -0.8528]T

Table 1: Initial conditions.

35

30

25

Distance (m)

to their low mass (of less than 10−2 kg).
Figure 3 displays the target angular rates and tether
elongation for Case 2. The fact that the tether is initially slack entails a much different tether behavior,
with long periods of slack between (positive) elongation events. Due to these lower frequency events, erratic behavior occurs during the burn, making it difficult to understand the tether’s impact on the target
attitude motion. As time goes on, the frequency of the
elongation events increases for all the simulations, but
this frequency change is faster for larger N. The effect of this on the attitude motion is seen in Fig. 3a:
the target angular rates begin to drift apart at around
60 s, coinciding with the third elongation event. Despite this drift, the magnitudes of the angular rates remain largely unaffected relative to each other, and their
overall behavior is similar.
It is also important to note the impact of discretization
on the distance between the centers of mass of chaser
and target, which is key to the safety of the tug in the
post-burn phase. In fact, as the distance decreases, a
collision becomes possible. This distance is displayed
in Fig. 4, which shows that significant differences
arise in the distance between the centers of mass depending on the value of N. With the significant differences between times of minimum distance for each
N, it is possible that the discretization could have an
effect on mistakenly categorizing a de-tumbling scenario as safe.
The tether alignment angle, i.e., the angle between the
ŷ-axis and the last tether segment (α in Fig. 1), which
indicates possible winding of the tether, was found to
remain below the limit of π4 during the burn for both
Case 1 and 2. After the burn, as the chaser and target approach each other, the alignment angle increases
to above π4 . Differences between the alignment angles
appeared only after the burn, as the final tether segment was affected by the erratic slack tether behavior.
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Figure 4: Case 2, Chaser-Target Distance.

4

Conclusion

The results obtained in this work suggest that – in the
considered scenario – a non-discretized tether model
(with N = 0) is accurate for simulating the effects of
the tether tension on the target attitude motion, which
is of utmost importance in analyzing a tether-based detumbling scenario. It is expected that the tether behavior when slack would not affect the target attitude motion, as no tension is being applied to the target, which
was verified through simulation. Discretization was
shown to be fundamental in displaying the transverse
motion of the tether, but was found to not have any
measurable impact on the target attitude motion. Continuation of this work includes modifying the tether attachment point such that target rotation about all axes
is affected by tether tension, as well as modifying the
initial angular rates. Additionally, changing the model
of the chaser to a rigid body would permit further analysis of discretization in the ADR scenario.
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Summary
In this work we compare the computational suitability of several models in the study of highly eccentric orbits
of small bodies in the Earth’s environment. We include the effects of the Earth’s oblateness, the third body
perturbations of the Sun and Moon and the solar radiation pressure in the cannonball approximation. From the
comparison we conclude that the expansions of the perturbing functions given by a method by Kaufman and
Dasenbrock provide very accurate and efficient results in the computation of highly eccentric orbits. We apply
this method to an open competition, the Stardust-R "Andrea Milani" Challenge (Space debris: the origin), that
consists on estimating the area to mass ratio of 100 pieces of debris and find out from which satellite comes
from (among 100 satellites).
Keywords: Space debris, HEOs (Higly eccentric orbits), Numerical propagation of orbits.

1

Introduction

Consider a small body moving in the Earth’s environment, for example, an asteroid, an artificial satellite or
a piece of space debris. In this research we deal with
the orbital motion of such body under the Earth’s gravitational attraction and the following perturbations: i)
Earth’s oblateness; ii) Third body perturbations of the
Sun and the Moon, and iii) Solar radiation pressure in
the cannonball approximation. This is a highly complicated problem and we need to choose an appropriate approach to study each of its particular dynamical
properties.
We can write the equations of motion of the small
body in different sets of variables, for example, we
can use Cartesian coordinates, orbital elements, or Keplerian action-angle variables, and each of them are
suitable for different types of studies. Furthermore,
we can use a simplified system to study the dynamics
in an approximate way. We usually expand the potentials of the perturbations and truncate such expansion up to some order. Another common simplification is to take the average of the equations of motions
in the mean anomaly of the small body, or even in the

mean anomaly of the perturbing bodies. Such simplifications allow a faster computation of the orbits and
sometimes let us obtain theoretical results, but the accuracy is, on the other hand, greatly diminished.

2

Comparison between the methods

In this research we first compare the mentioned approaches and point out what are the differences between them and what situations are more suitable for.
In this comparison we emphasize their computational
suitability and the problems that we face when dealing
with orbits reaching large eccentricities.
The Cartesian model is the reference model, but it is
the least efficient of all, because, for an accurate propagation of orbits, we need to take a very small time step.
The orbital elements approach is much more appropriate because such variables give a global description of
the orbit and, in general, their variation is small for
small perturbations and small time scales. The Hamiltonian description has much in common with the orbital elements one, but, additionally, provides powerful theoretical tools.
We compare two different expansions of the poten-
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tials. In one hand, the Kaula and Lane expansions
[1, 2, 3], for lunisolar perturbations and solar radiation pressure, are quite standard in the literature. They
are very useful to study the resonances between the
angles involved in the problem. The main drawback is
that they involve expressions in terms of special functions whose complexity increases very fast as we increase the order of approximation. Additionally, these
expansions are convergent only for small enough eccentricities, approximately up to 0.6. On the other
hand, Kaufman and Dasenbrock expansions [4] are
much simpler to compute than Kaula and Lane’s because they are just Taylor expansions in the small parameter δ = a/r p , where a is the semimajor axis of
the orbit of the small body and r p is the distance to
the perturbing body. As a result, we can take a large
truncation order that allows us to deal with large eccentricities.
We perform a comparison between the following models:

Models
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

Time step
0.01 min
0.05 days
0.05 days

CPU time
18530.8 s
8.946 s
12.576 s

Table 1: Time step and CPU time to integrate a highly
eccentric orbit along 200 years. Our integrators are
coded in Fortran and are compiled in Ubuntu using the
Intel compiler ifort.

• Model 1: A Cartesian model with geopotential
up to fourth order.
• Model 2: A double average model using the
Hamiltonian approach and Kaula and Lane expansions. We take the Earth disturbing function
up to fourth order and the rest of the disturbing
functions (Sun, Moon and solar radiation pressure) up to second order.
• Model 3: A single average model using the orbital elements approach and Kaufman and Dasenbrock expansions. We take the Earth disturbing
function up to fourth order and the rest of the disturbing functions (Sun, Moon and solar radiation
pressure) up to tenth order.

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3

The comparison is illustrated in Figure 1. We see that
for low altitude and low eccentricities all the models
agree very well, but, for highly eccentric orbits at high
altitudes, only Model 3, that with Kaufman and Dasenbrock expansions, is able to reproduce the behavior of Figure 1: Evolution of e in different orbital element
the Cartesian model for over 200 years. In Table 1 regions. Top: a = 25000 km. Bottom a = 100000 km.
we see the great difference of CPU time that we em- The semimajor axis remains constant.
ploy between the Cartesian model and the simplified
models. With this study we conclude that Kaufman
and Dasenbrock approach provide very good accuracy
and efficiency in the computation of highly eccentric
orbits.
t (days)
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Figure 3: Absolute error |Cestimated − Creal | and minimum deviation δ (Cestimated ) for each debris of the train
data set with several data.
Figure 2: Example of the estimate of C by finding the
global minimum of δsat gives us the information about
minimum of δ (C).
the event that produced the debris. For the one datum debris we propagate for 400 points in the range
3 Application: the "Andrea Milani" chal- 0 ≤ C ≤ 101.8 , whereas for the rest of them, we take 30
lenge
points in a neighborhood of the Cdata estimated. With
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our approach all this procedure we identify correctly 65 debris of
we apply it to the "Andrea Milani" challenge, pro- the train set and obtain a global score of 1.68 (perposed in the Stardust-R Second Global Virtual Work- fect score is 0 and random score is 1881). It total,
shop. The objective is to estimate a coefficient, the the numerical computations took less than 11 hours,
effective area to mass ratio, of 100 debris (test set) for which include more than 24000 orbits for more than
which we have some data, and also to identify each 30 years (each orbit takes less than 3 seconds). Further
parent satellite, over 100 satellites, whose trajectories improvements in the algorithm and the model would
are provided. In order to validate our approach, we are improve the results, as we are currently checking.
provided 100 debris (train set) for which we know the
solution.
4 References
We use Model 2 with the geopotential up to second [1] Kaula, W. M. Development of the lunar and solar
order. This is justified because we deal with many dedisturbing functions for a close satellite. Astron. J.
bris with large eccentricities. There are two types of
67, 300 June (1962).
debris, those for which we have more than one point
in the trajectory, and those for which there is only one [2] Kaula, W. M. Theory of satellite geodesy. Applications of satellites to geodesy. Blaisdell, Waltham,
point. For the debris with several points we proceed
(1966).
as follows. We define a function δdata (C) that, for each
debris, measures the deviation of the propagated or[3] Lane, M. T. On analytic modeling of lunar perbit with effective area to mass ratio C with respect to
turbations of artificial satellites of the earth. Cethe data. If the orbit fits exactly with the data, then
lestial Mechanics and Dynamical Astronomy 46,
δdata (C) = 0. By finding the minimum of the function
383–402 (1989).
we estimate C. Figure 2 shows how we estimate C for
one debris by computing δdata (C) for 200 points in the [4] Kaufman, B. and Dasenbrock, R. Higher order
range 0 ≤ C ≤ 101.8 . Using the train data set we check
theory for long-term behavior of earth and lunar
that our approach is efficient, see Figure 3.
orbiters. NRL Repot 7527. Naval Research LaboIn order to identify the parent satellite and estimate C
ratory, (1972).
for the debris with one datum, we define, for each debris, a function with three entries δsat ( j,t,C) that measures the distance (in orbital elements) of the debris
with coefficient C to the j-th satellite at time t. The
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Summary
In this work we apply to space debris a generalization of an initial orbit determination (IOD) method introduced
by O. F. Mossotti for the case of geocentric observations. This method employs four optical observations to
compute the angular momentum of a celestial body moving on a Keplerian orbit. After recalling the ideas of
the original method, we review its extention to the topocentric case presented in [1], and show the results of
some tests on simulated observations of space debris.
Keywords: space debris, initial orbit determination, angular momentum.

1

Introduction

In 1816 Ottaviano F. Mossotti introduced a method for
initial orbit determination of a solar system body employing four observations (the observations of asteroids of that epoch were no more than one per night,
therefore the time interval between two of them covered a few days.), assumed geocentric (i.e. the observations are supposed to be made from the center
of the Earth), that allows to write linear equations for
the computation of the orbital angular momentum [2].
Then the orbit can be reconstructed, e.g. by Gibbs’
method. This procedure has the advantage to avoid
the computation of the roots of the eight degree polynomial appearing in the classical methods, which use
only three observations but can give rise to multiple
solutions [3].
The work of Mossotti was appreciated by Gauss, noting that the main novelty, based on the introduction
of the extra observation, makes it possible to obtain
linear equations. This method has been reviewed in
[4], where the authors state that the computation of the
solution can be seriously affected by the observational
errors. It is important to note that in the early XIX century Linear Algebra had not been developed, and several formulae in the original method [2] can be written
and derived in a shorter way. In [1] the authors show

that it is possible to simplify the construction of the
method and also obtain a topocentric version which
leads to a quadratic equation for the angular momentum.

2

The original method

The original Mossotti’s method leads to a set of linear
equations for the components of c⊕ − c where c⊕ and
c are the angular momenta of the Earth and a solar
system body moving in a Keplerian trajectory with the
Sun as the center of force. In this way, the idea of the
method can be described in three steps:
1. Selection of two different subsets of three observations.
2. For each subset we obtain a homogeneous linear
equation for the difference of the angular momentum
(
(γ1 − ϕ1 ) · (c⊕ − c) = 0,
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(γ2 − ϕ2 ) · (c⊕ − c) = 0,
where γi , ϕi , i = 1, 2 are known quantities, employing the geometrical relation and the twobody dynamics of the problem. The general solution of the problem is given by
c⊕ − c = λ w
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where w = (γ1 − ϕ1 ) × (γ2 − ϕ2 ) and λ ∈ R.

with w, g known vectors and λ ∈ R. This makes
quadratic the extra equation needed to find the value
3. In order to determine λ we use an extra lin- of λ , instead of linear.
ear equation constructed easily from the previous
computations.

4

3

The topocentric version of the method

The original Mossotti method original can be generalized to topocentric observations which leads to a
quadratic equation for the angular momentum c. This
allows us to assume that the observations are not made
from the center of the Earth but from the surface (see
Figure 1) allowing a much more realistic approach to
the problem.

From asteroids to space debris

The topocentric version admits a reformulation allowing to deal with space debris observations. Here the
role of the geocentric position of the observer pobs in
the asteroid case is played by the component of the
geocentric position of the observer parallel to the rotation axis of the Earth (see Figure 2). In this case the
size of pobs can be of the same order of the topocentric
distance of the debris. We present some tests showing
the performance of this method in the debris case.

Asteroid
Observatory
•

ρ

q

r

ρ

pobs

ρgeo

•
CoE

r

•
Space Debris

q⊥

Equator

q

pobs

q⊕
Sun
Earth

Figure 2: Geometry of observations of space debris.
Figure 1: Geocentric and topocentric point of view.
The heliocentric position of the observer (q) can be
obtained as the sum of the heliocentric position of the 5 Acknowledgements
Earth center (q⊕ ) and the geocentric position of the The author have been supported by the MSCA-ITN
observer (pobs ).
Stardust-R, Grant Agreement n. 813644 under the
H2020 research and innovation program.
This approach is computationally more expensive than
the original one but it allows to obtain better results
6 References
and continues to be very fast, reducing the computational cost (see [1]) by more than 6 times compared to [1] Gronchi, G. F., Baù, G., Rodríguez, Ó., Jedicke,
R., and Moeyens, J. Generalization of a method by
the Gauss method [5].
Mossotti for initial orbit determination. Preprint
The idea of the method can be described in the same
submited to Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical
three steps of the original one, but with some differAstronomy (2021).
ences: the linear equation that we obtain from each
triplet is not homogeneous in general, therefore we
obtain the following system for the difference of the [2] Mossotti, O. F. Nuova analisi del problema
di determinare le orbite dei corpi celesti
angular momentum:
(1816-1818). Domus Galileana, Pisa, (1942).
(
http://www.mat.uniroma2.it/%7Esimca/Testi/
(γ1 − ϕ1 ) · (c⊕ − c) = D1 ,
mossotti-nuo-ana.pdf.
(γ − ϕ ) · (c − c) = D ,
2

2

⊕

2

where γi , ϕi , Di , i = 1, 2 are known quantities. The [3] Gronchi, G. F. Multiple solutions in preliminary orbit determination from three observations.
general solution now is given by
Celestial Mechanics and Dynamical Astronomy
c⊕ − c = λ w + g,
103/4, 301–326 (2009).
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Summary
Active debris removal missions pose demanding requirements on the visual guidance system. We investigate
the potential applications of machine learning technologies to solve some of the remaining challenges for
these missions. A novel method of attitude determination of an unknown and uncooperative debris satellite is
presented, which adopts machine learning technologies to detect and track inherently useful image landmarks.
We then apply image segmentation and object detection approaches to this domain and demonstrate their
advantages. The performance of the algorithms are analysed via numerical simulation and compared with
conventional approaches. In order to facilitate further research into the applications of machine learning for
visual guidance in space, we make available a simulation framework which is capable of generating realistic
image data simulating the relative motion between co-orbiting satellites.
Keywords: active debris removal, spacecraft attitude determination, machine learning, image processing

1

Introduction

In the past 60 years, the amount of debris in the Low
Earth Orbit (LEO) has been increasing steadily [1, 2],
thus posing a threat to current space infrastructures
and future missions. Consequently, recent years have
seen an concentration of efforts aimed at reducing the
risks of space debris, including novel Active Debris
Removal (ADR) concepts [3, 4, 5]. However, most of
these novel technologies remain mostly unproven and
at a relatively low technology readiness level (TRL),
as many key challenges remain to be met before a
mission can be flown. In particular, an ADR mission
would pose very demanding Guidance, Navigation and
Control (GNC) requirements in order to guarantee the
safety of close proximity operations near the debris,
which may include docking or berthing with it [6].
In this study, we demonstrate how machine learn-

ing technologies can be used to improve the TRL
of in-orbit visual guidance systems. We present a
novel approach for tracking the attitude of an unknown
and uncooperative co-orbiting target object using data
from different visual sensors. Image segmentation approaches are employed to predict suitable locations on
the debris target for grappling, grasping or impaling
to enable contact-based removal. We also show that
object detection can be applied to locate the target, in
the presence of different background details and various lighting conditions. These approaches all have the
advantage of using GPUs for processing, which are becoming more attractive for on-board computation due
to their improved performance and energy efficiency
for a lower cost when compared with CPUs. Finally,
we make available the simulation framework which we
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have constructed to generate the training data, in order techniques ensures that the extracted image features
to facilitate further research in this area.
are inherently useful for the specific problem.
However, using only the information from one time
2 Attitude determination
step to predict the rotational state is not efficient, parA key difficulty of GNC for co-orbiting satellites lies ticularly in space where the motion parameters will not
in accurately determining the attitude and rotational change overmuch. Where conventionally a Kalman
state of the target. This is of critical importance for filter might be used to process the measurements of
many active debris removal methods, where the rel- the rotational state over time, we propose a differative angular rate between the two satellites must be ent method based on machine learning technologies,
minimised. We propose a machine learning based ap- which uses knowledge of past measurements to improach which is capable of estimating the rotational prove the current estimate, and fits within the end-tostate of a target satellite in real time during a moni- end trainable framework. This method does not retoring phase and, using knowledge of the chaser’s at- quire accurate estimates of the process and measuretitude from on-board sensors, reconstruct its local at- ment noise to be provided initially, which is a key diftitude over time, enabling the use of different debris ficulty with Kalman filtering implementations.
removal solutions.

3

Segmentation and Detection

Convolutional neural networks have lead to significant advances in image processing techniques in recent years [10]. We demonstrate how these techniques
can be easily adapted to this domain and can be used to
locate the target as well as to determine which surfaces
on the object will be good targets for contact-based removal methods and which should be avoided. Again,
we assume in both cases that the target is completely
unknown beforehand.

Figure 1: Landmark detection network architecture
Whereas most previous work in this domain assumes
a-priori knowledge of the target’s geometry [7, 8, 9],
we present a solution to the fully general case where
the target is completely unknown. By reducing the
problem to a series of instantaneous rotations between
short time steps, we can predict the relative rotational
state at each step using a feature matching approach
based on convolutional neural networks, as shown in
Figure 1. This novel approach removes the requirement for complex feature matching algorithms, since
the properties of neural networks dictate that the features can be matched simply by their position in the
output vector. In addition, the use of machine learning

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Using neural networks to find fragile surfaces such as solar panels (a), or detect the target satellite in the camera’s view (b)

3.1 Satellite Surface Segmentation
Neural network models have been shown to perform
well in image segmentation problems. We demonstrate that pre-trained models, such as Mask R-CNN
[11], after finetuning on our training datasets, can be
used to identify different surfaces on a target satellite.
For example, in Figure 2a we see that this technique
can determine which surfaces are more fragile, such as
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solar panels, that should be avoided. This is of particular use for contact-based active debris removal missions, where it is imperative that there is no risk of further break-ups as a result of making contact with the
target. Other potential uses of surface segmentation
include identifying suitable grappling locations; finding tough, flat surfaces at which to aim a harpoon; and
identifying the locations of specific expected features,
such as an engine.

3.2 Detecting Satellites in Images

Modelling Grant No. EP/L015382/1. The authors acknowledge the use of the IRIDIS High Performance
Computing Facility, and associated support services
at the University of Southampton, in the completion of this work. Hodei Urrutxua also wishes to
acknowledge funding from grant ESP2017-87271-P
(MINECO/AEI/FEDER, UE), as well as Project Grant
F663 - AAGNCS by the “Dirección General de Investigación e Innovación Tecnológica, Consejería de
Ciencia, Universidades e Innovación, Comunidad de
Madrid” and “Universidad Rey Juan Carlos”.

Similarly, object detection is another area which has
seen significant advances in recent years due to ma- 6 References
chine learning. We show that this, too, can be adapted [1] Kessler, D. J. and Cour-Palais, B. G. Collision
to our problem. As shown in Figure 2b, we can use
frequency of artificial satellites: The creation of
neural networks to determine the exact position of the
a debris belt. Journal of Geophysical Research:
target in the view of the on-board cameras. This can
Space Physics 83(A6), 2637–2646 (1978).
aid with relative navigation as well as enabling the images to be cropped around the area of interest for fur- [2] Liou, J.-C. An active debris removal parametric
ther processing.
study for leo environment remediation. Advances
in Space Research 47(11), 1865 – 1876 (2011).

4

Simulation of Co-Orbiting Satellites

Machine learning systems have the advantages of being fast and robust to non-linearities, such as the varying lighting conditions in space. On the contrary, the
drawback of these methods is the requirement for vast
amounts of labelled image data, required for training the network. Such a dataset does not exist for
this problem, which is a hindrance to further investigation into the applications of machine learning in
space-based guidance systems. In order to overcome
this, we use synthetic image data generated by simulating the relative motion between two satellites, from the
point of view of a chaser satellite. We also publicly release our datasets and the simulation framework used
to construct them.
The synthetic datasets simulate the relative motion of
co-orbiting satellites, capturing the lighting conditions
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Summary
The Electrostatic Tractor (ET) has been proposed to touchlessly remove retired satellites from geostationary
orbit using electrostatic forces. An electron gun is attached to the servicing satellite and aimed at the
dysfunctional spacecraft. The resulting positive charge of the servicer and negative charge of the debris leads
to an attractive electrostatic force between the two spacecraft. The relative motion control of the ET uses
information about the approximate electrostatic force, and thus depends on the estimation of the electric
potentials of each satellite. This extended abstract shows how estimation errors affect the relative motion
control, and discusses methods that touchlessly estimate the electric potential of the debris.
Keywords: active debris removal, charged astrodynamics, touchless, remote electric potential sensing

1

Introduction

Many methods have been proposed to actively remove
sapce debris from Earth Orbit. However, most of these
concepts, such as nets [1], harpoons [2] or robotic arms
[3], rely on some sort of physical contact. This is disadvantageous as it can create new debris fragments [4].
Additionally, debris may tumble at 10s of degrees per
second [5, 6]. To be captured by robotic arms, the debris must either be detumbled prior to capture, or the
servicing satellite must match the rotational rates of
the debris, leading to higher fuel consumption.
The Electrostatic Tractor (ET) is a fundamentally
touchless Active Debris Removal (ADR) concept to
relocate dysfunctional satellites from Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO) to a graveyard orbit several hundred kilometers above GEO [7]. A controlled servicing satellite is equipped with an electron gun that fires
electrons at the debris. Due to the emission of electrons, the servicing satellite charges positively, while
the debris charges negatively due to the impacting
electrons. This results in an attractive electrostatic
force between the two spacecraft, and inertial thrusters
are used to raise the orbit altitude. An illustration of

Servicer
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–

Inertial Thrusters

Secondary Electrons
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Figure 1: Electrostatic Tractor Concept

the ET concept is shown in Figure 1.
Reference [8] developed a globally asymptotically stabilizing relative motion control for the ET that uses
relative position and velocity feedback and feeds forward the electrostatic force between the two satellites.
The electrostatic force is not perfectly known and must
be approximated using the estimated electric potential
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move through the debris, which essentially causes a
collision (the area where the spacecraft geometries in15
tersect is labeled as the Collision Zone in Figure 2).
L$ ; "V $
Further research on the effects of electric potential
10
estimation errors on the ET relative motion control
showed that some debris orientations can drastically
5
influence the value of the critical estimation error ∆V ∗
[9]. That is, if the feedback gain of the controller is set
0 Collision Zone
up to withstand estimation errors of 10% (∆V ∗ = 10%)
for some specific debris orientation, the critical esti-5
mation error can be as low as ∆V ∗ = 2% for some
-5
0
5
10
other orientations. Essentially this means that the two
"V [%]
spacecraft can collide if the estimation error exceeds
Figure 2: Equilibrium locations Leq of the closed-loop 2 % even though the controller was set up to tolerate
response for electric potential estimation error ∆V of estimation errors of 10 %.
the debris, desired separation distance Lr = 20 m [9]
Leq [m]

20

3

of each spacecraft. Errors in the estimated potential
significantly influence the closed-loop response of the
system [8, 9]. This, as well as close proximity and
docking operations in GEO (where spacecraft tend to
naturally charge to high potentials, which can drastically increase the fuel consumption required for docking [10]) motivates the study of touchlessly estimating
electric potentials.

2

Effects of Electric Potential Uncertainty

Feeding forward the electrostatic force between the
servicer and the debris for the relative motion control
requires an estimation of the electric potentials of the
spacecraft. If the estimated potential of either spacecraft is different from the actual potential (and consequently the estimated force differs from the actual
force), the closed-loop response settles to an equilibrium position that deviates from the desired reference
position [8, 9].
Figure 2 shows how the equilibrium separation distance Leq of the two craft is affected by an estimation
error of the debris’ electric potential ∆V . If the estimation error is negative, the force is over-predicted (due
to the already negative potential of the debris) and the
servicing satellite settles at a separation distance that
is greater than the desired distance (20 m). If the estimation error is positive, the equilibrium distance is
smaller than the desired distance. At some critical
point (L∗ , ∆V ∗ ), the closed-loop response bifurcates,
and for any ∆V > ∆V ∗ there exists only one possible
equilibrium on the other side of the debris. To reach
that equilibrium, the servicing satellite would have to

Remote Sensing of Electric Potentials

The effects of electric potential uncertainty on the
Electrostatic Tractor show the importance of accurate
and reliable measurements of the potential. While it
would be straightforward to measure the potential of
the debris directly by establishing physical contact between the two spacecraft, the fundamentally touchless
principle of the ET calls for a contactless approach to
measure the potential. Two promising remote electric potential sensing methods have been proposed: the
electron method and the x-ray method. Both of these
methods utilize an electron beam that is directed at
the object of interest, which is especially convenient
for the ET as the servicer is already equipped with an
electron gun to control the charge of the debris. Experimental validation of both methods shows that it is
possible to estimate an object’s potential with estimation errors of less than 100 V [11, 12].

3.1 Electron Method
The electron beam causes secondary electrons to leave
the target object (the debris) with negligible kinetic energy of only a few electron-volts as the beam impacts
the object. If the debris is charged negatively, the secondary electrons (SEs) are accelerated away from the
debris and towards the servicer. The kinetic energy of
the SEs when they arrive at the servicing satellite corresponds to the difference in electric potential of the
two spacecraft. Thus, by using a Retarding Potential
Analyzer (RPA) on the servicing craft and knowing the
potential of the servicer, the energy of the electrons is
measured and the electric potential of the debris is inferred [13, 11].
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3.2 X-ray Method
The electron beam excites x-rays with a maximum
photon energy that corresponds to the landing energy
of the electrons (Duane-Hunt limit). If the debris’ potential is negative (and the servicer’s potential positive), the electrons are decelerated before they impact
the debris. The difference between the initial kinetic
energy of the electrons (i.e. the electron beam energy)
and the landing energy corresponds to the electric potential difference of the two objects. Thus, knowing
the potential of the servicer, the electric potential of the
debris is estimated from the x-ray spectrum [14, 12].

4

Conclusions

The proposed relative motion control of the Electrostatic Tractor requires an accurate estimation of the
debris’ electric potential to guarantee a desired closedloop response. The electron method and x-ray method
provide promising means of touchlessly determining
the potential of the debris and are consequently a key
element of the Electrostatic Tractor concept.
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Summary
Implicit orientation learning [1, 2] is employed in a close-range relative visual navigation setting with uncooperative targets in order to provide a pose estimation system based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
that can cope with symmetric targets. An ’augmented autoencoder’-type CNN is trained to synthesize new
images of the target object with the background blacked out. The latent space vector is then used as a key to
a codebook, which relates each view of the target object to an orientation in a discrete orientation space. This
approach means that pose estimation solution is perfectly capable of handling symmetric objects, which many
objects in space are. This autoencoder is combined with an object detector in order to extract a full 6D pose.
The resulting pose estimation system is tested on pseudo-real images representing a typical approach maneuver
with respect to a mock-up spacecraft.
Keywords: close-range relative navigation, uncooperative targets, monocular camera, convolutional neural
networks, symmetric targets, implicit orientation learning, 6D pose estimation, sim2real

1

Introduction

Object pose estimation is one of the cornerstone components of close-range visual relative navigation with
respect to uncooperative targets. This technology is
necessary for space debris removal and on-orbit servicing in the future. Usually, there are two distinct
tasks that can be distinguished in a pose estimation
setting. Pose initialization refers to the task of finding
an object in an image and estimating its pose without
prior knowledge about its relative position or orientation. Pose tracking refers to the task of maintaining a relative position and orientation estimate, given
prior information like the estimate from a previous
time step, for example. So far, for technology demonstrations in space, both of these tasks have been handled by solutions relying on principles of shape template matching or traditional image processing solutions like edge matching. However, recently convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been utilized for
visual relative navigation system concepts. Capitalizing on the potential of CNNs in a relative navigation system setting would yield multiple advantages

over the state of the art. First, CNNs should offer a
flexibility to learn whatever visual features are available, rather than a specific manually selected subset
of features like edges. Secondly, CNNs should offer
a flexibility of deploying the same navigation system
architecture to whatever targets are being dealt with.
To illustrate this with an example, a navigation system
relying on detecting edges might not be able to operate on a target composed of smooth, curved surfaces.
Reliable active debris removal and on-orbit servicing
activities at scale would require both of these characteristics from a pose estimation system.

2

Motivation and problem formulation

Pose estimation with neural networks has been done
in a number of creative ways and new ways are being found still. To focus the deployment of pose estimation solutions on spacecraft targets, Stanford Space
Rendezvous Laboratory (SLAB) partnered with ESA
in 2019 to organize a pose estimation competition on
the Kelvins platform. The Spacecraft PosE Estimation
Dataset (SPEED) [3] was proposed as a baseline image
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dataset to benchmark pose estimation solutions against
each other. However, this dataset does not pose challenges related to the two main advantages that CNNs
should bring to the field mentioned in the introduction.
There is only one target, so targets composed of differently appearing visual features are not represented.
The target ’Tango’ spacecraft from the PRISMA mission is fairly asymmetric and rectangular. The winning solutions of the ESA pose estimation competition rely on estimating the image space coordinates
of specific keypoints on the target object. These specific keypoints could be something like the tip of an
antenna or a corner of the spacecraft hull, or a virtual
3D bounding box corner, to illustrate. The network
then is trained to output a normalized 2D coordinate
of where that keypoint is on the image. For example,
an xy-coordinate pair of (0.5,0.5) could mean that the
antenna tip is in the middle of the image, depending
on the implementation of the output coordinate space.
This approach becomes problematic when one tries
this with a symmetric target or if the specific viewing
angle appears ambiguous in terms of a pose estimate.
Consider looking at a plain, textureless cup of coffee.
Let’s say the handle of the cup is behind the cup for
a person looking at the cup. Could one say with certainty where behind the cup this handle is? One could
not, and the same problem occurs with estimating object keypoints if this is not considered specifically. The
solutions from the ESA Kelvins pose estimation competition cannot be directly applied to symmetric targets like rocket upper stages without expecting problems. These kinds of solutions therefore do not stay
true to the aim of developing general CNN-based relative navigation systems suitable for active debris removal and on-orbit servicing activities at scale. Luckily, this kind of problem is not unique to the relative
space navigation setting. Many objects encountered in
earth-bound manufacturing exhibit similar characteristics of finite or infinite symmetry. Nuts, bolts, and
tubes, for example. The T-LESS image dataset [4] focuses on exactly these kinds of objects and is meant to
stimulate the development of pose estimation solutions
that can handle these problems. It stands to reason
that approaches that have achieved successful pose estimation on this dataset could possibly be carried over
to relative navigation in space with symmetric targets
while maintaining the advantages that CNNs are supposed to offer.

estimation on the T-LESS dataset is implicit orientation learning via augmented autoencoders [1, 2]. The
interesting advantages that this approach brings are inherent generalization, consideration of symmetric objects without specific manual adjustments per object,
and a lightweight neural network design. However,
there are also drawbacks. It relies on object detectors
and their output bounding boxes to crop target objects
in images. Inaccurate bounding boxes, which do occur, can cause the target object to not be entirely encompassed in the picture, which causes a pose estimation failure. The sim2real transfer on reflective objects
like satellites has also specifically been mentioned as
a possible problem area by the authors that might require physically-based renderings. Long and thin objects have also been noted to be troublesome, because
their tight object crops can appear very near from some
views and very far from other views, thus hindering
the learning of proper pose representations. Making a
correction for this at test time is difficult.

3

Contribution of the paper

The original implicit orientation learning approach has
specific weaknesses brought forward in the papers by
Sundermeyer et al [1, 2]. Modifications are required
to deploy the framework on images of spacecraft in
a relative navigation setting. Modifications are presented that allow overcoming the specific difficulties
with reflective as well as long and thin targets, which
are likely encountered in space debris removal and onorbit servicing settings. The synthetic images are used
to characterize the uniformity of the pose estimation
accuracy throughout the pose space as well as the robustness of the method to various lighting conditions
inherent to space. Using the pseudo-real image dataset
we characterize the smoothness of the pose estimate
throughout a representative approach and fly-around
maneuver as well as the lighting conditions not captured by the synthetic images.

4

Testing on images of typical approach maneuver

This work presents an evaluation of the pose estimation system on image datasets depicting spacecraft in a
relative navigation setting and benchmarks the results
on multiple datasets. First, pseudo-real images from a
representative approach and fly-around maneuver are
used to determine the behavior of the pose estimation
solution over the course of the maneuver. These imOne of the approaches that achieved successful pose ages are gathered from the EPOS 2.0 robotic proximPage 2 of 3
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timation challenge: Dataset, competition design,
and results. IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and
Electronic Systems 56(5), 4083–4098 (2020).
[4] Hodaň, T., Haluza, P., Obdržálek, Š., Matas, J.,
Lourakis, M., and Zabulis, X. T-LESS: An RGBD dataset for 6D pose estimation of texture-less
objects. IEEE Winter Conference on Applications
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Figure 1: A view of the robotic arms simulating proximity maneuvers via movement of a sensor package
and a spacecraft mockup. Photo: DLR, CC-BY 3.0
ity navigation simulation facility at DLR (see Figure
1). The real images of a representative target feature
highly reflective Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI), which
has been mentioned to be a specific weakness of the
implicit orientation learning approach. Furthermore,
the approach is tested on synthetic images with different lighting conditions inherent to space where shadows occlude parts of the spacecraft, with targets featuring highly reflective materials like MLI, and with
long and thin objects frequently encountered in space.
These aspects are also specifically highlighted weaknesses of the implicit orientation learning approach.

5
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Summary
This paper presents a visual navigation method with a Livox Mid-40 LiDAR sensor for OOS Rendezvous
GNC software development. It is crucially important to know the relative pose of a space object in order to
approach it. Simple model-free 3D pose estimation based on centroid estimation of the point cloud is applied.
The proposed technique shows robust and stable tracking of the non-cooperative target. Moreover, we are able
to provide an inspection phase beforehand. Closed-loop tests at the EPOS laboratory showed favorable results.
Keywords: OOS missions, LiDAR, visual navigation, rendezvous.

1

Introduction

technique with non-repetitive scanning patterns to deWith a rapid increase of space debris, the demand for liver the observed information. The technical characOn-Orbit Servicing (OOS) and Active Debris Removal teristics of the sensor are presented in Table 1. The
(ADR) missions has been increasing tremendously.
Parameter
Numerical value
Different concepts for refuelling, repairing or deorbitDetection Range
260 m
ing satellites in orbit have begun to appear. Ensuring
FOV
38.4 deg (circular)
safe rendezvous of the servicer spacecraft with the tarRange precision
2 cm
get object is a critical phase. LiDARs and monocular
Point
rate
100000
pts/sec
cameras are usually used in real missions to estimate
the relative pose of the target during the close range Table 1: Technical characteristics of Livox Mid-40 Liapproach [1].
DAR.
This paper presents closed-loop simulations of the
rendezvous and fly-around phases with the European raw point cloud obtained in our laboratory is depicted
Proximity Operations Simulator (EPOS), where the in figure 1.
LiDAR was used as the single sensor for visual navi- The scanned point cloud includes not only the object
gation. With a prototype lidar sensor (from automotive of interest, but also the background of the laboratory.
branch) we are able to simulate realistic operations of Thus a background removal function was added to be
space mission.
able to recreate space conditions. A projection of the
unstructured point cloud (frontal view of the mockup)
with removed outliers and without background is pre2 Materials and Methods
sented in figure2.
2.1 Livox Mid-40 LiDAR
In our application, the sensor data is compressed in
In this project we have integrated a low cost automo- real-time by the Guidance Navigation and Control
tive Livox Mid-40 LiDAR sensor [2] as a prototype for System (GNC) using an octree-based algorithm. It
close range approaches. This small-sized sensor uses a helps us reducing the downlink bandwidth necessary
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3

Results

At EPOS we are able to simulate different test scenarios. We perform inspection of the target first, and
thereafter a close range approach takes place.

3.1

Fly-around

During the inspection phase, the servicer spacecraft
flies around the target object at a safe distance. It collects point clouds for further processing, e.g. monitorFigure 1: Raw point cloud from Livox Mid-40 LiDAR.
ing the target’s status or computing a 3D reconstruction of the objects’s model.

3.2

Straight line approach

The simulation of a close range approach scenario at
EPOS starts at 15 meters. At this hold point the tracking algoritm for the LiDAR sensor is activated and verified. As soon as tracking is stable, the command for
the straight line approach is sent and the chaser starts
to move toward target with a velocity of 0.02 m/sec.
Figure 3 depicts the position of the target in the chaser
frame estimated with the lidar.

to transmit the point clouds to the ground, and at the
same time enables to keep a sufficient resolution of the
point cloud once uncompressed.

2.2

3D pose estimation

distance tor the target, [m]

Figure 2: Filtered point cloud in lidar display.

We use model-free 3D pose estimation based on the
estimation of the point cloud’s centroid. This is a very
simple approach to get a robust position estimate of
the non-cooperative target by calculating an arithmetic
sd_time, [s]
mean of all scanned points. In order to get an accurate
estimate, we filter the raw point clouds with a radius
Figure 3: Position of the traget in chaser frame.
outlier removal function [3].
sd_px - Sensor dummy, virtual reference sensor.
lid3dpe_px - LiDAR estimate.

2.3

European Proximity Operations Simulator

The DLR provides a great opportunity to test navigation algorithms and visual sensors in closed-loop
with the EPOS laboratorty [4]. Figure 5 in Appendix
presents a diagram of closed-loop simulations made
at EPOS. The satellite mockup is fixed on a Robot 2,
whereas Robot 1 carries the rendezvous sensors (Livox
Mid-40 LiDAR in this work).

The differences of lidar 3D pose estimation are calculated with respect to the "ideal sensor" - sensor dummy
(SD), representing ground truth. With the SD the position is calculated as the center of mass, whereas with
the lidar we estimate the centroid of the observed point
cloud. Therefore, one can notice in figure 4 almost a
constant offset of the estimated position with lidar during the whole rendezvous.
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A

Appendix

difference lid3dpe vs. sd, [m]

We present below the diagram of closed-loop simulation at EPOS laboratory.

lid3dpe_time, [s]

Figure 4: Differences of estimated 3D pose with lidar
vs. sensor dummy.
We are also going to present rendezvous approaches
with a strong 12 kW sun simulator, which radiates direct on the lidar.

4

Conclusion

The main scope of this work is to show the reader
the possibility to navigate to a non-cooperative target using only a lidar sensor. With obtained results
of closed-loop rendezvous simulations at EPOS facility with Livox Mid-40 Lidar sensor we illustrated the
proposed 3D pose estimation to be stable and reliable.
The next what we plan is a 6D pose estimation with
similar configuration setup.

5
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Summary
The focus of our work is to study in great detail inclination dependent lunisolar resonances. We will describe
an analytic theory able to compute the correct extension of their separatrices in the "action" space (i, e)
(inclination, eccentricity) for any given semi-major axis a, and we will highlight how this method is able to
predict and explain the main structures in Fast Lyapunov Indicator (FLI) cartography of sections of the phase
space for every inclination dependent secular resonance. .
Keywords: Inclination dependent lunisolar resonances, MEO secular dynamics, End-of-Life disposal strategies.

Inclination dependent lunisolar resonances occur
whenever there is a commensurability relationship between the argument of perigee and the longitude of
the nodes of a space debris and the perturbing bodies.
They shape the dynamics of a MEO object (navigation
satellite or space debris) over secular timescales (i. e.
several decades). Exploiting such resonances has also
been proposed as an efficient and cost effective strategy for the End-of-Life (EoL) disposal of satellites.
This is based on the eccentricity growth along the hyperbolic directions of the phase space, leading to fast
re-entry (see [1] and references therein).
The form and width of the separatrices of the inclination dependent lunisolar resonances has been computed in an heuristic way in [2]. In the present work,
instead, we provide a precise analytical calculation of
the borders of the separatrices of the resonances. Extending from the analysis of [3], our calculations proceed on the basis of two substantial modifications with
respect to [2].

value of the semi-major axis a.
2. We use the second fundamental model of resonance (as proposed by [4]) in which the form of
the separatrices varies according to a sequence of
bifurcations taking place near the critical inclination. These bifurcations can be predicted by an
analytical theory.

These results are then compared with a numerical cartography obtained by the FLI (see [5]). We find that
our analytical approach provides an excellent approximation for a wide range of values of the semi-major
axis. However, this picture is disturbed when major
crossings take place between the inclination-only dependent resonance considered and one of the two resonances Ω − ΩL and 2Ω − ΩL that contain the precession of the lunar node. In particular, as these two resonances sweep the phase space (for increasing values
of a) they cause large chaotic domains where our analytical estimates are no longer applicable. In these
domains instead the secular evolution is governed by
1. We compute the foliation of planes of fast drift manifold dynamics. This is the dynamics of the staalong each resonance as well as the intersections ble and unstable manifolds emanating from the cenof these planes with the (i, a) plane for each fixed ter manifold of circular orbits (e=0). In fact, the latPage 1 of 2
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Figure 1: Analytic construction of the separatrices for
the 2g resonance with a = 18000 km, Ω = 0◦ and ω =
90◦ .
ter locally satisfies the properties of a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold (NHIM), as pointed out by
[6] and [3]. We provide numerical examples indicating the intricate structures developed in phase space by
the asymptotic (stable and unstable) manifolds of the
NHIM. Applications to the problem of EoL disposal
are finally discussed.
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Summary
The advent of large constellations and small satellites in the recent years has caused a remarkable change in the
use of the Low Earth Orbit region and triggered several technical studies to model the sustainability of space
operations. The approach used at ESA is based on the use of risk metric to capture short- and long-term effects
of a mission on other operators and on the environment in general. Examples of the application of such metric
in the assessment of different mission architectures (including constellations) will be shown to demonstrate
how such approach can support operators in making informed decisions and highlight the implication of design
choice (e.g. altitude, disposal approach) in terms of space debris. It will also be shown how the risk metric can
be linked with long-term simulations of the environment and embedded within a framework that looks at space
as a limited shared resource and tries to identify efficient ways of using such resource.
Keywords: Space Debris Index, Risk Analysis, Space Sustainability, Space Traffic Management

The advent of large constellations and small satellites
in the recent years has caused a remarkable change in
the use of the Low Earth Orbit region, with a proliferation of launch traffic, a shift towards commercial operators, and the more spread adoption of smaller and
cheaper platforms. For these reasons, since 2015, various technical studies have looked into the sustainability of space operations.

change) for sustainability, which go beyond checking
the compliance with existing mitigation guidelines and
can inform on the status of the environment globally.
These approaches could help mitigating the risk that
the guidelines efficacy with respect to specific concepts is only evaluated a posteriori and limiting the
(inevitable) lag between technological developments
(as new mission concepts) and regulatory tools.

If the UN LTS approach is followed, the notion of
space sustainability is linked to the ability to perform operations in the presence of space debris. On
one hand, compliance to existing mitigation guidelines
(e.g. 25-year rule for disposal from LEO) is often used
as a proxy to assess how sustainable a given mission
is. On the other hand, several analyses have highlighted how guidelines may need to be tighten specifically for large constellations, as their presence was not
predicted when the 25-year rule was designed. This
opens the question on how can we carry out more
robust assessment of the environment and whether is
possible to define certain targets (similarly to what
is done with the well-known two degrees for climate

In the past years, ESA has been working in the development of such an approach based on the representation through a risk metric that captures both short-term
and long-term effects of the deployment of a mission
in LEO [1]. Such a metric allows for a quantitative
comparison among different mission architectures or
disposal approaches. This is particularly relevant in
the analysis of the proposed large constellations for
communication where the operational orbit is a more
flexible design parameter than for usual Earth observation missions, the reliability of the platforms and the
cost per unit are likely to be affected by mass production and technology developments (e.g. widespread
low-thrust adoption) can enable improved disposal ap-
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proaches. Examples of the assessment of different
mission architectures will be discussed to show how
operators can act on the design of their missions to increase their sustainability. These examples will also
show how such quantitative approaches are not only
useful for large constellations, but can also be beneficial to emerging space actors by showing to emerging space actors which is the effect of their design
choice on the debris environment and supporting them
in making informed decisions.
Finally, going beyond the assessment of single missions and looking at the overall environment, the proposed approach can be used to track the sustainability
of the current (and planned) space activity by comparing the predicted risk level of the analysed population
with the one of a reference sustainable scenario, defined through long-term simulations [2]. It will be discussed how such a quantitative approach can be translated into a tool for space traffic management, highlighting on one hand the technical requirements (i.e.
data access, computational pipelines, etc) and the implications in terms of policy.
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Summary
Previous work has proposed the use of Flower Constellations to define orbital slots in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
on a shell-wise basis that could be shared across multiple users in a coordinated matter to improve space safety,
simplify space traffic coordination and management, and optimize orbital capacity. Particularly, previous work
focused on Keplerian motion using 2D Lattice Flower Constellations (2D-LFCs). This study aims to extend
this result to perturbed motion under the effects of the Earth’s gravitational potential. To that end, we propose
a methodology to permit the stacking of slots with vertical separation less than the osculating variation in
semi-major axis that occurs due to the Earth’s geopotential. We show that this effect holds across shells with
different inclinations, allowing for the close stacking of shells. This helps mitigate the single inclination per
shell limitation identified in prior works. Moreover, this methodology has applications to optimizing coverage
for large satellite constellations, as well as to co-locating shells when nearby altitudes may have convenient
properties for multiple orbit designs.
Keywords: Space Traffic Management, Space Traffic Coordination and Management, Orbital Slotting, Orbital
Capacity, Satellite Constellations, Orbit Design

1

Introduction

A number of companies have proposed large constellations at nearby altitudes across LEO, with particular
congestion in the 450-650 km altitude band [1]. Despite multiple constellations being planned for overlapping altitudes, to our knowledge no operators have
selected orbits designed explicitly for passive compatibility with co-orbiting spacecraft of other constellation
operators.
Flower Constellation (FC) Theory [2] is a set of constellation design methodologies for generating satellite
distributions using a minimum number of parameters.
This work focuses on the use of 2D Lattice Flower
Constellations (2D-LFCs) as they provide all the uniform distributions for satellites sharing the same semimajor axis a, inclination i, eccentricity e, and argument

of perigee ω. In 2D-LFCs, satellites are distributed
across the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node
(Ωi j ) and Mean Anomaly (Mi j ) using three independent integer parameters: the number of orbital planes
(No ), the number of satellites per orbit (Nso ), and the
configuration number (Nc ) which acts as a phasing parameter according to the following equation:

 


No 0
Ωi j
i−1
= 2π
Nc Nso Mi j
j−1

(1)

where i ∈ [1, · · · , No ] , j ∈ [1, · · · , Nso ] names the j-th
satellite on the i-th orbital plane of the constellation.
The configuration number is defined in the range Nc ∈
[0, No − 1] to avoid redundant configurations.
Reference [3] proposed the use of 2D-LFCs as a tool
to define virtual orbital slots on a shell-wise basis that
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could be coordinated and shared across multiple operators. That work used Keplerian constellations for
their simplicity and due to the advantages that they
provide for computational tractability of constellation
optimization, as it is possible to analytically compute
the minimum separation distance between satellites in
a circular 2D-LFC under two-body motion using the
expression proposed in Reference [4].
Nevertheless, the osculating variation of a satellite’s
semi-major axis imposes a major limitation on minimum shell height for Keplerian slot definition. As seen
in Figure 1, J2 alone can cause periodic oscillations in
orbital radius of up to approximately 14 km at 600 km
of altitude, with higher inclinations being associated
with larger variations. Shell designs that take into account gravitational perturbations can place shells significantly closer, as shown in Figure 2.

(a) 15 km Keplerian Slots (i = 60 degrees)

(b) 5 km J2 Slots (i = 60 degrees)

Figure 1: Max Radius Variation vs.
(600km Altitude Frozen Orbit)

Figure 2: Variable altitude slots allows for much closer
space of shells. Note that the J2 shell height is chosen
Inclination for illustration and is not a fundamental size limit.

Previous works have dealt with the definition of satellite constellations under the effect of orbital perturbations [5, 6, 7, 8]. For instance, Reference [7] proposed a methodology to define orbits and satellite constellations in a set of relative trajectories that were
closed under the effects of periodic orbital perturbations such as the Earth gravitational potential. Later,
Reference [5] extended this result to obtain a set of invariants in the satellite distribution that were preserved
under these periodic perturbations. The aim of this
work is to extend these results to slotting architectures
and to include the study of how to perform the shell
distribution in such a way that the distances in altitude
between shells are also constrained.

2

Generating
gravitational
adjusted orbital slots

potential-

Reference [8] proposed a method of generating constellations sharing one or more relative trajectories by
defining satellite locations using along-track offsets in

time and cross-track offsets in angular distance to internalize perturbations included in the reference trajectory. This was done by performing the distribution
relative to a perturbed relative trajectory in the rotating
frame of reference associated with the Earth, although
other reference frames could also be used. Time distribution constellations may be defined for trajectories in
the rotating frame that are either open or closed. In this
work, we use trajectories closed in the Earth-centered
Earth-fixed (ECEF) frame, i.e. repeating ground track
orbits, to take advantage of the fact that the Earth’s
geopotential is approximately time invariant. This approach is more general and can accommodate sectoral
and tesseral terms in a geopotential model, at the cost
of additional propagation time. For zonal-only geopotential models—where the operator intends to actively
control for other gravitational perturbations—this requirement is not necessary as trajectories are invariant
to longitudinal drift and other approaches exist to generate appropriate orbits.
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A closed trajectory in the ECEF frame must satisfy
Equation 2 where Tc is the cycle period of the closed
trajectory, Np is the number of orbital revolutions per
cycle, Nd is the number of Earth sidereal days per cycle, TΩ is the nodal period of the orbit, and TΩG is the
nodal period of Greenwich [5].
Tc = Np TΩ = Nd TΩG

Inc. Mean
(deg) Seed Alt.
[km]
30
535.94
45
537.33
60
534.50

(2)

Nd

Np

No

Nso

Nc

6
7
11

89 35
104 35
164 70

10
10
5

28
11
6

Table 1: The three shells used in this work.

Using chosen Nd and Np values, the seed trajectory
initial semi-major axis, a, is modified to close the relative trajectory under the chosen gravity model using
a numerical rootfinder. For large enough Np and Nd ,
any arbitrary desired semi-major axis value can be accommodated, albeit at the cost of additional propagation time for each relative trajectory. As can be seen
in Figure 3, for Nd ≤ 50, closed orbits exist every approximately 300 m in altitude in the region of interest.

Reference [4]. Shells were propagated using trajectories following a degree 3, order 0 gravity model. This
model was selected to freeze slot locations to counteract secular drift in argument of perigee over time.
While the method used in this work can easily accommodate higher fidelity gravity models, the effect of J2
is much larger than other terms and slot locations need
only to define the center of permissible station-keeping
boxes for individual satellites while capturing significant secular effects rather than precisely matching all
short and long term perturbations along a realistic trajectory.
The shells are shown in Figure 4. The distance between shells is arbitrary and determined by the choice
of Nd and Np . In an operational setting, shell vertical spacing will depend on multiple factors including
satellite station-keeping capabilities and state knowledge, desired maneuver frequency, and anticipated
perturbations for each shell and its neighbors.
These three shells were propagated for a year and
Figure 3: Altitudes can be made arbitrarily close by checked for inter-shell conjunctions. As expected,
increasing Nd and finding corresponding Np .
they maintain separation, even in the face of differential secular drift in RAAN. Because each shell is deReference [5] derived a method to transform 2D-LFCs fined as a 2D-LFC and a zonal geopotential model is
into time distribution constellations using the time and used, intra-shell conjunctions can be checked over a
angle offsets in Equations 3 and 4.
single orbital period rather than Tc .


Tc j − 1 Nc (i − 1)
∆ti j =
−
mod(Tc )
(3)
N p Nso
No Nso



Nd Nc i − 1 Nd j − 1
∆Γi j = 2π 1 −
+
mod(2π)
Np Nso
No
Np Nso
(4)

3

Stacking Orbital Shells

Three shells were selected to demonstrate this method.
Values of Nd and Np were selected corresponding to
adjacent altitudes, separated by less than the osculatFigure 4: The selected shells
ing variation in the radius or semi-major axis of any of
the constellations. 2D-LFC parameters were selected While these shells were stacked in ascending order of
based on results for high capacity constellations from inclination, this is not a design requirement. Shell gePage 3 of 4
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ometry at a given altitude depends on both inclination and eccentricity. In general, frozen shells tessellate well within the region of interest, as seen in Figure 5. For these orbits, station-keeping error and the
need to accommodate other perturbations will likely
dominate shell shape as a determinant of minimum
shell height. This is an important result, implying that
closely-spaced shells offer a way to significantly increase orbital capacity and mitigate one key limitation
of previous slotting work, which was a requirement for
a single inclination per shell. It also provides a way
for constellation operators to optimize system performance through use of multiple inclinations within a
fairly confined altitude band.

5
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Summary
The rapid increase of space activities raises concerns about the safety, security and sustainability of future
space operations. The EU has started working on an independent space surveillance and tracking capability,
demonstrating leadership in space traffic management (STM). In this context, supported by the EU’s H2020
research and innovation programme (GA 101004319), EUSTM (“Space Traffic Management for XXI Century
Space Operations”) is a comprehensive project that analyses the current STM support competences in Europe
and defines the related needs for an autonomous European STM capability.
It covers technology, governance, legal, regulatory, standardization, strategy and policy aspects and it will
recommend STM guidelines and best practices. In addition, it aims to further develop and fortify the European
network of space traffic management experts and increase the awareness of space traffic management and
related topics amongst wider audiences.
Keywords: space traffic management – STM, space surveillance & tracking – SST, Space Situational
Awareness – SSA, space sustainability, space debris, STM guidelines, STM policy, STM governance.

1

Overview

EUSTM relies on 19 European partners with indepth expertise in all aspects of space traffic
management (STM), including conventional and
NewSpace-related activities, and it benefits from
consultations with relevant worldwide industrial

and institutional stakeholders in all STM-related
fields.
After its start in January 2021, this 20-month
activity has already launched its first analyses and
tasks and successfully held its first workshop,
which benefitted from a remarkable level of
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involvement between the project´s team of experts
and the European members of its Advisory Board.
Aside from achieving a granular specification of
project activities, the partners have begun work on
generic concepts applicable to STM, such as its
requirements and needs, policy considerations,
guidelines and the technologies that support it,
obtaining an overview of the most important STMrelated topics and imminent next steps.
This contribution summarises the initial results and
considerations reached within the EUSTM project
— an end-to-end activity towards the definition of
a future European STM capability.

2

General and Policy Analysis

While reaching a full consensus on a common
definition of STM will require dedicated time and
effort, it proves to be more productive to proceed
step-by-step with a series of mutually agreed upon
points that will gradually lead to the
implementation of changes as understanding
deepens.
Regarding commonly agreed-upon aspects, there is
a clear understanding that STM should address all
Earth-bound orbital regimes and that it should apply
to both passive and active objects. Since the precise
definition of the spatial domain of STM is still a
work in progress, other orbital regions could be
discussed (e.g. Lagrangian points or orbital regimes
around other celestial bodies) and the need may
arise to define various levels of regulation and/or
management.
In Europe, a lot of STM-related functions
(SST/SSA and other capabilities, rules of
behaviour, coordination of activities, etc.) are
already being conducted in parallel at different
levels (private, national, European, etc.). What has
been missing so far is an overarching common
policy. The current approach to STM-related issues
in Europe thus can be assessed as multilayered. The
definition of geopolitical groupings or levels (i.e.
National, European, International) will be critical in
the future approach to a European STM system. A
core part of the EUSTM policy analysis sub-WP is
to investigate what are the limits of the current
policy framework for STM in Europe and what
specific risks stem out of these limitations, as these
will represent important considerations for the
identification of options and recommendations on
the way ahead.
Policies are lacking globally and there is no
powerful incentive to follow a tentative set of rules.
The first STM regulation to be launched will have
the potential of a driving effect. The first country to

develop a strong STM policy may condition the rest
to follow and/or cooperate to some extent,
benefiting all actors in the space sector.
As there is currently no international STM
regulation with legally binding rules, political
negotiation could take decades, considering the
international diplomatic and political context
required for negotiation. This opens a window for
the development of norms, requirements, guidelines
and rules for responsible behavior in space, as well
as for data sharing/exchange, leadership in different
capabilities (e.g. SST/SSA, materials, CAMs,
ADR), or for support to commercial perspectives of
European industry in and out of Europe.

3

Data and Governance

A paradigm in the STM domain lies in ensuring a
fair balance between not disclosing information
versus the need to ensure the security of all through
information sharing. A significant effort is required
on behalf of so many different stakeholders to
successfully reach an agreement on all the
necessary regulations, policies and principles.
Classification, and in some cases timely
declassification, are key elements for operation, as
civilian application radars may detect or generate
measurements related to classified or sensitive
space objects. Additional restrictions will arise with
the increased involvement of new and varied actors
(the private sector, operators, governments, etc.). It
is obvious that the military is not the only user
managing sensitive information — satellite
operators also need their manoeuvring plans to be
managed securely.
The US model sheds light on the boundaries within
which the system shares data; there is a clear border
between internal sharing and external sharing. It is
critical to strike a balance on whether the
information is shared in the interests of security,
transparency and safety and it is up to nations
themselves to define their policies on these matters.

4

Policy and Regulation

Despite the fact that the objective of the various
involved actors has been to safeguard the space
environment while ensuring the proper
development and innovation within the space
sector, the strict regulation of space sector as
opposed to its unrestricted development are
perceived as two opposing sides in the debate.
Regulation is necessary for the development and
commercial operators of today need to know the
exact limits of the risks they take. However, the
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introduction of a new data exchange system can be
expected to change the involved risk and liabilities,
which may need to be mapped and understood in
advance. These require agreement on standards,
interoperability and accompanying legal definitions
of concepts such as fault.
The body of authority that would best manage an
STM system is the subject of debate, as it is unclear
whether it should be an already established entity or
whether a new one should be designed and created.
Given the level of dependency between the different
actors, this should be the result of an international
shared effort. Nevertheless, while some actions
reflect a clear need for international cooperation,
others may be sufficiently or more appropriately
addressed at the European, regional, or national
level.
The most appropriate manner of exerting pressure
on space actors is also a matter of deliberation. Fear
of sanctions is a possibility, but in the absence of an
internationally binding agreement, it could suffer
from divergent and even absent national rules. A
penalties-incentive approach could offer Europe an
opportunity for leadership in the space sector, as
previously showcased in the case of handling
environmental regulations.
With the knowledge that there is an ocean of
interests and differing views on what a global STM
system should look like, convergence will not be
easy from legal, diplomatic, political and strategic
points of view. However, what needs to be
determined are the elements of STM that we are
willing to discuss at the international level in order
to achieve the sustainability we need to ensure.

5

High-Level Needs

STM-related standardisation can be expected to
create barriers to technological development and
stall the current momentum. A large number of new
satellites and satellite operators must agree on
several common, minimal measures that should be
put in place. The gradual but relentless increase in
the number of satellites in orbit means that
operators have less and less time to react to potential
issues. Although collision-avoidance analysis and
management are almost fully automatic, new
constellations generate an increased number of
close approach alerts. To understand the spectrum
of required actions, it is important to understand
what kind of manoeuvres may be applied.
There is an existing need to standardise the
methodology for collision avoidance (CA) and steer
towards more automatisation, which would lead to

an increase in its efficiency. Although there are
some discussions in ISO on this issue, each key
actor has its particular way of performing CA and
no consensus has been reached on it yet. In terms of
technical challenges, there is a need to perform a
sensitivity analysis on the covariances to avoid
missing risk conjunctions and to better understand
the geometry of the collision when using a fully
automated process.
In addition to the risk of space debris remaining in
orbit, another point of interest is whether a space
surveillance and tracking (SST) provider can assess
the risks caused by space debris and uncontrolled
re-entries on ground or airborne assets. STM
services should also monitor these re-entries and
provide calculations on potential re-entry landing
point determinations, assessing also the risk of
falling on a populated area, sensitive facilities or
similar critical infrastructure.

6

Validation of the Understanding of
STM Needs per User Category

To minimise the risk of debris generation, an STM
system should also address end-of-life (EOL)
operations, including de-orbiting, graveyarding or
passivation. This represents a controversial issue
for large constellations, as some regulations require
them to be compliant as a package, and not per
individual satellite.
Mega-constellations carry a very high overall
collision risk, as the cumulative risk over thousands
of satellites adds up. The enforcement of orbit
separation can be an issue addressed by an STM
system, which could establish non-overlapping
corridors and coordinate them. It may also be of
interest to impose some level of agility and
controllability of the manoeuvring system. In-depth
knowledge of manoeuvring capabilities would
require enormous transparency and a lot of
information provided by all operators, which may
not be feasible.
With regards to potential overlaps with air traffic
management (ATM), although some options may
allow avoiding having to define an altitude
boundary, it might be still necessary to define which
system is going to deal with what and to define an
altitude above which STM will take priority and
responsibility. It is interesting to also have an
incorporated solution that vertically integrates
down to the ground level for STM, as well.
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7

Technological Challenges

Doubtlessly, the main challenge lays in the
detection of smaller objects and in the setting of a
critical limit to how far they must be trackable.
Radar, while effective, has limitations in that it is
very expensive, consumes a lot of power, operates
in a saturated radio frequency spectrum and there
are environmental limits to its power. Once smaller
objects need to be detected, the frequency and
bandwidth need to be increased.
Telescopes are an interesting solution, as they are
cheaper in comparison to radars, but a larger
number of them is needed for the same function
than in the case of radar and, if robotic, their cost
skyrockets. Space based space surveillance (SBSS)
sensors add redundancy to ground sensors and can
be used to provide statistical information on the
lethal population of small-sized debris that is
undetectable by ground-based radars. However,
telescopes have several significant constraints that
need to be taken into consideration.
Passive radio frequency is an interesting topic for
active satellites as they can pick up beacon or
telemetry signals and perform orbit determination
by differentiation. In current discussions, there is
potential for geolocation operations that would
extend this to low Earth orbit (LEO) constellations,
with several studies and companies trying to realise
passive RF using only satellite telemetry.
Since solar activity has a strong impact on the drag
and propagation of catalogues in LEO,
mathematical modelling is necessary to estimate the
uncertainty of ephemeris and for propagation
consistency. It is crucial to use good models,
develop concepts such as parallelisation or cloud
processing, as well as to be able to timely manage
vast amounts of data and to maintain catalogues
with low latencies. Additional processing
capabilities are also going to be required, building
on artificial intelligence (AI) for data preprocessing, identification of objects in images, deep
learning and communication security. Such AI
capabilities-based decision support systems can
assist ground operators by implementing machine
learning techniques on the collision avoidance (CA)
manoeuvres dataset to predict collisions and plan
such maoeuvres accordingly. Although the
significance of human-in-the-loop intervention
systems is subject to debate, the increase in the
number of satellites in orbit suggests an even more
acute need to expand the reach of the
automatization and data processing capabilities.
European capabilities are nowadays increasing
rapidly and even releasing autonomous data (as

within EU SST services). While there is still a
strong European dependence on the US sharing
information utilised for space situational awareness
(SSA), there is a solid intention to push for
autonomous capability and to ensure strategic
autonomy, while also maintaining the US as a key
ally. A future similar to that of GPS and Galileo
could be envisaged, as both systems operate
independently, but they can be used by one single
sensor.
As the EUSTM project develops, we aim to identify
and analyse all these challenges and come up with
proposals towards defining a state-of-the-art STM
capability for Europe in the dynamic space
environment of the 21st century.

8
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Summary
Active Debris Removal (ADR), on-orbit servicing (OOS) and manufacturing missions require for automated
robotic spacecraft. Such free-floating systems exhibit an inherent coupling of kinematics and dynamics. Recent
advances in the design of control systems for nonlinear underactuated systems yielded kino-dynamic control
concepts that appear suitable also for proximity operations. It has been shown that systems can be stabilized
along a nominal trajectory by sequential composition of Linear Quadratic Regulators (LQR). When taking
aforementioned control approach, knowledge on the Region of Attraction (RoA) of each individual stabilizing
controller is required to reason about robustness and composability. In order to obtain a probabilistic estimate
of the Region of Attraction, the closed loop system consisting of the nonlinear plant and a time varying LQR
controller is simulated for a number of random initial states in the vicinity of the nearest node of each nominal
trajectory. The set of states that can be propagated towards the goal state then make up the RoA. Within this
work the RoA estimation is performed for a controller to be used within the detumbling phase of a robotic ADR
scenario. The simulations take into account a set of constraints such as a limited amount of fuel, actuation limits
and tracking constraints.
Keywords:

1

Introduction

An ever increasing amount of space debris is posing
great risks to the aerospace industry. Active Debris
Removal (ADR) of certain high mass and cross section
area targets would mitigate the likelihood of collisions
and further self-perpetuating pollution [1, 2]. Many
approaches to ADR suggest the usage of a chaser
spacecraft that is equipped with a robotic manipulator
(e.g. [3]). Such a spacecraft could approach and capture an uncooperative target, detumble it and remove
it from its orbit.
Due to the lasting relevance of ADR, a plethora of
guidance navigation and control approaches have been
proposed over the past decades. In order to be practicable, an approach has to take into account the tight
coupling of kinematics and dynamics caused by the
lack of a fixed base link. The notion of a generalized Jacobian Matrix that in addition to joint angles

incorporated inertial parameters was introduced by [4]
in 1989 and used in conjunction with Resolved Motion Rate Control. [5] conceived a virtual manipulator
whose base is fixed to the time invariant center of mass
of the spacecraft. The endeffector of the virtual manipulator is fixed to the coordinate system of the physical one. The forward kinematic problem of the virtual manipulator can be solved easily and the solution
can be transferred to the physical manipulator allowing
for task space motion planning. Recent Approaches to
guidance and control of robotic spacecraft often utilize
methods of optimization and simulation. [6] presented
an elaborate, real-time capable capture and detumble
maneuver using convex optimization. Trajectory optimization and nonlinear model predictive control were
used within [7]. [8] provides an extensive overview of
guidance navigation and control approaches for ADR
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and OOS.
Aforementioned characteristic coupling of kinematics
and dynamics not only exists for free floating systems,
but also for underactuated systems such as humanoid
robots and other inverted pendulum based systems.
For such systems, kinodynamic control approaches exist that make use of trajectory optimization and sequential composition of LQR controllers to stabilize
along pre-computed, optimal trajectories [9, 10, 11].
A great advantage of this control approach is that one
can get a certificate as to whether a given state can
be stabilized. This property could be interesting especially within the broader context of ADR, since early
abortion of an infeasible capture approach might save
the fuel required to undertake another try.
During runtime of the controller knowing the RoA of
the time variant stabilizing control policy is mandatory to asses whether a given initial state in the vicinity of the nominal trajectory leads to the desired or
to an infeasible state. Hence, offline RoA analysis
of the closed loop system has to be carried out beforehand. Additional constraints ensure that the robot
moves along the trajectory while not exceeding energy and actuation limits. On a higher level, RoA estimates could also be used to interlink different phases
of ADR.
There are two different ways of performing RoA analysis. [12] and [9] have shown how the problem of
finding the RoA of a time invariant system can be
formulated as a sum-of-squares optimization problem.
While this approach is also applicable to time invariant
systems [13, 14], enforcing constraints is not trivial.
In addition to this formal approach, the RoA can be
estimated probabilistically by performing simulations
of the constrained, closed-loop dynamics for a set of
randomly sampled initial states [10, 11]. Within this
work a probabilistic RoA estimation routine based on
the approach of [10] is implemented for a detumbling
scenario that is subject to energy constraints and actuation limits.

2

The Detumbling scenario depicted in Figure 1 consists
of two satellites that are connected by an 3-link planar
robotic manipulator.
The nonlinear system dynamics of the system are
given by [15]:
(1)

target

Figure 1: Kinematic chain of the detumbling scenario. Coordinates are given for the linearized problem (Equation 2).
Here q describe the systems generalized coordinates,
M is a generalized inertia matrix, C captures the coriolis terms and B describes how the system is affected
by control inputs u.
The linearization of Equation 1 is performed in [16]
and yields:
"
#
"
#
09×9
09×9 E9×9
ẋ =
x+
u
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where E is given as:
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The full kinematic state x ∈ R18 can be described by
the pose of the base and the joint variables of the manipulator. The vector part of a quaternion q̂b and a
position vector pb ∈ R3 define the pose of the satellite
base. q1 , q2 and q3 specify the manipulators configuration. The angular and translatory velocities are given
by ω b ∈ R3 and vb ∈ R3 respectively, the joint velocities are written as q˙1 , q˙2 and q˙3 .
h
iT
x = q̂b pb q1 q2 q3 ω b vb q˙1 q˙2 q˙3
(4)

3

Multibody Detumbling Scenario

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ = B(q)u

chaser

Probabilistic RoA Estimation

For nonlinear systems the existence of a Lyapunov
function is often used to certify stability. However,
usually a Lyapunov function only is valid within some
region of state space. Informally, the RoA of a fixed
point can be described as the largest set of initial states
in state space for which trajectories lead towards that
point. No method exists for finding Lyapunov functions or Regions of Attraction for arbitrary nonlinear
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systems based solely on formal reasoning [17] but the
problem has been solved using sum of squares formulations and optimization [9] or simulation [10]. Within
this work, the latter method was chosen. Here the system is simulated for a set of randomly chosen initial
conditions. The RoA estimate is iteratively shrunk to
not contain any initial states that violate constraints
and lead to infeasible states.
The time varying RoA can be written as a sublevel set
[9] of the Lyapunov function of the system:

implement Region of Attraction estimation, a limited
set of constraints is used. More specifically, actuator
saturation, energy constraints, and a generalized tracking constraint are considered within this work.
Saturation of each actuator is modeled elementwise to
ensure that |u| ≤ ulim :



for − ulim ≤ u ≤ ulim
u,
ulim = u+ , for u > ulim
(8)


u− , for u < −ulim

B(t) = {x|V (x,t) < ρ(t)}

(5) Within the detumbling phase of ADR there is a limited
budget of energy. This is taken into account by makOne can also think about the Lyapunov conditions as a
ing sure that the total energy required by the actuators
relaxed version of the optimal cost-to-go [18]. Doing
does not exceed Wmax the maximum available work also, the discrete time varying RoA can then be written
located for detumbling. The dimensionless, combined,
as:
generalized power of m actuators W ∈ [0, 1] spent at
time t of the maneuver can be written as:
B[k] = {x[k]|J ∗ [k] < ρ[k]}
(6)
Z t
1
∗
Where J [k] denotes the continuously decreasing cost
W (t) =
cu dt
(9)
Wmax 0
to go obtained during LQR synthesis:
Here, c is a vector that puts a cost on the input vector u
∗
T
J [k] = x [k]S[k]x[k]
(7) and Wmax is the maximum electrical power available.
While no explicit line of sight or collision constraints
Here ρ[k] define the sizes of hyper-ellipses around are considered, the deviation from the nominal trajecnominal states x0 [k] defined by S[k] which contain all tory shall not exceed certain bounds that are defined
states that after simulation lead to states within the for every dimension individually:
vicinity of the fixed point at the end of the trajectory.
By simulating the closed loop dynamics of the nonx̄i [k] < ei [k], i ∈ {1, ..., 18}
(10)
linear plant and the linear controller, ρ[k] can be estimated for each k. If the control policies u[k] are not Here x̄[k] = x[k] − x0 [k] is the state written in error coable to stabilize states on a trajectory starting at x[0] ordinates and e[k] is a vector containing the maximum
the associated values of ρ[k] are shrunk, if previously admissible error for every state. If for any state varix[k] was assumed to be contained within them. This able this tracking constraint is violated, the simulation
way of estimation by negation was introduced by [10]. is considered infeasible.

4

RoA Estimation for Free Floating TVLQR 4.2 Simulation Routine

Within this section the simulation based RoA estima- In order to asses the RoA of a closed loop robotic
tion approach of section 3 is applied to a free floating spacecraft system, simulations are carried out for a
set of randomly sampled initial conditions within the
robotic satellite plant.
vicinity of the first state of the nominal trajectory x0 [0].
The simulated system is depicted in Figure 2. The
4.1 Constraints and Assumptions
nominal trajectory x0 obtained by trajectory optimizaThere are many intricacies to autonomous proximity
tion is stabilized by the sum of the nominal feed foroperations that emerge as optimization or simulation
ward control input u0 [k] and the contribution of the
constraints when designing control systems. For an acstabilizing LQR:
tual ADR mission, these could among others include
actuator and fuel limits, line-of-sight constraints but
u = u0 − K(x − x0 )
(11)
also definitions of keep-out zones and collision constraints [6]. Since the focus of this work is not put u is fed into the multi body model depicted in Figon obtaining a highly realistic simulation, but rather to ure 1. During a simulated maneuver, if at any point
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lator approach. In 1987 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automation Proceedings, volume 4, 579–585, March (1987).
[6] Virgili-Llop, J. and Romano, M. Simultaneous Capture and Detumble of a Resident Space
Object by a Free-Flying Spacecraft-Manipulator
System. Frontiers in Robotics and AI 6, 14
March (2019).

TVLQR
-

MBP
TRAJ

Plant

RoA Check

Figure 2: Block Diagram of the Closed Loop RoA Estimation Routine.
the energy budget allocated for trajectory tracking is
exceeded, or if the deviation of one of the coordinates exceeds a predefined boundary, the simulation is
aborted and the RoA estimates are shrunk as decribed
in section 3. On the other hand, if the final state is near
the fixed point, the simulation is considered successful
and the next random initial state is simulated.
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Summary
Accurate simulation of a chemically-reactive hypersonic flow over proximal bodies during atmospheric re-entry
is a difficult task. The leading objects generate strong shock-waves, which may interact with shocks and objects
downstream. This interaction may induce highly localized aerothermal loads on the surface of the aft objects,
capable of initializing the fragmentation process. One major requirement to correctly assess the location and
intensity of such loads is the creation of a mesh fully aligned with the flow features. In this work, steadystate proximal body simulations are conducted with tetrahedral meshes in order to assess the influence of grid
alignment on the flow features and surface loads of the multi-bodies. The AMG mesh adaptation tool is used
to produce anisotropic tetrahedral grids which follow the flow highly-directional features, in order to assess
the feasibility of using oriented tetrahedral meshes for multi-body simulations. The open-source CFD code
SU2-NEMO is used for all the performed simulations.
Keywords: Proximal bodies simulation, anisotropic adaptation, atmospheric re-entry, hypersonic.

1

Introduction

The recent rise in the number of orbiting objects and
atmospheric re-entry has led to the need of addressing
the inherent risks accurately, which can be achieved
through the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) software. In particular, the re-entry simulation
is a particularly difficult task, which may involve the
computation of non-equilibrium hypersonic flow over
complex geometries, or multiple bodies in the case of
demise. The interaction between shock waves and surface shock impingement are common and may result
in severe localized aerothermal loads that can affect
the body dynamics and lead to fragmentation.
The quality of the grid is a key element on the accuracy
of the solution. One vital factor is the orientation of
the cells interface with respect to the directional flow
features. Additionally, it is important to impose an ad-

equate resolution of the boundary layer to accurately
compute the aerothermal loads. The grid misalignment causes the inviscid flux formulation to introduce
large entropy errors at the shock region. This issue is
more obvious in the case of blunt bodies, since there
is little dissipation of the entropy gradients, thus may
lead to the formation of the carbuncle phenomena.
Several studies have shown that the use of quadrilateral and hexahedral meshes achieves the best results,
while triangular and tetrahedral meshes perform the
worst [1, 2, 3, 4]. By definition, it is not possible to align all the surfaces of a tetrahedral cell with
the flow features, leading the larger errors and lack
of flow symmetry. However, the use of structured
grids to simulate hypersonic flows is not always viable. The presence of multiple flow features and their
interaction impose difficulties in the generation of a
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fully structured grid capable of providing acceptable
results, mostly due to topological restrictions [5]. In
the majority of cases, the features location and their
intersection are not known beforehand, requiring the
use of mesh adaptation tools. The adaptation of hexahedral/quadrilateral grids is usually restricted to nodal
redistribution, being far less flexible than adaptation
schemes for tetrahedral/triangular grids [6]. Thus, the
use of unstructured grids is a promising solution for
this kind of simulations. In particular the use of unstructured grids with stretched elements aligned with
the local flow features will be further explored in this
work.

2

SU2-NEMO

The open-source software suite SU2 [7] has been developed with the purpose of performing high-fidelity
analysis of partial differential equations (PDE) and
creation of PDE-constrained systems. The suite
was mostly written in C++, allowing the construction of high-level object-oriented structures and promoting code re-usability and flexibility to effortlessly integrate new state-of-the-art features. In
the past few years, new numerical methods, tools
and solvers have been gradually incorporated into
the SU2 infrastructure. The requirement of simulating chemically-reactive multi-species and nonequilibrium flows led to the development of the SU2NEMO (Non-Equilibrium MOdels) solver [8].
The thermochemistry models used in SU2-NEMO are
provided through the linkage between the solver and
Mutation++ library [9]. The use of the library ensures
an appropriate closure of the governing equations for
a wide range of temperatures and the use of multitemperature models for non-equilibrium flows, with
the aid of high-fidelity physical models. The coupling
has been thoroughly validated [10].
The governing equations of the system are obtained by
extending the Navier-Stokes equations to account for
a chemically-reacting, non-equilibrium flow using the
two-temperature model by Park [11].

3

T∞ [K]
Tw [K]
P∞ [Pa]
U [m/s]
N2 [%]
O2 [%]

55.56
293.15
125.61
1048
77
23

Table 1: Free-stream and wall values for the twospheres case.
for the Adaptive Mesh Generation library (AMG-lib),
a fast and robust mesh adaptation tool capable of generating anisotropic grids around 2D and 3D complex
geometries. The local anisotropic elements follow the
direction of the complex multi-directional flow features, such as shock waves, contact discontinuities and
boundary layers. This is done by computing an optimal Riemannian metric tensor field from the error
estimate of a given background mesh and respective
flowfield solution, containing information of the elements edge size and orientation for the adaptation process. The PyAMG tool recursively uses anisotropic
local operators such as point insertion, edge swapping,
edge collapse and point smoothing to improve the output grid through the computed metric field and imposed quality constraints to guarantee the robustness
and quality of the final grid [14].

4

Proximal spheres case

The applicability of anisotropic grids for threedimensional flows was assessed using a proximalsphere configuration. The free-stream flow conditions,
wall temperature and species mass fractions are written in Table 1, and the case geometry is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

PyAMG

The PyAMG library developed by the GAMMA team
at INRIA 1 [12, 13] is used to generate the anisotropic
grids for this work test cases by coupling the SU2
solver and the AMG mesh adaptation tool via python
Figure 1: Geometry configuration of the threeinterface. The pyAMG software is a python wrapper
dimensional two-spheres case.
1 https://pyamg.saclay.inria.fr/
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Initially, an isotropic grid is used for the computation
of the flowfield and prediction of the surface quantities. The final solution and numerical grid are then
used to drive the adaptation process of PyAMG for the
generation of the anisotropic grid. Details regarding
the grids used for the simulation and the maximum aspect ratio of the elements can be found in Table 2. All
the adapted grids employed a prismatic boundary layer
around the two spheres to partially recover the solution from errors generated through the misalignment
of tetrahedral elements with the shock wave.
The initial and last grid details and Mach contours can
be visualized in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. It
can be observed that the degree of anisotropy increases
with the levels of adaptation, also allowing to sharply
capture the flow features and the shock interaction near
the aft sphere, critical to obtain an accurate location of
the shock impingement and the pressure peak value,
Figure 3: Mach contours of the two-spheres case for
illustrated in Fig. 4.
first and last levels of adaptation.
Grid
Nodes
Elements Aspect Ratio
Level 0 4,834,102 12,045,150
6.31
Level 1 6,799,812 23,739,949
15.40
Level 2 8,337,524 32,954,899
48.97
Level 3 9,767,945 41,532,117
58.97
Table 2: Grid details for the two-spheres case.

Figure 4: Pressure plot at the symmetry plane of the
aft sphere.

5

Conclusions

Accurate simulations of atmospheric re-entry of proximal objects are difficult to achieve due to the complex
nature of the flow. The choice of element type and
grid design plays an important role in the solution accuracy and numerical stability, especially when high
degree of anisotropy is considered. A common approach to achieve mesh alignment with flow features
is the use of quadrilateral/hexahedral grids, but it is
not always possible to guarantee the perfect alignment
Figure 2: Grid details of the two-spheres case for first when complex flows are established. Thus, the usabiland last levels of adaptation.
ity of anisotropic grids aligned with the flow features
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for a three-dimensional hypersonic flow was assessed
for a proximal sphere case, where is shown the impact of grid alignment through the use of several grid
adaptation levels. The successive grid refinement and
alignment allows a sharp capture of the flow features
and their location, which influences the aft sphere surface quantities distribution.
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Summary
In the recent past, many space agencies, especially private ones, have taken initiatives to deploy large constellations of satellites for applications related with communication, Earth observation, surveillance, etc. However,
the consequent sudden surge in the number of satellites in outer space poses unprecedented challenge to conventional operators. This paper highlights the anticipated impact on space operations in the presence of large
constellations, particularly with regard to spaceflight safety and sustainability. A few case studies of current
experience with emergent constellations are presented first. This is followed by addressing the future concerns
based on an extrapolated scenario assuming that the currently proposed constellations are fully deployed within
the next decade. Finally, the currently available options, and possible remedial measures to cope up with these
challenges without compromising the long term sustainability of outer space are discussed.
Keywords: Large Constellation, Spaceflight Safety, Sustainability of Outer Space, Low Earth Orbit, InterAgency Coordination, Collision Avoidance Maneuver, Black-out Zones

1

Introduction

In the recent years, there has been an increasing trend
towards deploying satellite constellations in LEO, as
they offer several attractive advantages for space based
applications, mainly in terms of flexibility, coverage,
overall reliability of service and cost. Many commercial space actors have now plans to deploy large constellations of satellites, typically 1000s in numbers, to
maximally leverage these benefits. However, proliferation of several large constellations of satellites is expected to drastically change the operating environment
of outer space, as the number of space objects is bound
to increase by many folds. The most obvious impact is
a marked increase in collision probability. Presently,
occasional conjunctions between operational satellites
belonging to different small constellations, which has
typically less than 100 satellites, are not uncommon,
and the risk is mitigated through inter-operator coordination. But mitigation of collision risks while operating in an environment populated by a very large

number of operational satellites would require special
considerations [1].
In this paper, we address the challenges to be faced by
conventional spacecraft operators and new entrants in
space arena due to large constellations. First the current experiences of ISRO during operating in the presence of emerging large satellite constellations, namely
Starlink and OneWeb, are presented. This is followed
by a section on the future concerns. The currently
available options, and finally, the measures that can
help to deal with these challenges are presented.

2

Present Impact and Mitigation

Currently, SpaceX of US has the maximum number of
satellites in a large constellation in LEO. At present,
there are more than 1600 Starlink satellites in orbit.
UK based OneWeb plans to deploy a large constellation at 1200 km orbit, and has launched about 130
satellites. We now briefly mention ISRO’s current
experiences while operating in the presence of these
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constellations, and the relevant measures towards conjunction risk mitigation.

2.1 Conjunctions with Satellites
The first batch of Starlink satellites were launched in
May 2019, and subsequently, 57 satellites were raised
to their designated 550 km altitude operational orbits.
Since July 2019, several close approaches were experienced by Indian satellites operating near and below the
550 km orbital shell, which is expected to be populated
by 1584 Starlink satellites [2]. Although the close approach situations were not critical enough to warrant Figure 1: Number of objects in LEO as on 28 June,
any collision avoidance, anticipating that the conjunc- 2021 with 10 km altitude bin, the spikes correspond to
tions will be more frequent after full-fledged deploy- Starlink 1st generation satellites
ment of the constellation, it was decided to relocate the
Indian satellite hitherto operating at 555 km orbit to a
higher orbit. The consequent degradation in payload
performance in the higher orbit was deemed to within
the acceptable limits. The mission orbits were also
redefined for the Indian satellites earlier slated to be
operating in the close neighbourhood of the aforementioned Starlink orbital shell. Similar conjunctions are
being encountered occasionally with OneWeb satellites as they migrate from their injection orbits at 450
km altitude to the designated operational orbits at 1200
km.
Figure 2: Number of objects in LEO assuming deploy2.2 Black-out Zones in Launch Window
ment of all proposed constellations, added with current
During the recent launch of PSLV-C51, a close con- object population. The proposed constellations domjunction with one of the operational Starlink satellite inate the object distribution as reflected in the sharp
within 1 km miss distance was predicted during the spikes at the designated altitudes.
de-boost phase of the launch vehicle for a particular
liftoff epoch within the launch window. A black-out
zone was defined in the launch window to exclude that km altitude region. The increased spatial density will
liftoff epoch. The number of encounters with the satel- cause a proportional increase in collision risk for any
lites from OneWeb and Starlink constellations with satellite operating in its neighbourhood. The associated penalties with collision avoidance, such as service
launch vehicles are found to show increasing trend.
disruptions, fuel expenditure, overhead on operation
3 Anticipated Impact on Future Space Oper- and cost, etc. will increase accordingly.
Presently, operational Starlink ephemerides are readations
Due to the sheer number of satellites, space opera- ily accessible and also regularly updated, which can
tion in the presence of large constellations will be in- be utilized for conjunction assessment by others. But
creasingly challenging in future. The worst-case dis- with several such constellations, a huge number of
tribution of space objects expected by end of the cur- ephemerides need to be processed on regular basis,
rent decade, assuming deployment of all the proposed calling for non-trivial, dedicated efforts and resources
constellations (SpaceX [2], OneWeb [3], Kuiper [4], allocation for processing alerts, risk assessment and
GuoWang [5], [6] et al.) is shown in Fig. 2. On coordination for risk mitigation for the other operator.
comparison with the current population distribution as An undesirable impact of operating in the neighbourshown in Fig. 1, more than 20 times increase in num- hood of a constellation is that there will be additional
ber of objects compared is expected within 320-350 constraints on regular orbital maneuver for avoiding
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any collision risk under post maneuver conditions.
Many of the future satellites, including those operating in GEO are expected be equipped with electric
propulsion systems, with typically slow orbit raising
phase from lower parking orbits, which may span over
months. As crossing of LEO orbital shells of other
constellations will be unavoidable, spaceflight safety
during perigee raising phase will also call for significant level of inter-agency coordination.
Considering the extremely crowded region around
320-350 km altitude due to several constellations, numerous conjunctions are likely during the ascent/deboost phase for launch vehicles transiting through this
orbital regime, which in turn will result in significant
restriction on the availability of conjunction free liftoff
timings within a launch window. In the worst case,
only a few minutes of conjunction free liftoff timings
will be available.
The situation will be particularly challenging for constellations of small satellites without maneuverability.
In case of close conjunction, avoidance maneuver has
to be performed by the conventional satellite operator.
The satellites of such constellations are often likely
to be mass produced with COTS components, more
prone to on-orbit failures, which may seriously compromise post mission disposal capability and add to
debris population. The failed satellites will continue
to add to collision risk to neighbouring satellites till
they decay naturally.

of any existing protocols on which entity should perform collision avoidance in case of critical conjunctions, more frequent collision avoidance maneuvers
may be required for a conventional satellite operators.
Apart from this, as mentioned in the previous section, there will invariably be additional burden of coordination with the constellation operators, and increased processing load for conjunction assessment,
which would require considerable augmentation of existing infrastructure. This situation will prove particularly costly and burdensome for new entrants in space
arena from developing countries.

4

5

Available Options at Present

4.2 Operate/relocate away from orbital regimes
of large constellations
Another option is to consciously choose the operational orbits away from the regimes expected to be
populated by large satellite constellations, but this option also has a few drawbacks. Selection of a mission orbit away from constellation’s orbital shell may
not always optimally suit the mission objective. For
an ongoing mission, there will be considerable penalty
for relocating to an alternate orbit away from constellation, which includes, but is not limited to additional
fuel expenditure, operational overhead, and even compromise on payload performance. Under the current
circumstances, even after re-orbiting, there is no assurance that the relocated orbital regime will not get
cluttered by another constellation in future.

Possible Remedial Measures

The viable options to cope up with aforementioned Presently there is no internationally accepted framework for selecting operational orbital regime of fuconcerns are addressed in this section.
ture satellite missions, as a result overlapping of or4.1 Adapt to operate in orbital regime populated bital regimes between the upcoming constellations and
by large constellations
already operating satellites appears to be inevitable,
One can continue to operate in the same orbital regime which in turn exacerbates collision risks after the conand adapt to the situation with the associated opera- stellations are fully deployed. Similar to frequency
tional overheads and constraints. Availability of satel- allocation, it is high time that a basic criteria for orlite ephemerides will be essential for conjunction as- bit allocation for large constellations be formulated.
sessment, especially for the maneuvering satellites in In principle, it is desirable to maintain sufficient orthe constellation during migration to and from opera- bital clearance with the orbital regime around 400 km
tional orbits. Although agencies like SpaceX claims to meant for human space mission, and also with the
have an autonomous collision avoidance system, oper- space assets already in orbit, at least with the large
ating in a crowded region is inherently risky. Most ones. It is desirable to limit the maximum number of
satellites in constellations being equipped with ion satellites allowable in an orbital shell at a particular
thusters which has limited maneuvering capabilities, altitude to avoid excessive crowding. The future scethe onus of collision avoidance maneuvering is likely nario provides a strong impetus for evolving a Space
to be on the conventional operator in case the time Traffic Management (STM) system which is suitably
available till conjunction epoch is short. In the absence supported by Space Situational awareness (SSA) [7].
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bris mitigation and sustainability are not adequate to
address the impact of large constellations. Hence the [3] Oneweb slashes size of future satellite constellation.
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6

Conclusion

[7] Lal, B., Balakrishnan, A., Caldwell, B. M., BuenLarge constellations are likely to lead to a significant
consejo, R. S., and Carioscia, S. A. Global trends
increase in the operational overhead for space operain space situational awareness (SSA) and space
tors. The main challenges are found to be the increased
traffic management (STM). Technical report, IDA
operational burden on conjunction assessment, intenScience & Technology Policy Institute, (2018).
sified inter-agency coordination, additional constraints
on regular station keeping/orbit maintenance maneu- [8] Inter Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee. IADC Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,
vers, increased black-out zones within launch window.
IADC-02-01 Rev. 3, June (2021).
With the present trend, the need of the hour is to put
in place necessary guidelines to continue safe and sustainable space operations for all operators, including
those operating large constellations. The guidelines
are expected to eventually pave the way for an effective space traffic management, while not causing to undue hindrance to technological developments already
undertaken by the constellation operators.
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Environmental Life Cycle Assessment Base Case of U.S. Commercial
Space Transportation Activities
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Summary
International Standard ISO 14040 was used to conduct an environmental life cycle assessment of U.S.
commercial space transportation (CST) activities with emphasis on one space launch and its activities.
SimaPro, version 8.2.3, software aided in generating the environmental impact assessments with
IMPACT2002+. Eight types of consumables were evaluated using a generic model. These consumables
included two types of rocket boosters, reusable and expendable, three liquid propellant types – liquid
hydrogen, liquefied natural gas, and RP-1, various chemicals used for launch, and at the launch complex was
electricity and water sources. This life cycle assessment study of the U.S.CST activities begins to characterize
the per Launch impacts in the environmental domain with focus on the Use and Maintenance life cycle phases.
This domain understanding can allow for understanding environmental implications for the launch of one
space vehicle.
Keywords: ISO 14040, Life cycle assessment, rocket systems, U.S. commercial space transportation

1

Introduction

The United States is expanding its launch
capabilities
through
commercial
space
transportation and partnerships with NASA. This
environmental life cycle assessment applied the
International Standard ISO 14040 (2006) and
14044 (2006) methodology to determine the
environmental impacts for the launch of one space
vehicle. Emphasis was placed at the launch
activity or the Use and Maintenance Phase for this
functional unit of one launch of one space vehicle.

2

Environmental Impacts of U.S.
Commercial Space Transportation

Evaluating resulting environmental impacts or
risks from this nascent industry — and if
necessary, mitigating the impacts — will be
essential for long-term sustainable operation
(White House, 2013; 51 US Code 509, 2015;
Darrieu and Nelson, 2013). One study (Murray,
Bekki, et.al., 2013) states that the conventional
wisdom within the rocket and atmospheric
communities is that due to the low frequency of
launches worldwide, rocket emissions do not have
a significant impact on the global environment.
However, this study also indicates that quantifying
the actual emission impact per launch is still
needed. Potential environmental impacts of
increased CST are unknown currently because no
comprehensive study has been conducted.

Therefore, this research provides a base case for
one space rocket launch using a generic rocket
launcher to begin understanding the environmental
impacts from CST launches in the United States.

3

Base Case for U.S. Commercial
Space Transportation Rocket
Launches

3.1 Previous Studies
Other studies such as those conducted by European
Space Agency, Clean Design (ESA, 2016) group
did conduct an LCA for specific rocket systems
used for space launches. Other studies emphasized
space debris (Wilson, Maury, 2016) and other
critical issues. However, no specific U.S. LCA
focused on commercial space transportation
launches such as SPACEX or Blue Origin.
3.2 Base Case for U.S. Commercial Space
Transportation Rocket Launches
In some cases, LCAs are used to compare products
to evaluate which one might provide a more green
solution. For this study, a base case or baseline of
specific consumables at a launch complex for one
launch of one space rocket booster. The
comparative aspect within this baseline was
assessing the expendable versus the reusable
rocket boosters and the three types of propellants
currently used - liquid hydrogen, liquefied natural
gas, and rocket grade, RP-1. The other
consumables evaluated include eight, typical
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chemicals, water and electricity required at the
launch complex.
3.3 Other Related Environmental Impact
Assessments for U.S. Rocket Launches
The current U.S. environmental impact laws and
policies related to rocket launches and other
activities is National Environmental Policy Act
since 1970. NEPA (EPA, website) requires federal
agencies to assess the environmental effects of
their proposed actions prior to making decisions.
The range of actions covered by NEPA is broad
and includes:
• making decisions on permit applications,
• adopting federal land management actions,
and
• constructing highways and other publiclyowned facilities.
Using the NEPA process, agencies evaluate the
environmental and related social and economic
effects of their proposed actions.
The rocket launches were evaluated with an
environmental impact assessment for one launch
or up to 10 launches and only at the launch
complex. The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) conducts these NEPA (FAA, website)
required assessments for commercial launches.
These are typically in the form of permits to allow
a certain quantity of launches at one location for a
set period of time.
So, to augment what the current environmental
assessment provides about the rocket launches,
ISO 14040 was applied to gain more
understanding of the whole life cycle
environmental impacts.
3.4 ISO 14040/14044 Methodology
LCA life cycle phases include Raw Materials
Acquisition, Material Processing, Production, Use
and Maintenance, and End of Life (Curran, 2011).
However, another common breakdown of the LCA
life cycle phases with inputs and outputs are
shown in Figure 1 (EPA, 1993). The research work
applied the functional unit of one launch of space
rocket with focus at the launch complex.
Input conditions were the amount of materials at
the launch complex for the consumables. SimaPro
software, 8.2.3, was used for the datasets most
relevant to the composition of the rocket boosters
and the other consumables. Systems engineering

principles were also applied to develop the generic
rocket launcher using open source information
available on current rocket launchers such as
Falcon Heavy, Delta IV Heavy and Blue Origin.

Figure 1 Life Cycle Assessment Phases
For the impact assessment, IMPact Assessment of
Chemical Toxics 2002+ (IMPACT 2002+) (Joliet,
2003) was applied within the SimaPro software.
This method provides four different areas of
environmental
impact:
Climate
Change,
Resources, Human Health, and Ecosystem Quality.
This method was chosen because it most indicated
the areas that other Department of Defense
agencies were beginning to evaluate other military
systems. However, other methods were applied to
the framework that was developed for the one
launch of one space vehicle. The research included
Tool for Reduction and Assessment of Chemicals
and Other Environmental Impacts (TRACI) (Bare,
2011) and ReCiPe (Pre’ website) method limited
assessments.

4

Results

4.1 Inventory
Analysis
and
Impact
Assessments
The inventory analysis for each of the
consumables included 300 chemicals or more. For
this presentation, only the impact assessment for
the consumables using the ImPACT2002+ will be
presented. The following results are abrieviated
and only provide the damage assessments for the
consumables. However, the study went into depth
on
characterization
categories,
individual
discussion on each of these consumables. The
presentation will provide a few more details into
the overall study and results.
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4.2 Impact Assessment – Rocket Boosters
(Expendable and Reusable)
A generic rocket booster was developed using
current rocket launchers as a model. The reusable
rocket booster only had the 1st stage as reusable for
up to 20 times. The expendable rocket booster was
used only one time. Figure 2 shows the impact
assessment results comparison between the two
rocket boosters. The reusable rocket booster has
the least impact on all four of the areas as
expected. Reusability is a key contributor to
minimizing environmental impacts.
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Figure 2 Comparison of Reusable and
Expendable Rocket Boosters Damage
Assessment Normalization (SimaPro Software)
4.3 Impact Assessment – Propellants
Three propellants were considered and evaluated.
These propellants all used liquid oxygen (LOx) as
the oxidizer. The three fuels evaluated were liquid
hydrogen (LH2), liquefied natural gas (LNG), and
RP-1. These fuels are currently used for rocket
launches. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the
three propellants.

Figure 3 Comparison of Propellants Damage
Assessment Normalization (SimaPro Software)
The comparison of the three propellants in relation
to the quantity of the propellant needed to support
the launch of one generic rocket booster impact
assessment revealed that the liquid hydrogen is the
lowest impact to the environment in all four areas.
4.4 Impact Assessment – Water, Electricity
and Chemicals
The water characterization results, shown in Figure
4, revealed deluge water influenced all of these
categories, most likely based on volume of use.
The damage assessment showed the tap water
required for personnel and deluge water per launch
primarily had highest impact on Resources and
then Climate Change. Transportation of the
deluge water to the launch complex was
considered as well.
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The eight chemicals selected were based on NEPA
documents as the most used at the launch complex.
These chemicals were:
Figure 6 shows the damage assessment of the
various chemicals. These chemicals are located or
used at the launch complex in varying quantities.
However, hydrazine is impacting all four areas
more than the other chemicals.

40,
Tap water,
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35,

Water at Launch Site
Normalization

The electricity used at the launch complex
included generators, and power plant electricity as
shown in Figure 5. Diesel generators were
considered as both typical use and backup power.
As expected, the diesel generators impacted all
four areas slightly more and were used less than
the electricity from the power plant.
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Figure 5 Electricity Used at Launch Complex
Damage Assessment, Normalization (SimaPro
Software)
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Figure 4 Water Used at Launch Complex
Damage Assessment, Normalization (SimaPro
Software)
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Figure 6 Chemical Used at Launch Complex
Damage Assessment, Normalization (SimaPro
Software)

5

Conclusions

CST launch activities in the United States are
increasing to meet various goals from delivering
supplies to the ISS to launching satellites and other
communications to preparing for Mars. This life
cycle assessment study of the CST activities
begins to characterize the per Launch impacts in
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the environmental domain with focus on the Use
and Maintenance life cycle phases. This domain
understanding can allow a more complete picture
of the environmental implications for the launch of
one space vehicle. The overall baseline for the
U.S. space transportation activities environmental
impact using ISO 14040 revealed information that
was not typically captured in the NEPA process
nor in any other process. This baseline provides a
good framework to begin to capture the right data
needed to develop more detailed environmental
LCAs for U.S. commercial space industry.
Limitations of this research was the accessibility to
the data for commercial space rockets and having
representative process data available.
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Summary
This paper summarises very early-stage research into Aotearoa New Zealand’s space sector and its
environmental impact. As researchers new to the field, we look forward to discussing our approach with you,
gaining insight into navigating the challenges of integrating sustainable design into the space sector, as well as
contributing to global initiatives such as the Space Sustainability Rating framework.
Keywords: Space Life Cycle Assessment, Space Sustainability, New Space

1

Introduction

A staggering 1.5% of all new global investment in
New Space is now invested in New Zealand. The
right combination of geographic location, range of
orbital inclinations, skilled workforce, and strong
economic government incentives have propelled
New Zealand into its fledgling position as a global
space leader. The space sector alone contributed
$1.69 billion NZD to the national economy in
2018/2019 [1].
New Zealand’s emerging space industry offers a
unique opportunity to integrate international best
practice for clean space such as e.g., the European
Space Agency (ESA) Space Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) and Eco Design [2,3] into the sector from its
foundation. Decisions that affect the global
environment, from climate change to space debris,
can be made with the best available information.

2

Approach

2.1 Benchmark New Zealand’s Space Sector
Our initial focus is to benchmark the New Zealand
Space sector as it stands; to understand the type,
scale and proportion of activities that are taking
place locally in New Zealand and to predict its
future direction.

To build a high-level activity map of the NZ space
sector, we are compiling a comprehensive list of the
commercial and non-commercial entities engaged
in space activity, including design, manufacturing,
assembly and launch activities. We are categorizing
these activities according to space mission
segments outlined in ESA’s LCA handbook
guidelines. So far, we have catalogued 87
organisations involved in the space sector.
2.2 Space Life Cycle Assessment
Using the Strathclyde Space Systems Database
(SSSD) Life Cycle Inventory [4] and OpenLCA, we
are conducting a higher-level LCA model of
launched payloads from New Zealand. As a case
study we will assess one mission of an educational
1U CubeSat designed by the Auckland Programme
of Space Systems at the University of Auckland. As
most CubeSats are similar in design (except the
payload), this study could potentially serve as a
proxy for other launched CubeSats from New
Zealand. These data can be used to generate an
average launch emission factor, project the
cumulative impact of all approved payloads and
extrapolate the environmental impact with
increasing launch cadence. Results will be
compared to publicly available data of the estimated
impact from New Zealand's aviation sector to place
the research into perspective.
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3

Goals

As researchers new to the field, we look forward to
discussing our approach with you, gaining insight
into navigating the challenges of integrating
sustainable design into the space sector, as well as
contributing to global initiatives such as the Space
Sustainability Rating framework.
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Summary In the context of the space debris problem, the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) effect has been
associated to a periodic variation in the eccentricity and inclination of the debris. If the eccentricity exceeds a
certain threshold value which depends on the semi-major axis, the debris may collide with the Earth. In order
to properly address the dynamical behaviour of the debris we constructed six toy models associated to the six
most relevant terms in the expansion of the SRP potential, here presented using a Hamiltonian formulation. A
canonical change of variables is performed in order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom from three to
one. The location of the equilibria is provided in terms of both Keplerian elements and Delauney variables,
by means of a numerical tool developed with the Mathematica software. We compute semi-analytically the
amplitude of the island of stability of the equilibrium point appearing in the reduced model. We provide the
phase spaces for the problem and we show how the dynamical behaviour changes if we vary the parameters
of the problem, namely the area-to-mass ratio parameter and Λ, which is a first integral defined for each toy
model. Finally, these results are compared to the ones obtained using Fast Lyapunov indicators. FLIs are also
used to address the problem of the overlapping of resonances, a phenomenon which takes place when two
resonances are close in phase space and influence each other.
Keywords: space debris problem, solar radiation pressure, semi-secular resonances, Hamiltonian models,
dimensional reduction, island of stability, superposition of resonances, Fast Lyapunov indicators.

1

Introduction

The objective of this presentation is to describe the effect of solar radiation pressure (SRP) for a space debris of the (oblate) Earth. The relevance of this problem has been addressed by many authors. [1] and [2],
for example, provide the single-averaged equation of
motion associated to the SRP effect. [3] expanded
the SRP disturbing using a procedure similar to the
one used by Kaula in [4] and identifies the six most
relevant terms in the expansion for a satellite of the
Earth. More recently the problem was addressed by
[5], which studies the effect for a geosynchronous debris with high area-to-mass ratio, and [6], which identifies the equilibrium points corresponding to frozen
orbits and proposes application such as the use of heliotropic orbits for Earth observation. Our approach
is the following. We first develop some Hamiltonian
toy-models in order to study the effect of each of the

six most relevant terms. We then reduce the number
of degrees of freedom of the problem by means of a
canonical change of coordinates. One can then proceed in a number of ways and determine the location
of the equilibria, their stability, study bifurcations and
make a cartography of the phase space. The location
of the equilibrium points due to the presence of a resonant term can be estimated analytically by studying the
intersections of two one dimensional functions, and
their stability can be similarly addressed; the level sets
of the reduced system can be obtained numerically by
using software such as Mathematica by Wolfram. The
results are finally validated using Fast Lyapunov Indicators, a powerful chaos indicator. We conclude by
showing the results of numerical tests about the overlapping of two different resonances, such as two different terms of the SRP expansion or one SRP semisecular resonant term and a solar semi-secular reso-
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nant term.

2

Toy Models

The Hamiltonian toy models that we are going to consider have the following form:
H =−

µ
+ HJ2 + Hαβ γ + Ṁ Φ
L2

(1)

where
R2 J2 µ⊕4 1
HJ2 = ⊕
4
L3 G3



H2
1−3 2
G

is the secular effect due to oblateness of the Earth, Φ
is a dummy variable introduced in order to make the
Hamiltonian autonomous and Hαβ γ is one of the six
most relevant terms in the expansion identified by [3],
whose general form is given by:
s
CSRP A L2
G2
Hαβ γ =
1 − 2 Fαβ γ (i )
(2)
2 m µ
L

Figure 1: Phase space for a SRP semi-secular resonance with high area-to-mass ratio, obtained using
√
L0 = µ1.23RE .

One can now obtain the phase space for the reduced
system by simply plotting the level set of the Hamiltonian function K in the (σ , Λ) plane, a task that can be
achieved via a variety of computer software. In Figure
1 we show a phase space for a SRP semi-secular resonance obtained using Mathematica by Wolfram. By
× Ψαβ γ (H, G) cos[αω + β Ω − γ(M + ω )]. varying the parameters L, A/m and Γ we can appreciate many interesting dynamical behaviours.
We remark that α ∈ {−1, 1}, β ∈ {0, 1} and γ ∈
{−1, 1} for the terms that we are taking into consid- 2.2 Location of equilibrium points
eration. When necessary we will also consider other In this context the equilibrium points are found by
perturbative terms, such as the secular and resonant solving the following system of equations:
lunisolar terms, depending the region of phase space
that one needs to investigate and the accuracy that we
∂ f0
∂ f1
− γ Ṁ +
cos(σ − σ0 ) = 0,
need to achieve.
∂Λ
∂Λ
We remark that if the area-to-mass ratio is very small
f1 sin(σ − σ0 ).
(5)
we can infer the approximate position of each resonance in the semi-major axis-eccentricity plane as in If one focuses on equilibrium points of the form (σ , Λ)
[7].
where σ = σ0 + kπ, k ∈ Z, their location can be obtained as the solution of

2.1 Dimensional reduction

In order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom
we proceed as in [7] and make the following canonical
change of variables,

∂ f0
∂ f1
− γ Ṁ = ±
,
∂Λ
∂Λ

i.e. they correspond to the intersection of the functions
∂ f0
∂ f1
(G, H, Φ, ω, Ω, M ) 7→ (Λ, Γ, Z, σ , Ω, M )
F0 :=
− γ Ṁ and ±F1 := ±
.
∂Λ
∂Λ
which depends on the specific resonance that we are By elementary techniques it is possible to provide analytical bounds for the equilibria as a function of the
dealing with:
parameters appearing in the problem and to address
1
β
γ
Λ = G, Γ = H − G, Z = Φ + G,
(3) the stability of the solutions.
α
α
α
The existence of equilibrium points of the form
Neglecting constant terms we obtain a one degree-of- (σ , Λ0 ) where f1 (Λ0 ) = 0 is also addressed.
freedom Hamiltonian of the form:
By using the change of variables 3 we can study the effect of the overlapping of SRP and solar semi-secular
Kα,β ,γ (Λ, σ ; Γ, L) = f0 (Λ; Γ, L) − γ Ṁ
resonances. After the change of variables, the Hamil+ f1 (Λ; Γ, L) cos(σ − σ0 ) (4) tonian which includes the solar resonant term assumes
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the form
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initial problem and the tangent one, respectively. The
advantage in using this method is that one can reach
a compromise between the required accuracy and the
complexity of the problem by choosing an appropriate
integration time T .

4

Conclusion

In the last section of the talk we are going to address
the current state of our research on the topic and future
topics that we can be investigated using the tools and
ideas presented before.
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Summary
The on-ground casualty risk assessments due to an uncontrolled re-entry is highly sensitive to the accurate
prediction of fragmentation events during an atmospheric re-entry. To address this issue we plan to use a highfidelity structural mechanics method to improve the analysis of fragmentation during atmospheric re-entry. In
this study, we use a novel Peridynamics based methodology to study solar panel fragmentation altitude due to
the mechanical loads on the object. We then compare our results with the state of the art object-oriented re-entry
analysis tools to comment on the use of the peridynamics methodology to perform a full, thermo-mechanical
destructive analysis of satellite.
Keywords: Solar panel fragmentation, Re-entry analysis, Peridynamics

1

Introduction

Over the years, the increasing space debris population is becoming a high-priority issue to the spacefaring communities. Atmospheric re-entry of such debris may pose a significant risk to the species population and infrastructure on the ground from surviving objects. ESA introduced the Design For Demise
(D4D) concepts with its Clean Space initiative to minimize the risk of objects surviving an atmospheric
re-entry by promoting complete disintegration during
the entry process. The mitigation requirements state
that there must be less than 1 in 104 (casualty risk)
chance of someone being injured by surviving space
debris. While D4D is a design philosophy and is applicable to all types of re-entries, the current study focuses primarily on the uncontrolled re-entries due to
the threat of space debris. Some spacecraft missions
may have a casualty risk above 10−4 which can be reduced by making crucial design changes via different
D4D methodologies. A proper re-entry analysis and
an estimation of the casualty risk metric [1] is critical
to determine if a particular design change reduces the
overall risk due to re-entry.
In-general, re-entry analysis codes can be classified

Figure 1: Object-oriented re-entry code analysis approach

into two categories [2], (a) object-oriented [3] and
(b) spacecraft-oriented [4, 5]. The object-oriented approach is characterized by approximating the spacecraft model and its components into a set of primitive elements, shown in Fig.1, essentially reducing the
modelling complexity. These methods usually assume
that the primitive elements break off at a fixed altitude (78km) and their trajectories are propagated independently to each other (see Fig.1). Due to the assumption of a fixed break-up altitude, object-oriented
methods generally predict a higher ground risk [2].
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a future research work, computational cost and ease of
setup become very important parameters for analysis.
While FEM tools are known to be well-validated and
accurate, they are notoriously difficult to model fracture mechanics, requiring a pre-crack, crack growth
laws and surface re-meshing while crack propagation [9]. Also, FEM cannot deal with crack initiation
problems thereby requiring a pre-existing crack to be
present before the start of a fracture mechanics simuFigure 2: High-granularity model of ESA GOCE lation. PD on the other hand shows promise, elevating
satellite for spacecraft-oriented re-entry codes
the problems stated above.
On the other hand, spacecraft-oriented tools model the
spacecraft (see Fig.2) to a high granularity level consistent with the real design. The aerodynamic and
aerothermodynamic coefficients are calculated for realistic and complex geometries [4]. Breakup events are
then computed by analyzing mechanical loads at predefined sections/cuts using simplified breaking stress
criteria [6] and accurate thermal load modelling for
material ablation.
Novel D4D techniques [7, 8] have demonstrated
that the current physical modelling of the spacecraft
demise does not capture the correct material behaviour
or breakup processes necessary to understand whether
particular design changes will be effective in reducing
the casualty risk. This is mainly due to the fact that it
is very difficult to obtain validation data for destructive re-entry experiments. The current interest of this
study is in understanding the force-based fragmentation criteria via high-fidelity structural analysis methods modelling fracture mechanics. The long term goal
of this study is to couple a re-entry analysis code with a
simplified structural analysis methodology to provide
a better thermo-mechanical fragmentation model for
breakup during re-entry. There is a need to introduce
the PD methodology and its features which may provide a better understanding of fragmentation during
atmospheric re-entry. This paper provides an application of PD methodology to study fragmentation of
solar panels during re-entry.

2

Peridynamic Methodology

Traditionally finite element method (FEM) based tools
were used to perform structural analysis during reentry but an alternative structural analysis tool using
peridynamics (PD) methods is more suitable to the
current research study. Since the intention is to couple the structural analysis tool with a re-entry code in

Figure 3: Peridynamic domain
PD is a new continuum mechanics formulation developed by Dr.Stewart Silling [10] using non-local
formulations. The governing equations are integrodifferential in nature and do not contain any spatial
derivatives. This enables an inherently easy treatment
of discontinuities such as cracks. PD can be a very
suitable method to be coupled with a re-entry code owing to the facts that crack initiation and propagation is
inherently taken care of. However, PD can be very
time consuming to simulate an entire spacecraft because of a few constraints which are discussed in further sections. In the current study, an open source PD
software known as "Peridigm", developed by Sandia
National Laboratories [11], is used for all numerical
simulations.
There are two main types of peridynamic formulation
as bond-based and state-based PD. Both formulations
are setup based on fundamental constraints and conservation laws. The peridynamic domain, being a continuum theory, consists of an infinite amount of material points at x. The material points possess a volume
Vx , a mass density ρx and can be subjected to body
force densities b(x,t), displacements u(x,t), or velocities u̇(x,t). The acceleration of any particle at x at time
t is given by,
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( f (u(x0 ,t)−u(x,t), x0 −x))dVx0 +b(x,t)

(1)
Where, Hx represents the neighbourhood of x with a
horizon of radius δ , u is the displacement vector, b is
the prescribed body force density. The material points
within the horizon (δ ) are said to belong to the family Hx and contribute to the net force acting on x (see
Fig.3). The term "bond" refers to the interaction between the material points at x and x0 .

3

Capabilities of Peridynamics Method

This section provides a few benchmark problems to
highlight the capabilities of PD method which can be
useful while simulating the conditions during an atmospheric re-entry.

3.1 Crack initiation phenomena

Figure 5: Damage contours indicating the crack
branching phenomena at the end of 1000 time steps
under the velocity boundary condition of u˙o (t) =
70m/s
cannot be simulated by FEM techniques. The preexisting crack is defined in the PD simulation by cutting off the interactions between material points across
the crack surfaces as described in [14]. Velocity
boundary conditions are applied on the ends of the domain to mimic a stretching force. Figure.5 shows the
damage contours at the end of 1000 time steps and a
complex crack branching phenomena can be observed.
It is worth noting that the crack branching phenomena
was achieved without supplying any external branching criteria and thus show casing the advanced capabilities of PD theory in predicting dynamical phenomena.

Figure 4: Damage contours for plate with a circular
4
hole when failure is allowed

Solar panel fragmentation test case

An isotropic flat plate with a circular hole [12] is subjected to a quasi-static loading and explicit time integration. This test case is intended to showcase the
ability of PD to initiate a crack at the stress concentration zone and its propagation. For a plate with a
circular hole in uni-axial tension, the stress concentration occurs on the center-line immediately next to the
region of hole (see Ref. [13]). Figure.4 clearly shows
a self-similar crack growth initiated from the ends of
the hole. This is a unique capability of PD theory unlike the other existing FEM techniques which require
a pre-defined crack location and a crack-growth law to
start the simulation.

3.2 Crack-branching phenomena

Figure 6: SCARAB model of the ATV geometry [15]

A pre-cracked plate test case is used to showcase a The main contribution of this research is to simulate
complex, dynamic crack branching phenomena which solar panel fragmentation events during atmospheric
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re-entry and compare the results with the existing
models. The main problem in the development of reentry fragmentation models is the availability of real
flight test data to compare new models with realty. To
prove the reliability of a high-fidelity methodology, a
test case should be chosen such that there is structural mechanical data available for adequate comparison. Specifically, the stresses in the joints connecting
the solar panels to the main body. For this study, we
plan to simulate the solar panel fragmentation of ATV
re-entry, shown in Fig. 6. The availability of stress
data connecting the joints between solar panels and
the main body, shown in Fig.7, provides essential information to compare the results from the high-fidelity
PD methodology.

& scarab. Journal of Space Safety Engineering
4(1), pp. 15–21 (2017).
[5] Koppenwallner, G., Fritsche, B., Lips, T., and
Klinkrad, H. Scarab-a multi-disciplinary code
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Summary
Landing on small-bodies is a very challenging problem that requires high degrees of robustness. Contact
dynamics are one of the key pillars for the analyses that need to be carried out, and running simulations with a
high degree of flexibility and accuracy is paramount for the development and design of these missions.
Contact dynamics frameworks are complex tools that require large amounts of development and validation
time and very specific expertise. However, in the last decade, the Video Effects (VFX) industry has developed
numerous suites that tackle this problem and, in this work, the possibility of using one of these tools (Blender)
as the source for the contact dynamics is investigated.
This research focuses on the description of the methodology used for the landing simulations and the validation
of the tool developed for them. A step-by-step guide through the simulation setup is given, discussing how
the wrapping Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) simulator and Blender interact, and a set of validation
tests for the different parameters and dynamic models involved in the simulation is presented.
Preliminary results are shown, using the Milani CubeSat’s landing on an artificial crater on the surface of
Dimorphos as study-case. These include number of bounces, duration of the trajectory, or settling coordinates,
for instance.
Keywords: Landing, Blender, Contact Dynamics, Dimorphos, Python, Asteroid, Tool.

1

Introduction

In the current landing simulation scene, contact dynamics tools play a fundamental role. However, the
development of such environments is a very timeconsuming and technically challenging part of these
analyses. Tools that include these functionalities can
be seen in fields like graphic design or VFX SoftWare (SW), typically used to create cinematics for the
movie industry or video games, and it is specially on
these sectors, where the most powerful and renown
tools are developed. In an attempt to make use of
this great amount of resources available, this work
screened some of these tools and considered their application for landing analysis.
These frameworks offer the advantage of being Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) tools that are ready-

to-use, i.e., the development and validation effort is
avoided by the user. They are, however, designed for
a certain segment of public, namely, VFX industries,
professionals, and enthusiasts. This fact, translates
into a very artistic-based conception of the tool, which
is simply tailored for the end-user’s necessities, logically. The result is a tool whose scenario setting parameters include bounciness of a certain rigid body or
strength of a certain force field. These, clearly, are
not purely scientific terms with which one could define a certain simulation to be shown at some scientific publication or symposium. Therefore, behind this
implementation, a great deal of calibration (or translation from art to science) is needed. The interest of
this research is to find out how large this effort is, com-
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pared to the one of developing a whole contact dynam- lated trajectories of the CubeSat. Finally, Section 5
ics framework and to analyse how accurate the results will describe the study-cases selected and will justify
obtained can be.
that selection, and Section 6 will show the obtained
To test all of that a study-case is selected based on results and will discuss their most important aspects.
the Milani CubeSat that will fly on-board the Hera
mission as payload. Hera is the European component of the Asteroid Impact and Deflection Assessment (AIDA) mission, a collaboration between European Space Agency (ESA) and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) which foresees an
impactor spacecraft (Double Asteroid Redirection Test
(DART)) to impact on the secondary body of the Didymos binary system, called Dimorphos, and a fleet of
spacecraft that will rendezvous with the system few
years after the event (Hera). The latter will visit the
system together with two 6U CubeSats: Juventas and
Milani [1]. The scope of the CubeSats is to demonstrate CubeSat technologies in deep-space as well as
to augment the scientific outcome of the mission. As
part of their disposal strategies, both are expected to
attempt a landing on Dimorphos, close to the crater
region. The landing and bouncing off the surface of
Dimorphos are part of an experimental phase which
follows after the successful conclusion of the nominal
scientific objectives of the mission.

2

The environment around which the Hera mission, and
therefore the Milani CubeSat, will take place is the
Didymos binary Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA). In [2],
a very thorough description of the system is given,
based on delay-Doppler radar imaging of the binary
system. There, the observations were used to estimate
3D shape model and spin states for the primary (Didymos) and size and spin state of the secondary (Dimorphos). The target of the DART mission is to impact
Dimorphos and modify its orbit [3]. Such impact will
create a crater, whose properties are unknown. Studies
have been performed in this direction where possible
morphologies are suggested [4], but the exact shape of
the body is still unknown and will only be partially resolved once the DART spacecraft visits the system in
October 2022.

Summing up, the objective of this work is to develop a
framework that could be used to perform landing analysis on irregular surfaces, including contacts. To do
that, the idea proposed by the authors is to make use
of the powerful and detailed tools that are available on
different sectors and industries. Adapting those tools,
whose target users are digital artists, to more scientific
fields poses a challenge that involves a considerable
amount of validation and calibration, but this paper
will study whether that effort is worth making instead
of developing a whole new contact dynamics tool for
the specific case of landing on small bodies.
In the following, Section 2 will describe the scenario
that the Milani CubeSat will face when it arrives at the
binary system targeted by the Hera mission and will
discuss the modelling of this scenario including orbital
dynamics, problem geometry, shape models, or crater
morphology, among other parameters. After that, Section 3 will introduce the methodology used to achieve
the objectives discussed above. To provide the work
developed in this paper a solid base, Section 4 will
show the results of the validation tests performed prior
to the analyses, including orbital dynamics and contact
physics tests, the two main contributors to the simu-

Modelling

(a) Original Dimorphos mesh.

(b) Modified Dimorphos mesh.

Figure 1: Grid of the shape model used for Dimorphos. On the top image, the reference shape model is
displayed, on the bottom the shape model onto which
the C0 with 20 m of diameter crater has been added.
Dimorphos orbits about the barycenter of the system
in a circular orbit of 1.18 km radius and an orbital pe-
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riod of 11.92 h. The orbit is coplanar with the equatorial plane of Didymos. Similarly to the Earth-Moon
system, Dimorphos is tidally locked, always exhibiting the same face to the primary. The shape model for
Dimorphos has been taken from [1] and has the dimensions recollected in Table 1.
The key characteristics of the crater, such as shape,
size, and depth, have large uncertainties associated to
them. For the purpose of this work, a number of craters
have been created to account for the different possibilities. Based on [5], a depth-to-width aspect ratio
of around 0.2 has been used as reference to model
these craters, which have been integrated on the reference shape model shown in Figure 1a using a proportional deformation tool in Blender. The mesh’s resolution has been increased over the crater region to make
sure that the impacts registered in the simulations accounted for the very irregular topography of some of
the crater models, as it can be observed looking at Figures 1a and 1b.
The dynamics of the problem are one of the two main
drivers for the landing simulations performed in this
work. Orbital perturbations around asteroids are principally driven by the gravity potentials of the bodies
involved and by the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP)
exerted by the Sun. To include that in the simulation, Astrodynamics Simulator (AstroSim) was used.
AstroSim is a GNC simulator that includes an orbital
propagator with the relevant orbital perturbations for
small body environments. It has been validated internally at Deimos Space with other in-house tools used
for previous projects and its programmed in Python.
Once the elements of the simulation have been created, and the orbital dynamics are configured, the only
piece remaining is the contact dynamics engine. As
it was introduced before, many tools are available in
the VFX and videogame industry, but not all of them
offer the same functionalities. After a thorough research, Blender [6] was chosen mainly because of its
open-use license and the strong community support. It
also offers the option to initialise the simulations us-

ing Python scripts that are executed using the internal
distribution that comes with its installation. Blender’s
core functionality as rendering engine can also be integrated in future works to generate images during the
landing. This makes for a very organic way to link the
simulations with the platform and the post-processing
functionalities.

3

Methodology

All the different pieces needed to run landing simulations have been described up to this point. As next
logical step, a methodology was designed to produce a
large amount of analyses for landing trajectories. The
parametric analysis that this problem poses, makes
Monte Carlo approaches highly desirable. The idea is
to use the above-mentioned landing gates as grid to set
up the initial positions and velocities of the CubeSat
prior to the impact. By placing Milani at each of these
grid points, it would be possible to create a dense cloud
of initial states from which simulate the descent trajectories and their corresponding rebounds until they
reach a settling point.
This whole experiment methodology would require a
number of steps:
1. Set up the simulation scenario,
2. fix initial state for the CubeSat,
3. propagate its trajectory until it reaches the lowgate,
4. switch to Blender to continue the trajectory until
touchdown,
5. use Blender’s internal dynamics to simulate the
rebounds,
6. record the followed trajectory, and
7. process the obtained results.

4

Validation and Calibration

Blender is meant to be used as a graphic design tool,
Table 1: Shape model used as reference for Dimor- thus, the parameters included as properties are not alphos, [1].
ways scientifically defined. For instance, the Coefficient of Restitution (CoR) is referred to as Coefficient
Axis Value
of Bounciness (CoB), which may or may not be the
2a
208 m
same parameter that is usually applied in contact dy2b
160 m
namics formulation. Since the way Blender manages
2c
133 m
the different parameters set up for each simulation is
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Figure 2: CoR-CoB validation test in Blender [7].
a black-box for the user, a set of validation tests has
been performed.
The first test was meant to calibrate the design parameters in Blender that refer to the rigid body properties of the objects under simulation and involved a
plane and an icosahedron. The latter is dropped from a
fixed height. By changing the CoB of the two objects,
the CoR can be computed as the fraction between the
magnitude of the velocity after and before the impact.
From this simple test it is possible to determine that
the physical CoR is the product of the bodies’ CoBs,
as it is shown in Figure 2.
On the other hand, and in order to validate the orbital
dynamics as explained in 3, i.e., using force fields as
attractors to simulate gravitational potential of Dimorphos. The idea is to propagate two orbits starting from
the same initial state, one using AstroSim and the other
using Blender. The results from the GNC simulator are
taken as ground truth and the relative error propagated
by Blender is analysed, for keplerian circular equatorial orbits with different semi-major axis.

5

Study-Cases

The study case used as proof-of-concept for this
method is based on an “entry-gate” landing technique,
a very traditional landing technique in which a gate
is defined close to the landing spot [8]. The mission
profile then aims to arrive to this gate within a certain
velocity threshold so that it is guaranteed the arrival
point is within a certain region.
For the preliminary analyses in this work and to test
the methodology developed, the CubeSat starts the
simulation from a static position and is accelerated towards the body by its gravity only, creating an effect
referred to as “CubeSat rain”. 3600 cases are simulated, starting from a gate at an altitude of 10 m, uniformly distributed. The attitude of the CubeSat is the
same for each trajectory: payload pointing towards

Figure 3: Settling positions for the simulated scenario
([7]).
nadir and solar panels aligned with the Z-axis of the
asteroid fixed frame.

6

Results

Figure 3 shows the horizontal displacement for each
trajectory, i.e., the horizontal delta in position from the
start of the trajectory (at the gate) to the final settling
point (on the surface). Trajectories that started above
a highly-sloped point of the surface exhibit the greatest displacement, which is direct consequence of the
slide/rebounds they suffer until they stop.
The most obvious result is that the trajectories whose
first bounce happens within the crater diameter tend to
end up lying on the centre of the concavity. A very
interesting consequence of the selected attitude is a
denser group of points along the Z-axis. This is explained by the orientation of the solar panels, which
are parallel to this axis, and prevent the CubeSat from
rolling towards the centre (see Figure 4). Because the
CubeSat will slide over the crater’s interior instead of
rolling, the settling point for a considerable number of
trajectories ends up further away from the crater’s center. These results demonstrate how easily the attitude
can affect the bouncing of the CubeSat on the surface
of the asteroid.

7

Conclusions

In this work Blender has been adopted as an experimental tool to simulate contact dynamics for CubeSat
landing simulations within the crater region of Dimorphos. The system dynamics have been replaced by a
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Simulating arbitrary interactions between small-scale space debris and a
space-based laser system
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Summary
This research investigates the performance of a space-based laser system to remove debris objects with size
smaller than 10 cm. The laser system is placed in a 800 km Sun Synchronous Orbit and consists of a 20 kW
laser that shoots 600 J energy pulses with a repetition frequency of 33.33 Hz. The system is able to detect
and track debris objects in-situ using a 1.5 m mirror from 800 km distance. From a distance of about 500
km, the laser fluence on the targets is sufficiently high to trigger ablation, which decelerates the debris objects
and reduces their lifetime. The feasibility of the concept is tested in scenarios where the laser system targets
the debris objects from a different orbiting altitude and from varying azimuth angles. For many geometries,
the laser is capable to significantly reduce the lifetime of the debris object. Extrapolating to longer periods of
operation, the laser can be expected to provide a significant reduction of the population of small debris objects.
Keywords: ADR, space debris, laser debris removal

1

Introduction

Every launch of any space mission generates debris in
space. A method for waste-removal in space has never
been set in place, resulting in the current scenario
where an estimated 900,000 debris fragments larger
than 1 cm are orbiting Earth, of which every single
one poses a serious danger for active satellites[1]. A
specifically difficult sub-population is found in debris
fragments with sizes between 1 and 10 cm, which are
large enough to potentially break up a spacecraft in a
collision, but are too small to monitor [2]. Reducing
this subset of objects is paramount for a safe future of
spaceflight.
Here we investigate the performance and feasibility of
a space-based laser system acting on the LEO debris
population. It is currently the only plausible technique
to remove debris fragments below 10 cm since it
monitors debris objects ’in-situ’ and autonomously,
does not require contact with the debris objects,
and can target objects in a continuous fashion when
powered by solar panels.

The approach to lower debris objects using spacebased laser ablation was first brought forward in 1991
[3]. In many ways, the design is still the same in current proposals: an in-orbit satellite equipped with a
laser and optics to ablate an object and a subsystem
that controls the detection target acquisition. Various
adaptations of a space-based laser have since then been
proposed. This paper intends to contribute to the literature on orbital laser systems: how does a hypothetical
laser perform in LEO, taking into account the exact
(and changing) orbital geometry of the objects. The
aim of this paper is to express the potential of spacebased laser debris removal and to encourage further
research on the subject.

2

Methodology

The laser is tested on debris objects from various orbital geometries. After each encounter, the reduced
lifetime of the target is computed and compared to its
nominal lifetime to check the effects of the laser interaction.
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2.1 Target acquisition
The space-based laser system will track debris objects
as it encounters them in orbit. The design of the subsystem for target acquisition is adopted from [4]. This
paper intends to expand on that research by checking
the ablative performance of the laser system from different scenarios.

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

Psubsystems [kW]

7

Cm,alu [N/MW]

30

Plaser [kW]

20

E pulse [J]

600

Te f f

0.9

f pulse [Hz]

33.33

M2

2.0

De f f [m]

1.5

a

1.27

λ [nm]

335

2.2 Ablation
Ablation is achieved when the laser beam energy density at the target (fluence) exceeds a certain ablation
threshold, specific to the target material. The fluence
is defined as follows [5]:
Φ=

[m2 ]

Asolar

100

Table 1: Parameters of the laser system.

4 · E pulse · D2e f f

(1)
π · M 2 · a2 · λ 2 · L2
in which E pulse is the laser energy pulse. Other
parameters are the laser beam quality M 2 , the laser
wavelength λ , the propagation distance L, the diffraction constant a and the effective mirror diameter De f f .

• drel · vrel ≥ 0: the debris object has passed the
laser.
• ω > 2o /s: the laser should not rotate faster than
what the state-of-the-art mechanisms can deliver
[5].

With this, the exerted force on a target area can be de- 2.5 Orbital lifetime
scribed as [6]:
The main scope of this study is to compare the orbital
Fthrust = Φe f f · Atarget ·Cm · f
(2) lifetime of the debris objects before and after the laser
where Atarget is the cross-sectional area of the object, interaction, so the lifetime computation is essential. To
Cm is an experimentally determined material specific first order, the orbital lifetime of LEO objects can be
coefficient that shows how much power is converted assumed as follows [8]:
to thrust, f is the pulse frequency and the relation
Tperiod · H
Tli f e =
(3)
Φe f f = Te f f · Φ is implemented, where Te f f accounts
2πCD ( mA )ρa2
for system performance losses such as atmospheric
disturbances or laser attenuation. The acceleration of with Tperiod the time of one revolution at semi-major
the debris object is computed by dividing by its mass. axis a, H the atmospheric scale height, ρ the atmospheric density at a, CD the drag coefficient and (A/m)
2.3 Laser parameters
the Area-to-Mass Ratio (AMR) of the object.
Table 2.3 shows the parameters of the laser system.
Equation 3 shows that the orbital lifetime of an object
Special attention should be given to the material spedepends on its AMR. The AMR range for objects becific coefficient Cm which greatly determines the eftween 1 and 10 cm objects lies between 0.04 and 0.5
ficiency of the interaction. A conservative value of
[9]. Therefore, the laser system will be tested on three
Cm = 30 N/MW is used here [7].
objects with different diameter and AMR: a 1 cm object with an AMR of 0.16 kg/m3 , a 5 cm object with an
2.4 Propagation
3
A typical encounter will have the following steps: AMR of 0.07 kg/m and a 10 cm object with an AMR
3
First, the orbits of the laser and debris object are ini- of 0.04 kg/m .
tialised that they will encounter each other with a certain geometry. The orbits are propagated and when the
relative distance is below 800 km the debris object is
assumed to be ’detected’. The laser will focus its beam
on the target and ablation is achieved at a distance of
about 500 km. The laser interaction will stop when one
of the following termination conditions are satisfied:

3

Results

A limited number of possible geometries exists from
which the laser system can target an object: the coplanar case where both objects orbit in the same plane,
and the non-coplanar case where the laser system has
an azimuth angle φ w.r.t. the target orbit.
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3.1 Head-on geometry

a significant reduction. All objects are lowered to an
Figure 1 shows the induced velocity change when the orbital lifetime below the IADC guideline of 25 years.
debris object and laser system encounter each other
in a head-on geometry both at 800 km. The results
clearly depend on the AMR of the debris object, as the
10 cm object is decelerated less than the 1 cm object.
The corresponding changes in orbital lifetime of the
debris objects are listed in Table 2. The 1 cm object is
de-orbited within 2 days after the interaction.

Figure 2: ∆v on 10 cm debris objects from a non-zero
azimuth angle.

3.3 Different altitudes
Figure 3 shows the induced velocity change on 10 cm
debris objects when the laser system at 800 km tarFigure 1: Induced velocity change on objects with difgets them at a different altitude. The corresponding
ferent size for head-on geometry at 800 km.
changes in orbital lifetimes can be found in Table 3.
It can be noted that ablation on debris objects orbiting
200 km above or below the laser has no significant ef2
fect. The results on the objects orbiting 100 km above
AMR[kg/m ] Tli f e,be f ore [yr] Tli f e,a f ter [yr]
or below the laser are also not impressive, but for these
0.16
8.2
0.007
geometries the lifetimes of the 1 cm objects may very
0.07
18.7
1.21
well be lowered substantially. These results suggest
0.04
32.7
7.2
an optimal performance region of about 100 km above
Table 2: Changes in lifetime of three objects after and below the laser system.
head-on encounter with laser system.
h [km] ∆v[m/s] Tli f e,be f ore [yr] Tli f e,a f ter [yr]
600
7.9
2.9
2.6
700
15.2
9.8
7.26
750
21.6
17.9
10.8
3.2 Non-zero azimuth angle
850
21.1
60.1
36.3
Figure 2 shows the results when the laser system en900
14.3
110.23
82.3
counters 10 cm debris objects with non-zero azimuth
1000
7.7
370.7
333.7
angles. All objects orbit at 800 km altitude. It can
be noted that the laser is less effective at high azimuth
Table 3: Changes in velocity and lifetime when objects
angles, as the laser then also imparts momentum in a
are at different altitudes.
direction normal to the debris orbit. Targeting with azimuth angle 10o and 20o , still produces a ∆v of 47 and
34 m/s respectively. The nominal lifetime of these objects was 32.7 years, but due to the laser interaction
this is lowered to 8.1 and 12.8 years respectively, still
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Figure 3: Induced velocity change when the laser encounters a 10 cm object at different altitude.

[7] Phipps, C. and Boustie, M. Laser impulse coupling measurements at 400 fs and 80 ps using
the luli facility at 1057 nm wavelength. Journal
of Applied Physics 122(193103) (2017).

[8] Wertz, J. R., Everett, D. F., and Puschell, J. J.
Space mission engineering: the new SMAD. MiThis paper researched the feasibility of decelerating
crocosm Press, (2011).
LEO space debris from arbitrary geometries using a
space-based laser ablation system. From a head-on [9] Anz-Meador, P. and Potter, A. Density and
mass distributions of orbital debris. Acta Asgeometry, impressive velocity changes are achieved.
tronautica 38(12), 927–936 (1996).
The 1 cm object is de-orbited within 2 days. The
laser system loses efficiency for higher azimuth
angles. The laser system also gets less effective for
objects with increasing altitude difference. However,
significant lifetime reduction can still be achieved
to 10 cm objects orbiting within a range of 100 km
above and below the laser. Even if some interactions
did not lower the lifetime below 25 years within
one interaction, a second interaction will most likely
achieve the desired result. These values should be
regarded as theoretical support to encourage more
research on space-based laser debris removal. The
full paper will also include an analysis of the laser
performance on a collection of 5000 arbitrary debris
objects smaller than 10 cm.

4

Conclusions

5
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Summary
An analytical model for collision probability assessments between de-orbiting or injecting space objects
and satellite constellations is presented in this study. Considering the first to be subjected to a tangential
acceleration, its spiral motion would result in a series of close approaches in the proximity of a constellation;
in this work, a model for the evaluation of the mean collision probability related to this type of event has
been developed. The collision probability distribution with each orbital plane of the constellation is modelled
with Chan’s algorithm and the mean value of the probability is computed as the integral of this distribution
over the ranges of true anomaly phase and radial distance between the crossing object and the constellation’s
satellites. The miss distance vector at the instants of nominal closest approach will be evaluated with respect to
the Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance points such that an analytical solution can be derived. Two different
expressions will be obtained: the first covers most orientations between crossing and constellation’s planes,
whereas the second is specifically designed for head-on collisions.
Keywords: Analytical Model, Collision Probability, Low-Thrust, Satellite Constellation, Shell Crossing Event.

1

Introduction

2

In the last years, a huge effort has been put in the realisation of satellite constellations. However, they require a large number of satellites, and if every constellation already approved is deployed, the active satellite
population will quintuple within the next decade, posing new challenges for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) traffic
management.
The main focus of the studies about the environmental impact of satellite constellations is related to their
interaction with space debris [3], [5], showing that
non-trackable debris pose a great threat to Space sustainability. Nonetheless, the radical change that LEO
will undergo will drastically increase both the collision
probabilities and the complexity of risk assessments,
not only with space debris, but also with other active
satellites, thus highlighting the need for efficient tools.
In this context, a statistical model for risk evaluation
of shell crossing events has been developed.

Statistical model

A shell crossing event involves the disposal or injection of a satellite subjected to a low-thrust tangential
acceleration, which has to cross various constellations’
shells in order to reach its final destination. The tangential acceleration results in a spiral trajectory which
can be discretised into a sequence of circular orbits.
For this reason, both the constellation’s and crossing
satellites of a shell crossing event are assumed to be
on circular orbits. Moreover, the satellites are modelled as spheres, the error ellipsoid of each satellite is
assumed to be diagonal in its respective RSW reference frame [1], [2] and the collision probabilities of
each close approach are assumed to be independent
from one another.

2.1 Collision probability distribution
A shell crossing event is in general characterised by
a large number of close approaches and the collision
probability distribution is modelled with Chan’s algo-
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2.2 Mean collision probability with one constellation’s orbital plane

rithm [2] truncated at the first term:




µ2
µ2
P = P exp − 12 σx̂2 exp − 12 σẑ2

(1) The mean collision probability with one constellation’s orbital plane is modelled by assuming that the
where σx̂ and σẑ are semi-axis of the combined error spiral trajectory of the crossing object results in a seellipse on the encounter plane, µx̂ and µẑ are the ra- quence of NCA close approaches, all characterised by
dial and along-track components of the miss-distance the same average collision probability P and the overvector at the instant of nominal closest approach and: all collision probability is given by:


2
Pplane = 1 − (1 − P)NCA
(7)
P = 1 − exp − 21 σrx̂aσẑ
(2)
x̂

ẑ

2
2
σx̂2 = σR,1
+ σR,2

(3) The mean collision probability P is the integral of the
probability distribution over the the annulus D centred
2
2
2
2
σẑ2 = (σS,1
+ σW,2
+ σS,2
) sin2 ϕ2 (4)
) cos2 ϕ2 + (σW,1
at the constellation’s orbital plane, represented in figwhere ra is the combined hard-sphere radius of the ure 2, divided by its area. The width of the annulus
satellites, σR2 , σS2 and σW2 are the variances along the D is set to be equal to 2ασr , where α is a parameter.
principal directions in the RSW frame of each satellite As the mean probability is evaluated within D, a close
and ϕ is the angle between the angular momenta of the
osculating orbits of the two approaching objects [1].
The radial and along-track components of the missdistance vector at the instant of nominal closest approach can be defined as:
µx̂ = δ a

µẑ = 2aC sin δ2ω cos ϕ2

(5)

where δ a is the difference in semi-major axis between
the crossing objects and the constellation satellite, aC
is the semi-major axis of the constellation satellite
Figure 2: Probability evaluation domain D.
and δ ω is the angular distance between the constellation satellite and Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance
(MOID) at the instant in which the crossing object is approach is considered if both the crossing object and
at the MOID, as shown in figure 1. Substituting equa- a constellation’s satellite are in D at the same time instant. Let NS be the number of constellation’s satellites
per orbital plane, then NS close approaches will occur
every time the crossing object intersects the domain D.
Two intersections per revolution shall occur, thus the
number of close approaches is equal to:
NCA = 2NS N∩D

(8)

σr
where N∩D = 2α |∆a|
is the number of revolutions of the
crossing object that intersects D and ∆a is the semimajor axis rate of change per revolution of the crossing object, which is assumed to be constant during the
Figure 1: Miss distance vector when the crossing satelshell crossing event.
lite is at the MOID.
Finally, the collision probability with one orbital plane
is evaluated by imposing that D has an infinite radial
tions 3, 4 and 5 into equation 1 yields:
extension
and the following expression is obtained:




2
2
h √
 2   2 i
P = P exp − 12 δσa2 exp − 12 δσz2
(6)
a
a
NS σr
r
θ
Pplane = 1 − exp −2 2π P |∆a|
exp − σC2 I0 σC2
θ

where σr = σx̂ , σθ = σẑ / cos

ϕ
2

and δ z = 2aC sin

δω
2 .
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where I0 is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind of order zero.
Moreover, for most cases, the values of δ ω that lead
to appreciable collision probabilities are small and the
arc-length, rather than the chord-length, can be considered for the evaluation of the along-track distance.
It follows that δ z ≈ aC δ ω, and:
h
i
NS σr σθ
Pplane = 1 − exp −2 P |∆a|a
(10) Figure 3: Collision probability related to the replaceC
ment of every shell considered.

2.3 Shell crossing event collision probability

The overall mean collision probability of a shell crossof RAM, a million of shell crossing events can be
ing event can be evaluated by considering the probabilassessed in less than 6 seconds, providing the colities of collision with each one of the NP orbital planes
lision probability Pshell averaged over every possible
which compose the constellation’s shell:
true anomaly phase between the constellation’s and
NP
crossing satellites. The evaluation of Pshell has been
Pshell = 1 − ∏(1 − Pplane,i )
(11) validated with a propagation model, considering difi=1
ferent orbits orientations, error ellipsoids, engine input
where Pplane,i is given by equation 9 if ϕ ≈ π and by powers and number of satellites involved [4].
equation 10 otherwise.
The expression for the general case which does apply 5 Aknowledgements
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Conclusion
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teractions of the space debris environment with
mega constellations—using the example of the
oneweb constellation. Acta Astronautica 131, 55–
68 (2017).
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High-end laser optical monitoring technology for LEO space
environment
Wolfgang Riede1, Jochen Speiser1, Gerd Wagner1, Thomas Dekorsy1
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Summary
The growing density of orbital objects in LEO (low Earth orbit) space environment is an increasing threat for
indispensable satellite services. In particular, space debris objects at sizes ranging from a few centimeters and
above are an imponderable risk for satellites under operation. The majority of this small size debris population
is not catalogued or is not being tracked with sufficient accuracy. This contribution shows the details of
current development and initial results on high-end laser optical monitoring technology for small debris
objects orbiting the LEO space environment. The main components are a high-power, highly repetitive shortpulse laser source as a basis for space debris laser ranging, a container-based transportable transmitter with
Coudé path design, and a large diameter (1.75 m) receiver platform (MS-LART observatory), with its first
light being expected in late summer 2021. MS-LART (Multi Spectral - Large Aperture Receiver Telescope) is
located at the border of Black Forrest in Southern Germany.
Keywords: space debris, satellite laser ranging, collisional threat, LEO space environment, optical
monitoring.

1

Introduction

The LEO space environment is currently
undergoing a distinct increase in object population
leading to an increased threat of energetic collisions
between uncontrollably orbiting objects and
operational satellites. Risk mitigation of this
development can be implemented by providing an
accurate and highly sensitive ground station
monitoring
technology.
This
monitoring
technology shall compensate the insufficient
precision and knowledge of small debris object
population. Whilst the main observational work
load is being done by large field-of-view radar
systems, such a lack of accuracy and completeness
of catalogued decimeter-sized and sub-decimeter
sized objects can be covered with laser optical
systems.
Highly accurate trajectory assessment using
satellite laser ranging with an accuracy on the
centimeter level has been routinely demonstrated by
the International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS)
global station network on retro-reflector equipped
“cooperative” satellites. The application of this
monitoring technology on uncooperative diffusely
scattering space debris objects necessitates orders
of magnitude larger pulse energy (hundreds of
millijoules) or average power (several hundred
Watts) at nanosecond pulse duration and decently
well beam quality close to the diffraction limit.

In the following sections, the status of the laseroptical monitoring technology at DLR, Institute of
Technical Physics, is summarized, addressing laser
source, transmitter and large diameter receiver
platform. In upcoming campaigns, multistatic
ground station configurations are planned, with
baselines of a few hundred kilometers between
transmitter and receiver units.

2

High-power laser source for small
size debris monitoring

To enable a flexible and independent site selection
for campaigns, a transportable kW-class pulsed
laser source is required. The integration of the
complete laser system into a standardized rugged
ISO container and the possibility for unattended
operation was considered to be advantageous.
With the Yb:YAG Thin Disk laser systems, the
necessary laser parameters can be accessed, using a
geometrical multipass amplifier. Further design
decisions [1] were driven by the requirements for
fundamental mode and an amplifier with intrinsic
dynamical stability. A repetition rate of 10 kHz was
selected for the first design mainly due to laserinduced damage considerations. The amplifier
concept allows for future modifications of
repetition rates and pulse durations.
In the Table 1 below, the laser specifications are
summarized.
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Design

Achieved
(actual
status mid
2021)

Pulse energy [mJ]

100

50

Pulse duration [ns]

4

4

Pule repetition rate
[kHz]

10

10

Laser beam quality
M2 factor

1.5

2

Table 1. Current specifications of the space
debris monitoring laser source with an emission
wavelength of 1030 nm.

Figure 1. View into the laser container with
laser source and amplifier stage placed on
optical bench (Image: DLR).

3

Transportable laser transmitter

The transportable station for surveillance, tracking,
and ranging (STAR-C [2]) serves as the transmitter
for the containerized high-power laser source as
described in the previous section. Both units will be
placed at a separation of 1,4 m on different
foundation (c. f. Fig. 2). Additionally, an onboard
laser source is installed with up to 50 W average
power (1064 nm, 50 mJ pulses, 1 kHz pulse
repetition rate).
STAR-C is divided into an operator and transceiver
section. For operation, a platform with the mount
carrying the telescope and onboard laser is lifted
and further secured using bolts to improve pointing

stability. If necessary, STAR-C can be remotely
operated.
The high-power laser beam is coupled into the
Coudé path of the telescope mount and expanded
prior transmission. Beam positions are monitored
and can be (automatically) adjusted if necessary.
The backscattered photons from orbital debris are
collected with the 43 cm diameter receiver
telescope (Fig.2) and the photons are coupled to a
multimode fiber connected to an InGaAs APD
(avalanche photo diode) with a peak quantum
efficiency of >30% (1064 nm). Raw photon data are
recorded using a time interval analyzer (TIA) with
a timing resolution of 0.8 ps and signals are
processed and compared online with orbit
predictions where available.

Figure 2. Containerized laser source (left) and
transmitter (STAR-C, right) connected with a
laser beam guidance tube (Image: DLR).

4

MS-LART observatory

The MS-LART observatory (Fig. 3, left) serves as
new development platform for future SSA
technology at DLR. The station is located at
Innovationscampus Empfingen (65 km South of
Stuttgart). The 1.75 m telescope (Ritchey-Chrétien
design) features 4 Nasmyth ports for installation of
cameras, detectors, and lasers. Additionally, the
telescope carries an astrograph for wide field-ofview observations (Fig. 3 right).
Construction started in July 2020 and site
acceptance test of the complete system is expected
to be in summer 2021. It will be part of the planned
multistatic campaigns.

Stardust-R – Second Global Virtual Workshop

Figure 3. MS-LART observatory CAD design
with 7.5 m diameter slit dome (left) and 1.75 m
telescope with astrograph mounted reflector
telescope (right) (Image: DLR).

5

Conclusion

The overall goal is the demonstration of precise
monitoring of debris objects in LEO sized 10 cm or
less and provide extremely precise catalogue data of
these objects. Due to the modular design,
transmitter unit (STAR-C) and the containerized
laser source can be part of a larger network of laser
optical ground stations, extending the performance
of radar based orbital objects catalogue data [3].

6
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Exploration of different antennas for a CubeSat-based solution for the
purpose of space surveillance
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Summary
The increasing number of space objects has created the necessity of a system to track and detect space debris or
other space objects that might collide with the operating satellites. A way of achieving this purpose is to deploy
a CubeSat with radar capabilities to detect and track space debris. Nonetheless, since the radar system should
fit into the Cubesat and one of the most delimiting factors being the antenna, different antenna types are
examined to identify the optimal one.
Keywords: radar, forward scatter, CubeSat, patch antenna, array antenna

1

Introduction

With an increasing number of space objects orbiting
around the earth, there is a higher risk of collision,
not only between the different satellites but also
between pieces of space debris and operating
satellites. In order to plan and coordinate space
mission appropriately, monitoring of such space
targets is therefore necessary. Today the most
common solutions employ on-the-ground radar or
optical sensors with the former having the
advantage to operate in any light and most weather
conditions as well as offer fine orbit altitude
estimation in any range. Nonetheless, many of the
on-ground systems such as FGAN’s tracking and
imaging radar (TIRA), require high maintenance
and due to the very long target-sensor distance very
high transmitting power is needed. Additionally,
many of the antennas used in ground stations for
space surveillance are primarily used in radio
astronomy therefore requiring scheduling and
limiting the availability. Thus, a radar-exclusive
antenna is more beneficial, and suitable.
With the development of faster and smaller
electronic components more compact radar
solutions have been possible over the last years. As
described in [1] such a solution could be mounted
on a CubeSat in order to provide space surveillance
using a spaceborne platform rather than an on-theground. Specifically, the paper describes a passive
bi-static radar (PBR) equipped with software
defined radio (SDR) mounted on a CubeSat. With
the sensor being placed much close to the target, the
research proved that such solution could be

relatively low budget and be used to detect small
sized space debris.
Exploiting a PBR configuration the proposed
system does not have a transmitting element but
utilizes existing signals of opportunity instead.
Particularly, a receiving antenna collects emitting
signals from third party sources, known as
illuminators of opportunity (IOs), that bounce on
the possible targets. In this case, the IOs will be
other satellites operating in higher altitudes.
The purpose of this document is to analyze receiver
antenna configurations for such a CubeSat based
solution for the purpose of space situational
awareness. Specifically, three different types of
antennas are going to be explored. To complete the
study, the specifics of the PBR, a link budget
analysis, the available detectable ranges and target
sizes are addressed.

2

System description

For this analysis, the forward scattering (FS) PBR
configuration has been chosen due to its good
performance with small size targets and lower
implementation cost [1]. In the FS configuration the
bistatic angle (𝛽𝑏𝑠 ) is close to 180°, meaning that
the target will fall on the IO-receiver baseline as
shown in Figure 1.
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50cm. The CubeSat will be placed at an altitude of
400km, to have a signal to noise ratio (SNR) large
enough to accomplish the 50cm size.
2.2 Radar antennas
In this analysis, the receiver antenna is tuned at
11.075 GHz, the center frequency of the second
channel. Following three antenna designs are
considered.

Figure 1. Forward scatter configuration for the
satellite and the CubeSat.
One of the advantages of using this configuration is
an enhanced radar cross section (RCS) [2], called
FS cross section (FSCS). Being a measure of how
reflective a target appears on a radar sensor; higher
RCS indicates that a target is more detectable. The
maximum FSCS is given by:
4𝜋𝐴2
𝜎𝐹𝑆 = 2 (1)
𝜆
where 𝐴 is the forward scatter area of the silhouette
and 𝜆 is the operating wavelength. As it can be
noticed, the higher the frequency, the lower the
wavelength and therefore the larger the 𝜎𝐹𝑆 .
2.1 Illuminator of opportunity
While different IOs can be used for the proposed
system, this analysis considers the Starlink
constellation satellites [3]. Starlink satellites are set
at an altitude of 550km with transmission pointing
towards the earth meaning that the receiver should
be in lower altitude. The Starlink constellation
operates between 10.7GHz and 12.7GHz, with
channels of 250MHz and radiated power (EIRP) of
36.71dB [3]. The relatively high operating
frequency results in a better FSCS, and a size
antenna small enough so that it can be fitted into a
CubeSat. Furthermore being a constellation,
Starlink has a larger coverage, increasing the
probability of space debris being detected.
Regarding the CubeSat altitude, according to ESA
[6], there are around 34000 objects greater than
10cm orbiting around the Earth. As larger objects
are more destructive, a good size aim would be

First a patch antenna, consisting of a single
rectangular metal patch will be examined. Its main
advantages are low volume, size, weight, and cost
as well as ease of implementation. The final area of
the antenna is 10x10 cm2, as shown in Figure 2. The
maximum directivity gain of the single patch
antenna is 14dBi. As seen on Figure 3, the antenna
pattern will have 6 main lobes which will contribute
to a wider coverage and therefore higher detection
probability. However, at the same time, these could
increase the uncertainty of the actual position of the
detected target.

Figure 2. Single patch antenna.

Figure 3: Directivity pattern of the patch
antenna.
Moreover, an array of patch antennas is considered,
which will consist of 9 patch antennas, arranged in
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a 3x3 structure. This configuration shares some of
the advantages of the single patch antenna such as
low weight and size, however, the final
implementation of the radar system will be more
complex. An added advantage is its ability of
scanning the environment electrically or digitally.
The final area of the antenna is 8x8 cm2 as shown
in Figure 4. In terms of directivity, the 3x3
configuration results in a single main lobe, see
Figure 5, with the maximum directivity gain being
17.8dBi. Thanks to phase shifts in the feed of the
elements the main lobe can be shifted. An example
of when a shift of 20° is applied to the main lobe is
shown in Figure 6. The maximum directivity gain
for this lobe is 17.3dBi, so the loss is neglectable.
Contrary to the single element patch antenna, since
there only one main lobe the estimated position of
the target will be more precise.

Figure 4. 3x3 array of patch antennas.
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Figure 6. Directivity pattern of array of
antennas with a phase shift of 20°.
Finally, a 3-dimensional phased array antenna (3DPAA) is considered, comprising multiple poles,
denoted with blue color in Figure 7, which at the
same times are populated by antenna dipoles, see
red color. The whole volume of the antenna is
10x10x10 cm3 (1U) and the length of the dipoles is
λ/2 = 13.62 mm. In the examined design 7 poles are
considered, each having 7 dipoles to a total of 49
dipoles. The advantages of using the 3D-PAA
include the capacity of electrically or digitally scan
the environment and being able to use multiple
beams to receive signals from different directions
[4]. Figure 8 shows the directivity pattern of the
examined 3D-PAA. The maximum directivity gain
is 19.5dB. Nonetheless, when a phase shift is
applied, see Figure 9, the directivity gain falls to
17.3dB. Even though this value is the same as in the
array of patch antennas, the loss is more
considerable. In addition, the back lobes observed
in the beam pattern must be suppressed, though
these should not be an issue as no signal is expected
from the this direction since the uplink signal lies
between 14GHz and 14.5GHZ.

Figure 5. Directivity pattern of array of
antennas with no phase shift.
Figure 7: 3D phased array antenna.
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of pulses to be integrated. The values of the
parameters for the design are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Link budget parameters
𝑬𝑰𝑹𝑷
36.71dB

Figure 8: Directivity pattern of 3D-PAA with no
phase shift.

f0

11.075GHz

Bw

250MHz

Gr,ant

[13.5, 17.8, 19.5]dB
17.3dB (20o)

GLNA

26dB

𝑁

20

CubeSat alt.

400km

Starlink alt.

550km

Target alt.

400-550km

𝐹

10dB

𝑆𝑁𝑅

8dB

3.1 Minimum detectable size
For computing the minimum detectable size, (2) is
used along with the 𝜎𝐹𝑆 formula, (1). Assuming a
perfect conductive sphere of radius 𝑟, the minimum
detectable radius would be:
Figure 9: Directivity pattern of 3D-PAA with a
phase shift of 20°.

3

Analysis and results

A link budget analysis is performed by using the
𝑆𝑁𝑅 derived for the radar equation [5]:
𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃 𝐺𝑟 𝐺𝑠𝑝 𝜆2 𝜎𝐹𝑆 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑆𝑁𝑅 =
(2)
(4𝜋)3 𝑅12 𝑅22 𝑘 𝑇0 𝐹 𝐵𝑤 𝐿𝑠
with 𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃 being the effective isotropic radiated
power, 𝐺𝑟 and 𝐺𝑠𝑝 the receiver and signal
processing gain respectively, 𝜆 the wavelength, 𝜎𝐹𝑆
the forward scattering cross section, 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 the
distance of the target from the transmitter and
receiver respectively, 𝑘 the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇0
the reference temperature, 𝐹 the noise figure, 𝐵𝑤
the bandwidth of the signal, 𝐿𝑠 the free path loses
and 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡 the multiple pulse integration gain.
With respect to 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡 , to increase the 𝑆𝑁𝑅 multiple
pulse integration can be considered [5]. This
integration can be coherent or non-coherent. In the
case of coherent integration, both the phase and
magnitude of the signal are considered, thus 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡 =
𝑁. Whereas with non-coherent integration only the
magnitude of the received signal is integrated,
therefore 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡 = √𝑁. In both cases 𝑁 is the number

4

𝑟 =2⋅ √

𝑆𝑁𝑅 𝑅12 𝑅22 𝑘 𝑇0 𝐹 𝐵𝑤 𝐿𝑠
(3)
𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃 𝐺𝑟 𝐺𝑠𝑝 𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡

The minimum detectable sizes for the three antenna
configurations versus the target altitude are shown
in Figure 10 and Figure 11 for non-coherent and
coherent integration and in Figure 12 for a beam
shift. From all figures a half-circle like plot can be
observed. Specifically when the target moves close
to the vicinities of the receiver or the transmitter, the
value of 𝑅1 or 𝑅2 is very close to 0 leading to a
minimum detectable size also close to 0.
Additionally, when 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are equal, the 𝑅12 𝑅22
term is maximised leading to the highest minimum
detectable size. Comparing the results, it is
observed that smaller detectable sizes are achieved
when coherent integration is used. Additionally, as
the directivity gain of the 3D-PAA is higher with no
phase shift, it provides the smallest detectable sizes.
Figure 12 shows the minimum detectable size when
phase shift is employed for the array and the 3DPAA. Since both antennas have the same directivity
gain with the 20o shift, both will detect similar sizes.
It is worth noticing that the detectable sizes when
beam shift is applied, see Figure 12, are similar to
the sizes for the array and the 3D-PAA when there
are no phase shifts, see Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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estimate the location of the target. Its main
advantage is the small volume and area, and the
easy radar system design that it will need since there
is only one element to work with.

Figure 10: Minimum detectable size for
different antennas with non-coherent
integration

A compromise between the patch antenna and the
3D-PAA, is the array of patch antennas. The array
generates similar detectable sizes to the 3D-PAA,
and has a small volume and area, similar the single
patch antenna. The radar system implementation
will not be as simple as for the single patch antenna,
but it will be simpler than that of a 3D-PAA. Future
work will involve increasing the number of
elements in the array of patch antennas, while still
being able to be fitted into a 10x10cm2 area.

5

Figure 11: Minimum detectable size for
different antennas with coherent integration

Figure 12: Minimum detectable size for noncoherent and coherent integration with a 20°
phase shift

4

Conclusions

The CubeSat with the radar system is expected to
be an appropriate, cheaper alternative to common
on-ground systems. On one hand, the 3D-PAA with
coherent integration produces the best results. Yet,
the 3D-PAA also has the largest number of
individual elements, meaning that it will consume
more power. Plus, the weight will also be larger
contributing to a harder deployment of the CubeSat.
On the other hand, the patch antenna gives the
largest detectable sizes but it cannot scan its
surroundings, diminishing the ability to precisely
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Summary
An extended Kalman-Filter is modified to handle delayed and out-of-sync measurements from multiple sensors. It is integrated into an existing guidance, navigation and control system for close range
satellite-rendezvous-navigation based on optical sensors. This navigation filter is evaluated in a Hardwarein-the-Loop (HiL)-simulation using the European Proximity Operations Simulator (EPOS). The resulting
solution is especially useful for autonomous navigation on slow on-board computers, like the Scalable
On-Board System for Space Avionics (SCOSA) developed by DLR.
Keywords: Navigation Filter, Delayed Measurements, Sensor Fusion, Hardware-in-the-Loop Test, Rendezvous

1

Introduction

receivers [4, 5, 6, 7, 3, 8].

A filter estimates a time-varying state using a model
of the system dynamics in combination with measurements collected at discrete times. The measurements
are related to the state via some measurement model.
Both system model and measurement model are uncertain, and the measurements are afflicted with noise. In
control loops, one uses the state estimation and compares it with a desired value. Often pure measurements
are very noisy and cannot be used directly. Sometimes
not all components of the state can be measured directly. Therefore, filter methods are applied to combine knowledge about the underlying system dynamics with measurements [1, 2].
Estimation problems have to be solved in many different disciplines and applications. One application
is the control of aerospace vehicles and spacecrafts
(satellites, space stations, supply vehicles, etc.). Examples for applications are attitude determination and
control of spacecrafts [3], orbit control during automated rendezvous and docking [4], and on-board navigation (orbit/attitude/trajectory estimation) in manned
and unmanned spaceflight [5]. Typical navigation sensors are inertial sensors, camera systems (for example
star trackers or rendezvous cameras), Radio Frequency
(RF) or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) systems, and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)

2

Motivation and problem formulation

For state estimation, we consider the following
discrete-time system:
~xk+1 = f (~xk ,~uk ,tk ) +~νk ,
~ k,
~zk = h(~xk ,tk ) + ω

(1a)
(1b)

where ~xk ∈ Rn denotes the state vector at time tk ∈
[0, ∞), ~uk ∈ Rl the input or control vector, ~νk ∈ Rn the
system noise modelled as additive noise, ~zk ∈ Rm the
~ k ∈ Rm the measurement noise.
measurement and ω
Further f : Rn × Rl × [0, ∞) → Rn is a possibly nonlinear function which models how the new state depends on the previous state, on a control vector and
on time. f is called system model. The function
h : Rn × [0, ∞) → Rm is called measurement model. It
describes how the measurement depends on the state
vector and on time.
In some applications part of the state vector can be
measured. In this case the measurement model is a
reduction of the state vector to a vector containing
those components which can be measured. For example, the state vector could consist of a 3D position
~pk ∈ R3 and a 3D velocity ~vk ∈ R3 and the measurement is the position only. Then the state vector can be
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written as ~xk = (~pk ,~vk )T ∈ R6 and the measurement as
~zk = ~pk ∈ R3 . But, in general, also a non-linear relation
between state vector and measurement vector can exist. I.e. the measurement of a sensor could be azimuth
and elevation angles and the state vector a 3D Cartesian position vector. Or the measurement model can
represent a time-dependent coordinate transformation.
This is the case when a measurement is given in the
sensor frame and the estimate should be determined in
another coordinate frame.

sensors and measurement techniques which can provide a measurement in a few milliseconds and other
sensors and techniques need a few seconds. It is not
sensible to wait until the last measurement of all sensors is ready. When one of the measurements is completed, the filter should use it in its next filter execution
step. Thus, there can be steps where no new measurement is available, steps where only a subset of sensors produce measurements, and steps where all sensor measurements are available. The filter should cope
with all these cases.
In summing up, very complex cases and situations
can occur. This motivates us to develop a filter technique which is not restricted to special cases as often
used in pure theoretical studies. The filter technique
should be robust with respect to delayed measurements, non-constant measurement delay, non-constant
filter frequency, and measurements from multiple different sources available at different time points.

The classical Kalman filter [9] provides a special solution to the linear filter problem. It assumes that f and
h are linear and the noise is Gaussian with zero mean
and known covariance. The Extended Kalman filter
similarly provides a method to estimate the state by
linearization around the current state (see for example
[2] for different filter techniques, incl. the Extended
Kalman filter). Many filter techniques use a filter prediction step, where the system dynamics model is used
to propagate the state from tk to tk+1 followed by a filter correction step, where the estimation is updated by
3
using the measurement.
In many filter techniques it is assumed that a measurement~zk+1 is known when computing the new state estimate~xk+1 . However, this is only an ideal case. In real
applications, the measurement is not necessarily given
at time tk+1 . When the new filter estimate should be
computed, a measurement ~z(t) with t ≤ tk+1 is given.
t = tk+1 is just a rare special case. Often, measurements are produced via some complex data processing. For example, when a camera is used as a sensor,
measurements are typically generated via some image
processing routine. The time span from the capturing
of the image until the time when the final measurement is available for the filter can be several seconds.
It typically depends on the communication path, the
interfaces between sensor and processing system and
on the computer or embedded system which performs
the image processing. The time span ∆t = tk+1 − t further need not be a multiple of the filter sample time
tk+1 − tk . The delay need not be constant and similarly, the filter need not be executed with fixed sample
times.
Another aspect is the size of the measurement vector.
We would like the filter to cope with measurements
produced by different sources or different sensors. The
time for data processing and the generation of measurements can vary a lot and measurements of different sensors are usually asynchronous. There can be

Contribution of the paper

Existing studies and works considering filter methods
with delayed measurements differ in the way how the
delayed measurements are included in the Kalman filter. Our method is mainly based on the method proposed in [10], where a delayed measurement is extrapolated to the present time. However the authors consider the special case in which the time of the delayed
measurement is synchronized with the filter, i.e. that
the measurement is given at some time ti , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and used by the filter at time tk+1 . In this paper, we use
the main idea of [10] and extend it to more complex
cases.
We present a navigation filter that incorporates delayed
measurements and sensor fusion which works also for
a variety of special cases, often not covered in literature: Firstly, the delay doesn’t have to be fixed. Secondly, it doesn’t have to be a multiple of the filter sample time, i.e. it is not time-synchronized with the filter execution time. Thirdly, the delayed measurement
can also be older than the last filter update step, which
requires special care. Furthermore, the filter can handle delayed measurements from different sensors and
performs sensor fusion. The number of sensor measurements available at one filter execution step might
not be constant. At last, a constant filter execution frequency is not required. All systems (filter, sensors) can
be asynchronous.
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[3] Wertz, J. R. Attitude Determination and Control. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht,
Boston, London, (2002).
[4] Fehse, W. Automated Rendezvous and Docking of Spacecraft. Cambridge Aerospace Series,
Washington, D.C, (2003).
[5] Grewal, M. S. and Andrews, A. P. Applications of Kalman filtering in aerospace 1960 to the
present [historical perspectives]. IEEE Control
Systems Magazine 30(3), 69–78 (2010).
Figure 1: Schematic view of EPOS, including controllayers

4

Hardware-in-the-Loop Testing

[6] Persson, S., Bodin, P., Gill, E., Harr, J., and Jørgensen, J. PRISMA - an autonomous formation
flying mission. In Proc. Small Satellite Systems
and Services - The 4S Symposium (, Chia Laguna
Sardinia, Italy, 2006).

In contrast to theoretical papers in literature, we embed the navigation filter in a Guidance, Navigation and [7] Volpe, R., Palmerini, G., and Sabatini, M.
Monocular and LIDAR based determination of
Control (GNC) system for rendezvous with real physshape, relative attitude and position of a nonical sensors to prove its applicability and robustness in
cooperative unknown satellite. In Proc. Internaa real scenario. Therefore, we demonstrate that the filtional Astronautical Congress (IAC) (, Adelaide,
ter works in a robust and accurate way also in presence
Australia, 2017).
of real, non-Gaussian, measurement noise. The filter
and the GNC system are tested in a closed-loop envi[8] Zhang, P., Gu, H., Milios, E., and Huynh, P.
ronment on EPOS, as depicted in figure 1. The filter
Navigation with IMU/GPS/digital compass with
result affects thus the real state and the next measureunscented Kalman filter. In IEEE International
ment. It is demonstrated that the entire closed control
Conference Mechatronics and Automation, 2005,
loop is stable. In our application, the state consists of
volume 3, 1497 – 1502, (2005).
position, velocity, attitude and attitude rate of a spacecraft in an Earth orbit. The position has to be estimated [9] Kalman, R. E. A new approach to linear filtering
in Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinates. Due to
and prediction problems. Trans. ASME, J. Basic
orbit dynamics, high velocities in ECI occur (several
Eng. 83, 35–45 (1960).
kilometres per second). Thus, the chosen application
poses high requirements on the delay management of [10] Larsen, T. D., Andersen, N. A., Ravn, O., and
the filter such that the final estimate is accurate and the
Poulsen, N. K. Incorporation of time delayed
control loop is stable. Tests show that the presented
measurements in a discrete-time kalman filter.
adaptation of the Extended Kalman filter is able to satIn Proceedings of the 37th IEEE Conference on
isfy those challenging requirements.
Decision and Control, volume 4, 3972–3977,
(1998).
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Summary
In this work, the authors present CASSANDRA: Computational Agent for Space Situational Awareness aNd
Debris Remediation Automation, an intelligent agent for Space Environment Management (SEM). Here, the
authors detail the modules that constitute the system and enable it to execute the required tasksCASSANDRA
is designed following a modular architecture: each of the components can work either as a stand-alone tool or
in agreement with other elements of the system. The intelligent agent is then responsible for the appropriate
relation between modules depending on the specific (SEM) task to be addressed. The modular architecture
also allows the inclusion of new modules if new tools are found to be relevant. One illustrative example with a
problem of interest, underlining the relationship among modules, is also included.
Keywords: Space Environment Management, Intelligent Agent, Decision-Making, Artificial Intelligence.

1

Introduction

The New Space era [1] is already a reality. During the last years, the space traffic has experienced
an unprecedented growth. The emergence of megaconstellations with thousand of satellites each, and
micro-satellites, usually launched on sets of tens,
along with a continuous increased on the space debris
population [2] has force the space community to reevaluate the suitability of current tools to ensure space
sustainability and safety of the operations [3].
Space Environment Management (SEM) should tend
towards automation [3]. The continuous growth of
space objects, with the associated rise on close encounter and fragmentation events, tracking campaigns,
or re-entry episodes, implies that the required workload may threaten the capacity of current human-based
systems. New technologies should be implemented,
being Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) strong candidates [4, 5].
In this work, the authors introduces CASSANDRA:
Computational Agent for Space Situational Awareness
aNd Debris Remediation Automation, and intelligent
agent to support operators on SEM, developed at the

University of Strathclyde’s Aerospace Centre of Excellence (ACE). The intelligent agent is constituted by
separate modules which carry out specific tasks. CASSANDRA is responsible to automatically manage the
relationships among blocks (input/output interfaces,
activate appropriate modules, data management) to ensure the complete analysis of complex SEM events.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the modules included on CASSANDRA are detailed, along with the relations among them. Section 3
includes an example that illustrates the operation of
CASSANDRA. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2

CASSANDRA

In this section, the modules included on CASSANDRA are explained along with their connections.

2.1 Modules
A number of modules assist CASSANDRA to manage
SEM events. All these blocks can work as stand-alone
tools with no necessary interaction with the other modules, provided with the necessary inputs, and providing the corresponding information: observations, conjunction alerts, object’s state estimation, outcome of
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a decision-making process... The aggregate value of
CASSANDRA is that it is able to coordinate the different modules to address more complex problems.
Fig. 1 shows the modular architecture of CASSANDRA. A brief description of each of the packages is
provided below.

Re-entry (FOSTRAD) Module responsible for the
analysis of re-entry events: re-entry time, on-ground
risk... [13].
Fragmentation Module taking care of the fragmentation events of space objects.

2.2 Relationships
An important role of CASSANDRA is the management of the relations between different modules. Even
if each of them is a complex tool, real scenarios
will likely involve the combination of more than one.
Setting the allowed interaction between modules and
specifying the format of the module’s inputs and outputs becomes essential for the automatic operation of
CASSANDRA. Fig. 2 illustrates the most important
relations among modules. It is important to note, that
due to the modular architecture of CASSANDRA, this
relationship paths may be altered due to new modules
inclusion or new problem to be addressed.

Figure 1: Modules of CASSANDRA
Radar Responsible of acquiring radar measurements of space objects and their associated position
uncertainty.
Multiple close encounter AI-based module for predicting close encounters and generating conjunction
alerts, both on the many-vs-many and in the single-vsmany scenarios [6, 7].
InteLlIgent Atmospheric Density modelling for
space operations (ILIAD) AI-based system for
forecasting the space weather and providing atmospheric density models.

Anomaly detection AI-based module for predicting
unmodelled terms on the dynamics [8]. Potential us- Figure 2: Relation among modules in CASSANDRA.
ages can be detection of manoeuvres or alterations on
perturbing forces.
Intelligent Classification System (ICS) ML-based
decision-making system for supporting operators in
the event of a close approach [9]. Its outputs may suggest the execution of an avoidance manoeuvre or the
acquisition of more observations.
Robust State Estimation (RSE) This model allows
the robust estimation and propagation of the object’s
state and uncertainty (aleatory and epistemic). It also
allows updating the state when receiving new observations [10].
Collision Avoidance Manoeuvre (CAM) Module
for computing the optimal CAM accounting for
aleatory and epistemic uncertainty [11, 12].

3

Example

This section includes and illustrative example of CASSANDRA’s operation for a problem of interesting in
SEM: the decision-making in the event of a close encounter under epistemic uncertainty after acquiring
measurement from one space object and estimating its
state. More details can be found in [11].
Fig. 3 includes the pipeline for the proposed example, indicating the different modules involved on the
process. The RBP package is responsible of the robust state estimation when observations are obtained
and the propagation of the uncertain state to the Time
of Closes Approach (TCA). The ICS module perform
the decision-making according to the propagated state,
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providing three different outcomes: i) not perform further action in case of low risk event, ii) collect new
measurements if high degree of uncertainty, which involves the Radar module and the RBP to update the
estimated state, iii) or perform a CAM in high risk
events, which requires the CAM module and the RBP
to re-estimate the new object’s state.

Conclusions

In this works, the authors presented CASSANDRA, an
intelligent agent to automate SEM tasks and support
operators.
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Summary
The accumulation of space debris is threatening future spaceflight. To address this, international guidelines
were established including a maximum of 25-year remaining orbital lifetime after end of operational life. This
study evaluates if Sun-synchronous satellites adhere to this guideline. To determine the compliance, the operational status of satellites with orbital control capabilities is established using a maneuver detection algorithm.
For satellites without this capability, a model is created based on mass and design lifetime. The remaining
orbital lifetime is determined using semi-analytic propagation. The results reveal that compliance was poor in
the past, with 20 to 40% prior to 2014, but has increased to 95% in 2018. Satellites with a mass lower than
10 kg have a compliance of 86% compared to 35% for heavier satellites. Analysis shows that compliance is
mostly a result of choosing an operational orbit with a sufficient natural decay, and less due to altitude lowering
maneuvers near end-of-life.
Keywords: space debris, compliance, Sun-synchronous, maneuver detection, semi-analytical propagation

1

Introduction

The spent rocket parts and eventually non-functioning
payloads of spacecraft launches often remain in orbit around Earth. The accumulation of this space debris over time and the ever increasing accessibility to
space is quickly making this the most severe threat
to future spaceflight operations. Being uncontrollable,
these space debris parts are risking collisions with operational satellites and other space debris. Such a collision would then result in new debris objects thereby increasing the likelihood of even more collisions, a cascading effect known as the Kessler syndrome, which
could ultimately lead to entire orbits rendered completely unusable.

shown in Figure 1. During the past four years combined, as many objects have been launched as in all
earlier years together (812 versus 817). SSO’s are of
particular interest here because of their unique characteristics for Earth observation.

1.1 Inventory of Satellites
The majority of objects in space are within low Earth
orbit (LEO) but also within this region the objects
are clearly clustered. The objects currently in Sunsynchronous orbit (SSO) represent a large fraction of
the total number of objects in LEO and have seen an Figure 1: Payload launch traffic into SSO over time for
enormous increase in launches from 2017 onwards, as different mass categories.
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These increasing numbers are primarily driven by the
very large increase of small satellites with a mass of
less than 10 kg, made possible by modern technological miniaturization advancements.

2.2 Design Lifetime Model

The methods using the TLE data to detect orbital maneuvers, and therefore an operational status of a satellite, only work if such an orbital control system is
present. For the other satellites the operational status
1.2 Space Debris Guidelines
was determined using a representative lifetime based
To address and mitigate the space debris problem, a on the mass of the satellite and design lifetimes obset of internationally agreed regulations and guidelines tained from literature as given in Table 1.
were set and signed where LEO satellites have to limit
their time in space around Earth after end-of-life to Mass Category
Operational Lifetime [Years]
25 years. For satellites in SSO the relevant protected m<10 kg
2
region is a spherical shell extending from the surface 10≤m≤100 kg
4
of Earth up to an altitude of 2000 km.
100≤m≤1000 kg
9
m≥1000 kg
12

2

Operational Status Determination

As this 25-year lifetime countdown only starts after
Table 1: Representative Operational Lifetime.
the end of the active phase, the operational status of
This does introduce some uncertainty in the results (a
the satellite needs to be determined first.
heavy spacecraft can be operational for 15 years for
2.1 Maneuver Detection
instance), but this concerns only a smaller part of the
The detection of potential maneuvers allows the deter- population.
mination of the operational status for spacecraft with
orbital maneuver capabilities. The developed detec- 2.3 Combined Population
tion algorithm is primarily based on the fundamental The results of the maneuver-based and non-maneuverideas of the TLE Time Series Analysis (TTSA) algo- based operational status determination can be comrithm by Lemmens and Krag [1]. The procedure fol- bined to generate a status overview for the entire poplowed here can be summarised in the following steps: ulation of satellites in SSO. The combined operational
status can be classified in three different ways:
1. Using a moving window, the semi-major axis is
corrected for natural trends by a line fitted us• Operational, if the satellite has maneuvered
ing repeated median regression with a Theil-Senwithin the last two years or if it never maneuvered
Siegel estimator.
and is still within the design lifetime (Table 1).
2. Based on the interquartile range of this corrected
series, a global lower and upper threshold is determined for the entire series.

• Not Operational, if the satellite has stopped maneuvering for the last two years or if it never maneuvered and is outside the design lifetime.

3. A local lower and upper threshold is generated
per epoch based on the interquartile range.

• Unknown, if the satellite has not maneuvered and
was launched in the past two years.

4. Using a Lomb-periodogram the presence of harmonics within each window is detected. The amplitude of this is then added to the local threshold. The final threshold used for each epoch is
the largest of the global and local threshold and a
set minimum value.

The resulting combined operational status as a function of launch year can be found in Figure 2. For
obvious reasons, operational spacecraft are observed
for the last 15 years only, non-operational objects are
found anywhere in the time domain.

3

Orbital Lifetime Estimation

5. Maneuvers are detected by checking the corFor the entire satellite population in SSO that was clasrected series for events exceeding the thresholds.
sified as not operational and observed to have decayed,
The maneuver data of two SSO satellites, Envisat and the post-mission lifetime is straightforward to assess.
SARAL, published by the International Laser Ranging For those that are not yet decayed, the remaining orService (ILRS) were used for validation.
bital lifetime was determined using the semi-analytical
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generally been under-performing in the past.
In Geosynchronous orbit (GSO) however, the positive
compliance rate trend already started much earlier,
starting in the late 1970s compared to mid 2010s for
LEO [4]. The GSO satellites reached a compliance
rate of 70% already in the early 90s and are expected
to have an almost 100% compliance rate since 2010,
although their long mission duration introduce an
inherit lag in available data [5]. Furthermore, since
the natural decay for a satellite in GSO is so small,
they have to rely exclusively on end-of-life maneuvers
to remove themselves from the protected region. This
capability of maneuvering of every satellite, combined
Figure 2: Operational status of all satellites in SSO on with the used slotting system in GSO, may be the
January 1, 2021.
reason of this multi-decade lead in compliance.
propagation method STELA, developed by CNES [2]. To determine what is driving the recent increase in
This resulted in a total lifetime after the operational compliance it is useful to group the satellites in different mass categories. The overall compliance per mass
phase in years, for each satellite in SSO.
category is displayed in Table 2. A large difference
between the group of smallest satellites and the rest of
4 Compliance
the mass categories can be seen.
The compliance, as a percentage of satellites launched
in a given year, is shown in Figure 3. In this figure
Mass Category
Compliant Not Compliant
an increasing compliance trend can be observed start[%]
[%]
ing around 2010 when compliance was 20 to 40%, to
m< 10 kg
86.4
13.6
around 95% compliance in 2017 and 2018.
10≤m<100 kg
36.2
63.8
100≤m<1000 kg
33.2
66.8
m≥1000 kg
32.8
67.2
Table 2: Compliance of different mass categories.
This might at first be counter-intuitive: after all the
operational phase of a smaller spacecraft is often
significantly lower than that of a spacecraft with a
higher mass, allowing less time for a satellite to decay.
However, the most dominant reason that smaller satellites are more often compliant is due to the orbits they
are initially launched in. This is shown in Figure 4,
where a distribution of the altitude of the initial orbit
is shown for each of the four mass categories. Clearly,
the smaller spacecraft are launched in lower orbits,
Figure 3: Compliance of satellites in SSO with the 25- and assuming that the (average) ballistic coefficients
year lifetime rule. The dotted line shows the results for do not vary that much over the entire population, they
are prone to smaller residual lifetimes.
the entire LEO population by ESA [3].
When comparing SSO to the results obtained for the To investigate the behaviour of satellite operators furentire population of LEO satellites, it can be seen ther, the compliance rate is grouped by their orbital
that the SSO satellites follow the same trend but have control capability. This capability was determined by
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Table 3: Compliance rate for satellites with orbital
control capabilities and those without.
As was seen, the compliance with the guidelines has
been quite poor in the past, but has been improving
significantly in recent years starting from 2014. This is
mostly a result of choosing an orbit with a sufficiently
low altitude to have a sufficient natural decay, and less
of operators choosing to perform altitude-lowering
maneuvers at the end of the operational phase to
achieve compliance.
The large increase in the number of launches in recent years does however trigger the question if current guidelines are sufficient or require re-evaluation
to sustain future spaceflight operations.
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Summary
The all vs. all problem, for which conjunctions are screened for over all possible sets of catalogued objects, is
crucial for space traffic management and space situational awareness, but is a computational challenge owing to
the vast and growing number of possible conjunction pairs. In this work, we present the application of machine
learning techniques to this problem, framing conjunction screening as a machine learning classification task.
We investigate the performance of different data representations, from initial states to full ephemerides, and
various model architectures on a realistic all vs. all dataset, generated using the CNES BAS3E space surveillance simulation framework, and consisting of 170 million object pairs over a 7-day screening period. These
approaches are compared to operationally used classical filters in both screening capability and computational
efficiency, and the ability of ML algorithms to cope and aid with the scales required for current and future
operational all vs. all scenarios is demonstrated.
Keywords: conjunction assessment, machine learning, deep learning, space traffic management, space debris.

1

Introduction

In the face of rising space traffic, large constellations,
and a growing space debris population, space activity
and space operations are undergoing one of the most
significant transformations since the beginning of the
Space Age [1]. Ensuring the safety and sustainability
of space operations in this New Space era is an everincreasing challenge for Space Traffic Management
(STM), in which one of the most important activities is
the detection and prevention of on-orbit collisions. Although many conjunction events may be safely evaded
through the use of a collision avoidance manoeuvre
(CAM), conjunctions between two non-manoeuvrable
space debris objects threaten the long-term usability of
the space environment. The so-called all vs. all prob-

lem, for which conjunctions are screened for over all
possible sets of catalogued objects, is therefore crucial
to space situational awareness, but is a computational
challenge owing to the vast and growing number of
possible conjunction pairs. To address the challenges
posed by the scale and complexity of these activities,
one emerging approach is the exploitation of recent advancements in the field of machine learning (ML) [2].
In this work, we propose to apply these techniques
to the problem of efficient large-scale conjunction
screening in a catalogue-wide all vs. all scenario. As
such, we do not propose to replace the entire conjunction assessment pipeline with an end-to-end black
box artificial intelligence (AI) system, but rather use it
as an efficient first filter or initial screening to com-
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All vs. All
Conjunction
Assessment

Conjunctions

ML Screening
Approach
Figure 1: Illustration of machine learning screening concept to aid and complement existing operational all vs.
all conjunction assessment.
plement existing systems, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This enables a significantly reduced set of high risk
candidates to be passed to pre-existing operationally
used, and trusted, numerical or analytical methods for
performing further refinement and collision risk evaluation. Here, we employ a realistic dataset of conjunction pairs in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) over a 7-day
screening period, and present an analysis of different
data representations and model architectures for this
problem, as well as a comparison against operationally
used classical filters [3, 4], in terms of both screening
capability and computational expense.

2 Methodology
2.1 Conjunction Dataset
A dataset of conjunctions between all catalogued object pairs in LEO over a 7-day screening period was
generated using the CNES BAS3E (Banc d’Analyse
et de Simulation d’un Systeme de Surveillance de
l’Espace – Simulation and Analysis Bench for Space
Surveillance System) space surveillance simulation
framework [5]. The considered population was taken
to be the two-line element set (TLE) LEO population
on the 1st of June 2020, retrieved from space track,
comprising 18415 objects, and consequently 170 million possible conjunction pairs. These objects were
propagated over a 7-day period using a full force
model, accounting for atmospheric drag and Sun and
Moon third body perturbations, and checked pairwise
for conjunctions using a distance based threshold of
20 km (spherical shape of the safety volume). The resulting dataset contains 1.5 million close conjunction
cases, forming less than 1% of the total number of object pairs, and thus the dataset can be seen to be both
of a large-scale and highly imbalanced nature. Owing to the large number of object pairs, this process
was extremely computationally expensive, taking ap-

proximately 4 days of computation time on the CNES
High Performance Computing (HPC) service, which
demonstrates the interest of investigating ML screening techniques for current and future space object populations.

2.2 Machine Learning Approach
Based on this dataset, we phrase the concept of conjunction screening, or close conjunction detection, as
a machine learning classification task. In this way,
a machine learning model learns to predict a binary
class as to whether a given object pair will have a conjunction over the next 7 days, based on orbital data
as input, and class labels (conjunction or no conjunction) provided by BAS3E. The trained model can then
be used to predict and subsequently filter or discard
non-conjunction pairs based on their orbital data, thus
reducing the computational burden on the full operational all vs. all conjunction assessment procedure.
In this work, we will study different dimensions of this
problem, including:
• Data representation: tabular vs. time series
• Model type and architecture
• Model performance over the screening period:
effects of perturbations
• Comparison with classical filters
The performance of the different approaches are compared both in terms of their computational efficiency
and screening ability, for which the primary objective
is to maximise the number of correctly filtered object
pairs or True Negatives (TNs). However, particular attention is also given to the number of False Negatives
(FNs) generated by the approaches, conjunction cases
which are misdiagnosed as non-conjunction cases and
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thus wrongly, and potentially critically, discarded by
the screening process. Various methods are employed
for forcing the importance of these cases including ensembling, weighted loss functions, and the tuning of
the class probability threshold to ensure that only cases
for which the model has high confidence are rejected.
This threshold can be translated into a constraint on the
number of acceptable missed detections by the model,
which we leave as an operator decision.

4

3

[2] Stevenson, E., Rodriguez-Fernandez, V., Urrutxua, H., Morand, V., and Camacho, D. Artificial Intelligence for All vs. All Conjunction
Screening. In Proceedings of the 8th European
Conference on Space Debris, (2021).

Results & Discussion

With the aim of minimising the computational cost of
the conjunction screening, we first consider a tabular
approach, for which the data must be represented as
a database table. In such an approach, each object
pair, or row, can only be associated to a set of features, or columns - the initial state. Feeding a machine
learning model using only these single states, rather
than full ephemerides, has computational advantages,
as well the potential to reduce propagation costs if certain objects are filtered out entirely by the AI screening process. It was found that an approach based on
an ensemble of tabular models, with deep learning and
tree-based methods, outperformed two classical filtering techniques (the apogee-perigee filter [6] and the
Minimum Orbital Intersection Distance, or MOID [7])
in terms of the number of correctly filtered conjunction pairs, for a given tolerance of missed detections.
The approach was also found to be computationally
efficient and feasible for routine large-scale conjunction screening, with a runtime of approximately 70
minutes for the whole catalogue of 170 million object
pairs, several orders of magnitude less than that of the
MOID.
To further improve the screening ability of the model,
we next consider a time series data representation,
based on the full ephemerides of the objects in order
to better capture the effects of perturbations over the
screening period. Deep learning architectures for time
series classification, such as those based on convolutional neural networks or attention mechanisms, have
a higher complexity and representation capacity compared to simpler tabular architectures and thus present
an opportunity to improve the accuracy of the model,
but at the cost of reduced computational efficiency.
This trade-off is presented and compared to that of the
tabular approach, and to additional classical filters [4],
in order to demonstrate the potential for advanced machine learning techniques to aid in the problem of all
vs. all conjunction screening.
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Summary
The increasing number of collision warning events is leading to an increase in the Collision Avoidance
activities required to ensure the safe operation for satellites in LEO and GEO orbital regimes. The
development of tools to automatically detect, analyse and make decisions on conjunction events is necessary
to ensure the correct assessment of the risk and reduce the response time. Autoca is the system GMV is
developing to provide automatic CA analysis and CAM recommendations, applying machine learning and
optimization techniques to predict the risk level and provide Collision Avoidance Maneuvers recommendation
taking into account operational constraints.
Keywords: collison avoidance system, auomatic conjunction analysis, machine learning, collision risk, risk
mitigation, collision avoidance maneuvers strategies.

1

Overview

The threat imposed by space debris on operational
satellites is becoming a serious problem. Currently
there are more than 20000 catalogued objects. This
includes the catalogued LEO objects with a size
over 10 cm and the GEO objects with a size
greater than 1 m typically. Finally, there are more
than 2 orders of magnitude more of smaller
fragments larger than 1cm that remain untracked.
Conjunction assessment (CA) service providers
generate conjunction notifications (CDMs) in case
an upcoming conjunction is detected between an
operational satellite and the catalogued population.
These messages are the main source of information
for satellite operators, which make use of them
within their collision avoidance procedures in order
to decide whether a collision avoidance manoeuvre
is needed or not.
When dealing with small satellite fleets or orbiting
in regions not densely populated, the number of
alerts can be manageable by means of wellstablished procedures and intensive manual

operations. However, for large fleets and
particularly when operating in crowded orbital
regions, the number of alerts to manage increases
remarkably. This implies the need to automate such
operations in order to increase the safety level while
limiting the operational costs.

2

Towards automatic collision
avoidance systems

GMV is developing an Autonomous Collision
Avoidance System, Autoca, in an ESA activity, in
partnership with EUTELSAT. The goal of Autoca
is to autonomously provide a continuous support to
the satellite operator to decide whether a Collision
Avoidance Manoeuver (CAM) is needed or not,
why and when. The system aims at its use for large
fleets (e.g. large operators in GEO and megaconstellations in LEO and MEO) and also orbit
raising scenarios with full-electric satellites (e.g.
orbit transfer from LEO to Upper-LEO or from
LEO/GTO to GEO).
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3

Machine learning techniques for
risk prediction

The system uses Machine Learning (ML)
techniques to predict the evolution of the risk for a
given event by inferring patterns from the historical
data, allowing delaying the time for decision
making and automatically discarding events which
are not likely to become a threat, thus reducing the
workload on the operator side. For this purpose,
advanced metrics of collision risk are computed
(e.g. predicted Probability of Collision (PoC)),
based on the prediction of covariances using ML
techniques.

4

Collision avoidance maneouvers
recommendation

In addition, the software provides optimised
Collision Avoidance Manoeuvres strategies based
on operational and timeline constraints for a high
risk event. Depending on the platform propulsion
system and orbital regime, the software analyses
different manoeuvre strategies to recommend an
optimised solution to mitigate the risk. In this
process, the software is also able to take into
consideration the platform manoeuvers plan, and
propose possible modifications on it that reduce the
collision risk. Finally, a screening analysis with the
proposed strategy is performed in order to ensure
that the new orbit does not raise additional risks
with the nearby objects.
The concept and applicability of these state-of-theart data analytics techniques to the collision
avoidance problem will be presented as well as the
use of training data as provided by ESA and
EUTELSAT.

5
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Summary
This work outlines and assesses several metrics for the detection of manoeuvres from radar data. The surveillance radar provides precise tracking information, i.e. ranging and line-of-sight, for objects in Low-Earth
orbit. The main starting assumption is that the object under analysis has an orbit known some time before the
manoeuvre takes place, which in turn happens before the radar data is obtained. The orbit may possibly also
have been computed with radar data (a filter combining orbit determination and manoeuvre detection was also
developed and is briefly commented on at the end of this work). The detection metrics are based on reachability
analysis of the state (correlating its prediction set with the next track from the radar) and use of attributables.
Two metrics are presented: one based on the Mahalanobis distance, and another on stochastic optimal control
theory. They are implemented using the free low-level space dynamics library OREKIT. Results are given
based on real data from the Spanish Space Surveillance and Tracking (S3T) surveillance radar (S3TSR), with
manoeuvre information and ephemerides obtained from ESA and DLR to assess the results.
Keywords: Manoeuvre Detection, Mahalanobis Distance, Stochastic Optimal Control, Attributables, Manoeuvre Detection Metrics, Space Surveillance and Tracking, Radar Data, S3TSR.

1

Introduction

observations (obtained by laser, radar, or by any other
means from the SST infrastructure) with the previously known reference orbits (which are stored in SST
catalogues). Indeed, one of the main motivations of
manoeuvre detection is that it can significantly reduce
the number of uncorrelated targets detected by the SST
sensors infrastructure. Most of these uncorrelated objects are just known satellites, which have performed
unpublished manoeuvres (typically while not being
observed), in such a way that their new orbits do not
match with the predictions.

In the field of Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST),
accurate orbital determination and manoeuvre detection is of upmost importance to infer objects’ orbital
information and their future behaviour, as well as to be
able to carry out tasks such as prediction of potential
conjunctions with operating satellites, taking avoidance orbital corrections, predicting re-entries, identifying fragmentations or updating orbital elements of
known satellites, among others.
Satellites performing unknown manoeuvres pose a
challenge when trying to associate the new collected This work presents two metrics for the detection of
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manoeuvres in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) from radar
data. The metrics were presented in [1] with simulated data; here, an initial validation is provided with
real tracks from S3TSR [2], the Spanish surveillance
radar developed, installed and validated by Indra with
the funding of the Spanish Government under the technical and contractual management of ESA on behalf of
Centro de Desarrollo Tecnólogico e Industrial (CDTI).
Manoeuvre information and ephemerides are obtained
from ESA/ESOC and DLR/GSOC to assess the results, for a number of selected scenarios.
The final aim is to have these metrics integrated in
the Spanish SST (S3T) Cataloguing system in order
to provide routine automatic manoeuvre detection capabilities to the system in the future.

2

Manoeuvre Detection Metrics

This Section introduces the metrics used in the paper
as well as one of the main tools on which the metrics
are based, namely the concept of attributables.

2.1 Attributables
Radar tracks are composed of a number of plots (typically 5-20 per track). At each plot, the radar provides
range (ρ), range-rate (ρ̇), elevation (El) and azimuth
(Az) observables. In order to compare tracks with different lengths, the information of all plots is combined
into a single value. For that porpuse, the theory of attributables [3, 4] is used; it allows to “compress” several measurements into a single, higher-quality measurement, fitting a batch of measurements into a single
polynomial expression.
Fitting the information of the observables independently is one option, but it is possible to improve the
uncertainty of the resulting virtual measurement if one
incorporates the definition of range-rate into the modelling, so that it shares the parameters with the range
(see [1] for details). The method manages to average
out noise and reduce the standard deviation of the virtual range and range-rate observables.

2.2 Mahalanobis Distance Metric (MD)
The first metric is based on comparing the range and
range-rate attributable obtained from measurements
with the ones predicted from the initial orbit, by means
of the Mahalanobis distance [4], which is a measure of
the distance between a point P and a distribution.
Assume that at the start time, one knows the initial position and velocity and its associated covariance matrix; and the attributable time ta , one knows the virtual

values of range, range-rate, azimuth and elevation, as
well as the associated uncertainty in the form of a covariance matrix. The following algorithm is used to
obtain a “projected” (or predicted) measurement at ta :
• Sample the the initial condition obtaining m sample points. The set of initial conditions is then
approximated by these points.
• Propagate the sampled points using an
OREKIT [5] propagator up to time ta . Taylor differential algebra methods can be used to
greatly speed up this computation, at the price
of a lengthy initial calculation [6]. Thus, one
obtains m trajectories x(t).
• Projected values at ta are obtained as a cloud of
points x j (ta ), with the density of points giving
an approximate measure of the probability associated to the real trajectory.
• Now for each x j (ta ), compute the associated observables, obtaining a “cloud” of projected measurements, from which one can obtain its mean
(which we denote as the projected attributable)
as well as the associated uncertainty in the form
of a covariance matrix.
Then, the real and projected attributable can be compared. If no manoeuvre has been performed, one
would expect that their difference should be close to
zero; and the covariance of the difference can be approximated as the sum of the covariances of the real
and projected attributables. Thus, under an assumption of normality, the computed difference should belong to a normal distribution of zero mean with the
obtained covariance This can be checked through the
Mahalanobis distance (MD), which can give a probability of belonging to the distribution (see [1] for details), since it follows a χ 2 (·, n) distribution with as
many degrees of freedom n as the number of considered observables. If one considers for instance only
range and range rate, the probability would be computed as follows:
pMD = max{0, 2(χ 2 (MD; 2) − 0.5}

(1)

This way, if the MD has a probability of 50% or less
of occurring (a selected threshold), it is assumed that
there is no manoeuvre, to reduce false positives. If the
MD has a probability of more than 50% of happening,
then it is scaled; thus, if one gets, e.g., a probability
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of a certain MD of 80%, the probability of manoeuvre (initial tails of the distribution) was developed as follows. The percentile 10% is computed for the nonbecomes 60%.
manoeuvred distribution (projected attributable) ob2.3 Control Distance Metric (∆V )
taining ∆V10 and now one computes from the potenThe second metric is based on the use of stochastic op- tially manoeuvred distribution (computed attributable)
timal control theory. Following previous works [7, 8] the probability p = P(∆V < ∆V10 ). Then:
one can compute a distribution of the required map∆V = max 0, 0.1(0.1 − p)
(3)
noeuvre that connects the uncertain orbit with the (also
uncertain) measurement. This distribution can then be This way, if p is above 10% the probability becomes
used to obtain the likelihood of a manoeuvre having zero (the lower tail of the potentially manoeuvred disbeen performed and represents a proper metric of the tribution is the left of the non-manoeuvred distribudistance between the orbit and the mesurements. The tion) and if it is below 10%, the difference is multiplied
optimal control problem is posed as follows:
by 10 (thus, having 0 probability of being below ∆V10
Z ta

min
u

s.t.

0

uT (t)u(t)dt

t0

x (t) = f (x(t), u(t),t)

would represent a 100% probability of manoeuvre).

3

Real Results

(2) A total of 15 scenarios were selected, using real
x(t0 ) = x0
radar data obtained from S3TSR, and manoeuvre
T
information and precise ephemerides are obtained
h(x(t f )) = [ρ ρ̇]
from ESA/ESOC and DLR/GSOC. The satellites
In (2), the initial point x0 is known from the precise or- under consideration were Sentinel-1A, Sentinel-1B,
bit whereas the function h at the final point represents Sentinel-2A, Sentinel-2B, Swarm-C, TerraSAR-X and
the function relating position and velocity with range TanDEM-X. In total, 158 segments (which were deand range-rate (the most precise measurements) which fined as the interval after one radar track up to the
should take the value obtained with attributables. The next and lasted from 12 hours to more than 48 hours
function f represents the orbital dynamics, including in some cases) were considered, 24 of them with maany modelled perturbations. The selected functional noeuvres and 134 without manoeuvres, to assess not
would represent the energy of the manoeuvre acceler- only the capability of the metrics to detect manoeuation, which is less problematic than its L2 norm from vres but also to avoid false positives. From the prea numerical point of view. It is well known from the cise ephemerides, an OREKIT propagator was develliterature that the real ∆v is bounded by the square oped to best fit the ephemerides by taking into account
root of the functional. The problem is solved with gravity harmonics (up to order 40), third-body perturCasADi [9], an open-source solver for MATLAB, with bations (Sun and Moon), solar radiation pressure and
a multiple shooting method discretizing the orbital dy- drag (with the NRLMSISE-00 atmosphere model).
namics in N time intervals; for each of these, since impulses are small, the orbital dynamics is replaced with 3.1 MD probability metric results
a linearized model obtained from OREKIT (comput- The metric was able to detect only about 42% of maing the State Transition Matrix), with the discrete ∆V s noeuvres, even with some of them being rather intense.
applied at the beginning. As a first step, the problem The rate of false positives was quite good on the other
has been solved in a deterministic way. Since the solu- hand (3%). Most false positives present less than 10
tion is fast (seconds or less), to incorporate the stochas- plots in the track following the manoeuvre. Thus, the
ticity of the problem (both in initial orbit and measure- main cause of false positives is tracks with a low numments), a Monte Carlo algorithm is implemented as a ber of plots. Most false negatives were on segments
simple, albeit rather time-consuming, solution.
of length equal to or larger than one day. Thus, the
The ∆V distribution is obtained both for the com- main cause of false negatives is longer propagations
puted attributable and the projected attributable, as in accumulating additional propagation error. Sometimes
Section 2.2. Then, the distributions are compared to these longer propagation periods are due to missed
determine which one is “smaller”. Several metrics radar observations right after the manoeuvre. The
were developed to perform this comparison, and fi- most challenging scenarios are those with TanDEMnally a novel metric based on the smaller percentiles X/TerraSAR-X due to the abundance of manoeuvres
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(all segments have at least one) and the scarcity of
data. This metric performs poorly in those scenarios
compared with the other scenarios.

nayas, J. R., Lopez, F. A. R., Siminski, J., and
Hernandez, C. P. Manoeuvre detection for nearorbiting objects. In 8th European Conference on
Space Debris, (2021).

3.2 ∆V probability metric results
The metric detected 54% of manoeuvres, a more pos- [2] Gomez, R., Salmerón, J. M.-V., Besso, P.,
Alessandrini, M., Pinna, G. M., and Prada, M.
itive results than the MD metric, but in need of imA. R. Initial operations of the breakthrough spanprovement. The rate of false positives was worse,
ish space surveillance and tracking radar (s3tsr) in
about 8%. The causes of errors are similar as for
the european context. In 1st ESA NEO and Debris
the MD metric. However, as opposed to it, this metDetection Conference., (2019).
ric performed excellently in TanDEM-X/TerraSAR-X
scenarios compared with the other scenarios.
[3] Reihs, B., Vananti, A., Schildknecht, T., Siminski,
J. A., and Flohrer, T. Application of attributables
4 Conclusions and Future Work
to the correlation of surveillance radar measureTwo metrics for the detection of manoeuvres in LEO
ments. Acta Astronautica 182, 399–415 (2021).
from radar data have been presented. Real data
was used to validate the metrics, which detect about [4] Vananti, A., Schildknecht, T., Siminski, J., Jilete,
half the manoeuvres, with a low rate of false posiB., and Flohrer, T. Tracklet-tracklet correlation
tives. Thus, the metrics can be considered a promismethod for radar and angle observations. In Proc.
ing start, but are in need of further improvement. The
7th European Conference on Space Debris, 18–
main identified difficulty was the scarcity of measure21, (2017).
ments (low number of tracks resulting in long propagation times without information and/or low number of [5] Maisonobe, L., Pommier, V., and Parraud, P.
Orekit: An open source library for operational
plots). Future expansion of the capabilities of S3TSR
flight dynamics applications. In 4th International
may improve the quality of the metrics, as well as conConference on Astrodynamics Tools and Techsidering other sources of data. The aim is to have these
niques, 3–6, (2010).
metrics integrated in the S3T Cataloguing System in
order to provide routine automatic manoeuvre detec[6] Andrea, A. and Maisonobe, L. Automatic differtion capabilities to the system in the future.
entiation for propagation of orbit uncertainties on
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orekit. In Stardust Conference, (2016).
these metrics with an Unscented Kalman Filter [1]
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Summary
Recent collisions between space debris and increased near misses have highlighted the impact of space debris
and the need for Active Debris Removal (ADR). The use of robotic manipulators has been suggested as a
potential method for ADR. In comparison to other ADR methods, robotic ADR provides increased versatility
as technologies developed can be reused for On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) and On-Orbit Assembly missions.
A robotic ADR operation consists of the following phases: Approach, Capture, and Detumble. This paper
provides a method for performing stabilized detumbling of debris post-capture. The approach presented in
this paper uses Time-Varying Linear Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR) for stabilizing a trajectory. Furthermore,
a probabilistic Region of Attraction (RoA) analysis is presented for the closed loop system consisting of
controller and the dynamics simulator. This RoA could serve as the goal for the capture controller thus
allowing for controller composition through ADR phases while guaranteeing stability.
Keywords: robotic active debris removal, space robotics, controller composition, detumbling, trajectory optimization, trajectory stabilization, free-floating robots, time-varying LQR

1

Introduction

An increase in Space Debris in recent times has led to
an increased risk of collisions between debris objects
and functional satellites [1, 2]. This growth in debris
population has accentuated the need for Active Debris
Removal (ADR) [3]. Robotic manipulators have been
suggested as one of the methods for ADR. Along
with ADR, their applicability for On-Orbit Servicing
(OOS) and and On-Orbit Assembly [4] demonstrates
their versatility. Thus, the technologies developed
for control and planning for Robotic ADR could be
applied to these other applications as well. Space
robots differ from their traditional robotic counterparts
on Earth as they have a floating base in contrast to the
fixed base of the traditional robots. Due to this, the
base spacecraft is free to move under the influence of
the reaction wrenches generated during the operation
of the robotic manipulator. This leads to a coupling
of kinematics and dynamics which requires kino-

dynamic planning and control for even the simplest of
tasks [5, 6, 7]. Various control strategies have been
developed for the kino-dynamic planning and control
and can be found in the literature [6]. Early works on
the the control of space robots with free-floating base
focused on obtaining good trajectory tracking performance while taking into account the free-floating
base. To achieve this, various approaches such as
the virtual manipulator [8, 5], disturbance map [5],
and generalized jacobian matrix [9] can be seen in
the literature. These approaches provide methods
to find the control inputs to track a given trajectory
while avoiding singularities. A more comprehensive
review of the trajectory tracking and control methods
for OOS can be found in [6]. However, the source
of the trajectory and the purpose of the trajectory is
not taken into account in the methods given above.
This is fine for tasks such as OOS and On-Orbit
Assembly where the end-effector trajectory planning
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problem can be solved using the higher-level problem
constraints beforehand and this trajectory can then be
tracked to accomplish the task. However, for ADR
the path planning problem and the control problem
are intertwined as the path required to be followed
cannot be fully determined previously and is emergent
from the state and dynamic properties of the system
(mainly the target) during operation. This prompted
the development of optimization-based methods for
planning and control. Here, the higher-level goals for
ADR are provided to the optimization solver along
with the systems dynamics as constraints. The solver
then provides a state and control input trajectory
which is consistent with the dynamics, accomplishes
the given goals, and minimizes the given costs. One of
the earliest works in which the trajectory was derived
from a higher-level goal is the Bias-Momentum
approach for capture and detumble of a space debris
object in [10, 11]. However, such methods cannot
be run directly on the system in real-time. Even
simple trajectory optimization using the complete
non-linear dynamics of a single free-floating rigid
body is a time consuming problem [12]. A multi-body
system further increases the difficulty of the problem
and hence requires even more time to solve. The
current optimization solvers are generally too slow for
real-time control using trajectory optimization (also
known as model predictive control [13]). In recent
works, the application of convex optimization in the
trajectory optimization of space robots has alleviated
this shortcoming partially by allowing for real-time
trajectory optimization for convex constraints [14].
Furthermore, certain model predictive control (MPC)
approaches have also been able to control the system
in real-time along with using trajectory optimization
[15, 16, 17]. Both the convex optimization and MPC
based methods are warm started using trajectories
from offline trajectory optimization. This warm start
provides a good initial guess for the solver to be
able to find a solution in real-time. However, this
method has a few drawbacks. Not all constraints
can be expressed in a convex form. Furthermore,
during an ADR operation, an initial guess for warm
starting might not be available for all scenarios.
If the controller encounters a new scenario, the
initial guess for the optimization isn’t helpful and
can lead the optimizer to a less helpful direction
further increasing the time required to find an optimal
solution. This leads to next drawback of the current

methods: there are no robustness limits available.
The methods are robust to disturbances but the limits
of the robustness have not yet been studied extensively. Hence, it is currently not possible to certify
if the controllers can recover from a given disturbance.
In this paper, we provide a control method to overcome these current limitations. In this method, we
begin with an offline trajectory optimization for an
optimal detumble maneuver for given constraints and
costs. We define an ideal capture scenario and use that
to find the initial conditions for the detumble trajectory optimization. We use the dynamics as well as the
joint torque limits as constraints along with costs on
the control inputs, final velocity, and time. The trajectory optimization method given here is general enough
to include any feasible path or boundary constraints
and additional costs a trajectory optimization engineer
might need for a future mission. For the sake of decreasing computational effort, we use the backward
Euler integration method. Even though this is only a
linear approximation of the dynamics, we argue that a
linear approximation is sufficient as we do not execute
the trajectory directly on the system. Instead, once the
feasible and optimal trajectory is obtained, we utilize
a Time Varying Linear Quadratic Regulator (TVLQR)
as a stabilizing controller to execute the trajectory online. We validate this control method using a full dynamic simulation of the system using Drake [18]. To
find the robustness of the TVLQR controller, we perform a probabilistic Region of Attraction (RoA) analysis to provide a certifiable region of state-space which
this controller can stabilize and lead towards the goal.
This is done by varying the initial states in a Monte
Carlo simulation and verifying the backward reachable sets for this controller that lead to the goal state.
This results in a detumbling controller which is robust
to disturbances and also is certifiable for disturbances
which can be accounted for.
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Summary
In order to describe the risk in space, the European Space Agency releases an Annual Environment Report containing numbers and statistics on the debris population and on space activities more in general.
This year, the risk in Low Earth orbit is described from the perspective of conjunctions. For this, a
simulation software has been developed that make use of ESA’s Collision Risk Assessment Software and
mapped uncertainty values to generate conjunctions for a set of generic targets. The conjunctions are
evaluated by further describing the object class of the involved chaser. The analysis reveals that different
orbital regions are exposed to different object classes, with significantly high shares of large constellations
and fragmentation debris. For operators, this could assist the mission planning and risk evaluation for payloads.
Keywords: Conjunction Statistics, Space Environment, Risk Analysis

1

Introduction

The number of objects in space has gradually been
growing since the beginning of space travel. In the recent decade, economic incentives and political agendas have lead to an acceleration of space launches
leading to an ever-increasing population of active
satellites and space debris. With each new object in
space, the risk of a collision rises. As past incidents
such as the Cosmos-Iridium collision has shown, the
impact of such a collision can have a significant impact
on the environment. Therefore, satellite operators and
space agencies around the world have a high interest in
quantifying the risk of potential collisions and necessary collision avoidance manoeuvres, as collision risk
that is not mitigated in the short-term can result in the
environment degradation in the long-term.
The European Space Agency annually publishes an
Environment Report that aims at describing the space
from different perspectives such as launches, fragmentation events, mass distributions, and compliance to
mitigation measures. The latest version of the report additionally contains conjunction statistics for the

Low Earth Orbit (LEO), a region that has particularly been exposed to changes in space activity due to
the deployment of large constellations, small satellites,
and the occurrence of fragmentation events. This paper demonstrates the groundwork of these statistics by
presenting the methodology of the simulation as well
as illustrating and discussing the results.

2

Methodology

The analysis presented in the following aims at characterising the space debris environment in terms of the
typical collision avoidance effort for different representative missions in Low Earth Orbits. For each target, one is interested not only in the number of conjunctions (understood as a geometric close approach
between two object, irrespective of their activity status), but also in the type of encountered chaser objects.

2.1 Targets
For the purpose of the statistical analysis of the Low
Earth Orbit, seven representative targets have been defined. The mass and area of the targets were derived
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based on the average active payloads in LEO for 2020
[1] and have a value of 355 kg and 6 m2 , respectively. For the inclination and semi-major axis, two
approaches have been considered. First, both values
were derived from the distribution in LEO and second,
representative values from the Sun-Synchronous Orbit (SSO) region were chosen for the generic targets.
In both cases, the values for the eccentricity and argument of perigee were zero, while the values of the
right ascension of ascending node has been randomized twelve times for each target to ensure an adequate
representation of the orbital regime.

2.2 Simulation of Conjunctions
For the simulation of conjunctions between a predefined target and a population of chaser objects,
ESA’s Collision Risk Assessment Software (CRASS)
was used [2]. The program is based on two-line
elements (TLEs) and the associated analytical SGP4/SDP-4 propagation theory. For each simulated day,
the retrieved TLEs are interpolated and screened for
close approaches with the so-called Smart Sieve Filter
Chain [3]. Together with ESA’s Database and Information System Characterising Objects in Space (DISCOS)1 , close approaches are further characterised, to
derive the size and the category of the chaser. The
associated uncertainties of the objects are determined
following the methodology in the ARES tool from the
DRAMA suite2 [4]. In particular, each object is categorised into different size, altitude, inclination and eccentricity classes that are accompanied by coefficients
(a j , b j and c j ) that has been estimated based on Conjunction Data Messages (CDMs) and that are stored
in a look-up table. Together with the time difference
(∆t) between the assessment and the Time to Close Approach (TCA), the uncertainties in radial (U), alongtrack (V) and normal (W) direction are derived with:
σ j = c j · 10a j ·∆t , j ∈ (U,V )
av

σ j = c j · (bv + ∆t) , j ∈ (W )

(1)
(2)

2.3 Evaluation
Together with the associated uncertainties, the miss
distance (MD) and the combined hard body radius
(HBR), the probability of conjunction for each close
approach are calculated, using the method of AlfriendAkella [5]. The events are filtered by a probability
1 https://discosweb.esoc.esa.int/
2 Available

at https://sdup.esoc.esa.int/drama/

threshold of pthreshold = 10−6 and that are within three
days to TCA. While the probability threshold is well
below the reaction threshold for missions in LEO, the
value could already be representative for events where
increased monitoring of the conjunction is initialised.

3

Results

The two sets of each seven generic targets have been
simulated for one year (from 1st January 2020 to 31st
December 2020) and the respective high-risk conjunctions based on a collision probability threshold of
pc = 10−6 have been evaluated. For each conjunction, the category of the catalogued chaser is illustrated, while sub-categories for payloads (Constellations, Small Satellites, Other Payloads), payload fragmentation debris (Fengyun 1C, Cosmos-2251, Iridium
33, Other Payload Fragmentation Debris) and rocket
fragmentation debris (Centaur-5SEC, HAPS, Centaur5SEC, Other Rocket fragmentation debris) have been
defined. In addition, payloads are classified by the activity status, indicating whether the chaser can conduct
a manoeuvre.
The first set of representative targets, based on inclination and altitude distributions in LEO, is evaluated and
illustrated in Figure 1. The first three targets show a
high share of conjunctions with payloads, in particular
active constellation satellites and small satellites. The
first and third targets are close to Starlink’s parking
orbit and operating orbit, respectively, while the second target is simulated in the SSO regime and consequently exposed to many close approaches with active
payloads. These examples emphasise the emerging
need for operators to coordinate activities in space, as
addressed also through ESA Space Safety Programme
activities related to Collision Risk Estimation and Automated Mitigation (CREAM).
In addition to payload conjunctions, the statistics illustrate the relative share of conjunctions with fragmentation events. Especially in critical altitudes around
800 km, a high share of fragmentation debris originate
still from two single fragmentation events (namely the
Fengyun 1C anti-satellite test and the Cosmos-Iridium
collision). This matter is particularly apparent in Figure 2, where fragmentation events are accounted for
most close approaches in higher altitudes.
In summary, in terms of collision avoidance activities,
the risk landscape for a mission can be significantly
different depending on its orbit, not only in terms of
the number of conjunctions, but also depending on
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4

Conclusion

The simulation of conjunctions for LEO with ESA’s
CRASS has shown to be a useful way to describe the
risk for orbital regimes and could help operators to
refine their risk assessment for payloads. Moreover,
the program provides further opportunities to describe
the risk in space from the perspective of conjunctions,
such as scaling up the number of targets for a smoother
grid for certain LEO regimes or obtaining statistics for
targets of interests (e.g. the top 50 most-concerning
objects identified in [6]).

5
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Summary
The application of Life Cycle Engineering (LCE) within the concurrent engineering process presents a viable
method for assessing environmental, social and economic impacts of space missions. Despite this, the novelty
of the concept has meant that the approach has not yet been widely implemented. Therefore, this paper presents
LCE results of three SmallSat missions designed at the University of Strathclyde using the concurrent
engineering approach. Using the Strathclyde Space Systems Database (SSSD), the overall life cycle impacts of
each mission were calculated, including common environmental hotspots. The findings indicate the
environment is the most adversely affected sustainability dimension, with the manufacturing & production of
the launcher dominating the majority of impact categories. Other common hotspots were found to relate to the
use of germanium as a substrate as well as the launch event. Additionally, in terms of the behavioral aspects, it
was found that study participants were more open to the concept of LCE with each new concurrent engineering
session. The findings of this study are intended to provide industrial stakeholders with a benchmark relating to
the general sustainability footprint of SmallSats, whilst demonstrating the viability of integrating LCE within
the concurrent engineering process of space missions.
Keywords: Life cycle engineering, Space systems, SmallSats, Life cycle assessment, Ecodesign, Sustainability.

1

Introduction

Space-based technologies are playing an everincreasing role in supporting the attainment of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). However,
until recently, the impacts of space activities
themselves had often been overlooked or ignored
from key legislative and regulatory requirements
[1]. To address this, the European Space Agency
(ESA) Clean Space Initiative developed a new
framework to integrate Environmental Life Cycle
Assessment (E-LCA) within the European space
sector [2]. E-LCA is an internationally standardised
method which is used to assess environmental
impacts of products, processes or services over their
entire life cycle from raw material extraction
through processing & manufacturing, assembly,
transportation, use and end of life [3,4]. As such, the
developed framework was designed to address the
specificities of the space industry (which places
many constraints on the potential application of ELCA) by tailoring the methodological rules
contained within the ISO E-LCA standards to be
more appropriate to the space sector without risking
non-compliance. Therefore, its application may
allow industrial stakeholders to become fully
transparent in their operations by scientifically
quantifying the overall environmental impact of

space products and mitigating potential hotspots
before they occur.
A recent project conducted at the University of
Strathclyde sought to expand this framework by
including social and economic impacts and then
integrate this fully into the concurrent engineering
process through Life Cycle Engineering (LCE) [5].
LCE is a scientific technique used to balance
environmental, social, economic and technical
impacts of products, processes and services over
their entire life cycle. The method is commonly
applied in situations where sustainability concerns
coincide with design and production engineering.
Within the product engineering process, the method
allows decision-makers to address adverse impacts
without significantly compromising technical
aspects. The approach developed within this project
is based on Life Cycle Sustainability Assessment
(LCSA). Rather than a model itself, LCSA is a
framework of models designed to provide more
relevant and transparent results in the context of
sustainability and allow integrated decision-making
based on a life cycle perspective [6].
Since adverse impacts are easier to modify the
earlier into the design process that they are
identified, this makes LCE particularly well-suited
to the concurrent engineering process of early space
system design concepts. Concurrent engineering is
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a systematic method of designing and developing
products
where
different
activities
run
simultaneously to decrease production time and
reduce costs. Although the method is not an
essential practice within the space sector, it has
become a well-established means for developing
Phase 0/A feasibility studies. For this reason, the
application of LCE within the concurrent
engineering process has the potential to act as an
important first step for the space sector on
mitigating potential adverse life cycle sustainability
impacts of space technologies. This is because the
approach can be integrated into the decisionmaking process from an early stage to identify
mission hotspots, thereby assisting the space
industry to design next generation sustainable space
systems in the frame of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development.
As such, due to the novelty of the approach, the
purpose of this paper is to outline preliminary
findings from the initial application of LCE within
the concurrent engineering process of space
missions. The findings are relevant for three Phase
0/A SmallSat missions. For each of these concepts
the life cycle impacts and design hotspots will be
outlined as a basis for further discussion, including
evolving participant behaviours and attitudes
towards LCE. These results should provide
industrial stakeholders with a greater insight into
the potential sustainability footprint of SmallSat
missions.

2

Methodological Approach

To date, LCE has been applied as part of just
three concurrent engineering sessions which took
place at the University of Strathclyde between 2017
and 2020. The LCE data deposited to each
engineering model during these concurrent
engineering sessions will be used as the basis for
comparison. A short description of each mission is
provided within Table 1 below. The LCE results for
each of these missions were generated using the
Strathclyde Space Systems Database (SSSD),
which is a new process-based tool developed at the
University of Strathclyde to determine the life cycle
sustainability impacts of space systems. Validated
at ESA through a collaborative project in late 2018,
the SSSD consists of >250 unique space-specific
life cycle sustainability datasets, based on
Ecoinvent and ELCD background inventories,
which each contain environmental, costing and
social data. The SSSD also includes several impact

categories at midpoint-level. This is a problemoriented approach which quantifies and translates
the life cycle impacts into themes such as climate
change, ozone depletion, acidification, social
performance, costs, etc. Additionally, the SSSD
aligns closely with a variety of widely accepted
international standards and norms, including the
ESA LCA framework and the LCE approach
developed at the University of Strathclyde.
Mission
name

Short description

MÌOS
(2017)

A small satellite mission with a
mass of <300kg. Aims to
collect data on the lunar
micrometeorite and radiation
environment as well as detect
the presence of water/ice on the
lunar South Pole in view of a
future Moon base. Expected
mission duration of 2 years.

NEACORE
(2019)

A low-cost interplanetary
mission involving up to six
12U CubeSats. The mission
aims to estimate the relative
position, velocity and 2D shape
of near-Earth objects. The
mission duration is expected to
last between 3 and 6 years, with
a low thrust propulsion system.

STRATHcube
(2020)

A 3U CubeSat developed in
support of an internal studentled project. The mission has
three objectives: space debris
detection, re-entry analysis and
to demonstrate wireless power
transmission. It is intended that
the minimum lifetime of the
CubeSat will be 6 months.

Table 1: Space missions designed at UoS
The purpose of the SSSD is to identify
sustainability
hotspots
quantitatively
and
scientifically as part of the space mission design
process, and use this information to lower adverse
environmental, social and economic impacts. This
is achieved through a process-based methodology
which relies on physical activity data to develop a
product tree derived from assessing all the known
inputs of a particular process and calculating the
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direct impacts associated with the outputs of that
process. In addition to this, the inclusion of multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA) within the
framework allows the criticality of each
sustainability dimension to be determined. The
approach is therefore capable of generating a single
relative score which simplifies the decision-making
process, thereby reducing the learning curve for
other engineers.
Based on the results generated by this tool, the
life cycle impacts of each mission will be outlined,
including common environmental hotspots. This
will be used as a basis for discussion, including the
evolving behaviours and attitudes of participants
towards LCE within the concurrent engineering
sessions will also be outlined.

concurrent engineering process of space missions.
It has demonstrated how space missions can be
optimised towards more sustainable solutions by
mitigating adverse environmental, social and
economic impacts as early into the design process
as possible. The paper also provides insight into the
life cycle sustainability impacts of three SmallSat
missions based on a LCE approach. These findings
can be used as an indicative gauge into the general
sustainability of SmallSats for the first time.
Following on from the example set by this study, it
is hoped that LCE approach can begin to be
streamlined within the space industry, thereby
allowing the sector to become more accountable
and responsible for their operations in thr frame of
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

3

5

Results & Discussion

Overall, the results suggest that the environmental
impact categories produce the highest share of the
sustainability score out of all the sustainability
dimensions. The greatest common hotspot which
was identified within these missions relates to the
use of germanium as a substrate within solar arrays.
This is particularly impactful across the human
toxicity and mineral resource depletion impact
categories. In terms of human toxicity, this was
notably due to the release of arsenic, mercury and
dioxins to air from the production & manufacturing
process. For mineral resource depletion, this impact
was primarily due to germanium being listed as a
critical raw material since the resource has limited
potential of becoming widely economically and
technologically available in the near-term future.
Additionally, it can be noted that the release of
ClOx, NOx, HOx and HCl during the launch event
has a considerable impact on ozone depletion.
Despite these hotspots, it should be noted that the
production & manufacturing of the launcher
generally dominates the majority of impact
categories. Finally, it was clear that there was
growing enthusiasm amongst study participants
with regard to the LCE discipline in each new
concurrent engineering session. This is evidenced
by an improved performance per kg for each
spacecraft generated between each engineering
model and the environmental reporting of the
concept post-design.

4

Conclusion

This study has validated the operational and
technical feasibility of the LCE approach within the
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Summary
Tether-nets have been proposed as a promising solution to capture large space debris. However, the success of
capturing debris using a tether-net system is highly sensitive to various uncertainties, for example attributed
to noisy sensor measurements and imperfect chaser, net launch and closing control. This paper extends our
prior work on robust optimization of the launch and closing process under uncertainties, by considering a
rotating debris and more realistic simulation of sensor measurements. These considerations add complexity to
the underlying optimization problems, while allowing us to demonstrate the capture process with a promising
degree of realism. Our case study will focus on the strategy of launching a tether-net system from a chaser
spacecraft to capture the following rotating target: stage 2 of Zenit-2 rocket. The computational feasibility
of the optimization process, subject to simulating the complex dynamics of the tether-net and associated
uncertainty propagations, is preserved by taking a Bayesian Optimization approach.
Keywords: Active Debris Removal, Tether-net, Bayesian Optimization, Uncertainty.

1

Introduction

Active Debris Removal (ADR) of large and massive
space debris is essential as their collisions represent
the biggest potential source of uncontrolled debris
growth. One of the most promising methods to capture and remove large space debris from orbit is the
tether-net system. This system is envisioned to have
a square net deployed by ejecting 4 corner masses attached to the net corners from a chaser spacecraft in
close proximity with the target debris, allowing the net
to envelop the target, close around it using a closing
mechanism, and tug the captured target using tether to
the atmosphere, where debris will be burned (see Figure 1). Tether-nets are suitable for the capture of uncontrolled debris, as they provide large capture area,
soft contact, and distributed loads, thus reducing the
risk of breaking the debris into more pieces. Tethernets also facilitate the capture of debris from a safe
distance from the chaser spacecraft.

Figure 1: Illustration of net-based capture
Most existing works have studied the net deployment
and debris capture effectiveness for ideal launch conditions and stationary debris. Although net-based capture effectiveness in different net deployment and debris attitude conditions has been studied to some extent
[1], [2], there is scarcity in research on the robustness
of net deployment and debris capture to uncertainties
introduced in the tether-net system due to noisy sensor
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measurements, inaccurate net launch and chaser control, and imperfect state estimation of debris, chaser,
and net. It is indispensable to account for such unmcm : mass of corner mass
Target/debris
certainties for the successful capture of a debris with
L: nominal length
arbitrary, uncontrolled attitude.
Chaser
Dir c on o deplo ment
In our preceding research [3], an optimization under
rn : net radius
Lmesh: mesh length
uncertainties process was proposed to optimize the
x
y
launching and/or wrapping of the net subject to uncerz o
θ
tainties for a known stationary debris target. However,
ve: launch velocity
such fixed debris attitude will not be encountered in
t>0
t=0
a realistic ADR missions. The purpose of the present
work is to optimize the launch and capture strategies
in simulation such that capture of a specific rotating
Figure 2: Sketch of the Simulated System Dynamics
target is robust against uncertainties associated with
and Definition of Design Space Variables
noisy sensor measurements, imperfect state estimation
of debris and net, and inaccurate chaser and net launch
interlaced with the perimeter of the net is used, as
control.
shown in Fig. 2. It includes threads, running along
2 Methodology
the nodes at the perimeter of the net as well as the corA design optimization under uncertainties problem is ner masses, which are winched independently from the
formulated, with multi-body capture simulations for main tether [6]. When the closing mechanism is actievaluating design candidates, and Bayesian Optimiza- vated, constant forces are made to act between each
tion [4, 5] as the solver. The mission scenario features pair of adjacent nodes along the closing mechanism,
a specific debris target, i.e., the second stage of Zenit- which bring the nodes together. When the nodes along
2 rocket, placed at a known distance from the chaser, the closing mechanism get close enough to each other,
with known angular velocity about a known axis of ro- distance joints are locked to keep the nodes together
tation.
for the rest of the maneuver.
The optimization problems are formulated considering
the net launching and closing mechanism dynamics. 2.2 Capture Success
Uncertainties associated to inaccuracies in perception, The CQI designed in previous work is used as a metric
state estimation, and actuation are modeled in the form for analyzing the performance of net-based capture of
of Gaussian noises. The Capture Quality Index (CQI) debris in simulation [7, 8]. This measure is obtained
metric is employed to quantify the capture effective- by comparing the volume and surface area of the net’s
ness. Sensitivity analyses are conducted to understand convex hull, as well as the position of its center of
the trend of CQI for successful and unsuccessful cap- mass, with those of the target. The lower the CQI,
tures and help formulating the optimization objective the better the capture performance [8].
function. Direct Monte Carlo sampling process is used To evaluate the capture success in simulation for
∗ ) concept
Monte Carlo samples, the settled CQI (ICQ
to compute capture success/failure rates.
is developed from a CQI sampling sensitivity analysis
2.1 Capture Simulation Modeling
where numerous simulations with various instances of
The models and simulation tools for the tether-net sys- closing actions were conducted and analyzed for captem are described in detail in past publications [6, ?], ture quality. The settled CQI is defined as the value of
and the considered configuration is largely inherited CQI at 30 seconds after activation of the closing mech∗ ≤ 2.0 is chosen to indicate
from preceding research [3]. The tether-net system anism. The threshold of ICQ
simulator is implemented in Vortex Studio, a power- successful wrapping.
ful multibody dynamics simulation platform designed The number of locked nodes pairs (nL ) is another
for real-time simulation of complex systems, provid- measure of capture quality. The more nodes along the
ing built-in graphical visualization, and free for aca- closing mechanism are locked, the less likely the target
demic use. Among the closing mechanisms available is to slip away through an opening of the net. The
in the simulator [6], the standard closing mechanism threshold nL ≥ 10 indicates a reliable closing action.
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∗ ≤ 2.0 and n ≥ 10 should be The observed probability of success (P∗ ) in the Monte
Both the conditions ICQ
L
s
Carlo samples is used as the design objective function
satisfied in simulation for a successful capture.
and is computed through the following expression:

2.3 Uncertainty modeling
The systemic uncertainties due to noisy sensor measurements (depending on the quality of sensors), inaccurate state estimation (depending on the accuracy
of system model), and imperfect control of chaser,
net launch, and closing actuation (affected by the
quality of system hardware parts) are modeled in the
form of unbiased Gaussian noises. The overall impact of the aleatoric uncertainties, caused by the nondeterministic dynamics of the flexible multi-body net
mechanism, along with the systemic uncertainties, is
captured by direct Monte-Carlo sampling. Gaussian
noise is added to the variables Target Distance (i.e.,
distance between target and chaser), Launching Speed
(i.e., initial speed of the corner masses), Launching Direction (i.e., angle at which corner masses are
launched with respect to the overall launch direction),
and Closing Displacement (i.e., displacement offset
between the net center of mass and the geometric center of the target when the closing mechanism is activated).

Ps∗ =

∗ ≤ 2 ∩ n ≥ 10)
∑NMC (ICQ
L
× 100%
NMC

(1)

where NMC represents the number of Monte Carlo samples. Two case studies are planned with different operational degrees of freedom. In case study one, the
only design variable is the closing displacement (d)
and therefore its impact on the capture success rate
will be analyzed. In case study two, the corner mass
launch velocities (Ve ) along with the closing displacement will be optimized to achieve maximum capture
success rate in Monte Carlo samples. The optimization problem is defined as the following:

max:
X

s. t.
while:

(i)

(i)

Ps∗ = Ps∗ (X, θrnd , srnd , Drnd , drnd , yenv ) (2a)
X ∈ [XL , XU ]
(
[d],
if (Case Study 1)
X=
[Ve , d], if (Case Study 2)
(i)

2.4 Optimization Under Uncertainties

(2b)
(2c)

θrnd ∈ N (0, π/90) ×U(−π, +π),

(2d)

i ∈ [1, ..., 4]

(2e)

(i)

srnd ∈ N (0, 0.05), i ∈ [1, ..., 4]

(2f)

Drnd ∈ N (0, 0.25)

(2g)

drnd ∈ N (0, 0.1)
(2h)
(
[Veb , Ln , D, mc ], if (Case Study 1)
yenv =
[Ln , D, mc ],
if (Case Study 2)
(2i)
In Formulation (2), X represents the design variable
space, yenv represents the environment variables, and
(i)
(i)
θrnd , srnd , Drnd , drnd are synthetic noises applied to
the launching direction, launching speed, distance to
target, and closing displacement, respectively. Candidates of the design variables, d and Ve (for Case 2),
are the closing displacement and the launching velocities of the corner masses. Candidates of the environment variables, Veb (for Case 1), Ln , D, and mc , are
the launching velocities, net side length, distance of
target, and mass of corner nodes, taken from the baseline design [3]. The design variables and environment
Figure 3: Proposed computational framework for op- variables are listed in Table 1, along with with their
timization of tether net design and launch process.
bounds or values.
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Table 1: Design Variables and Environment Variables
Type

Variable

Description

Size

Boundaries/Value

Design Variables
(X)

d
Ve
Veb
Ln
D
mc

Closing Displacement
Launching Velocity
Launching Velocity
Length of Net Side
Distance of Target
Mass of Corner Mass

Scalar
3D Vector
3D Vector
Scalar
Scalar
Scalar

-2.5, 2.5 m
[2, 2, 6], [4, 4, 9] m/s
[3.30, 3.54, 7.16] m/s
22.0 m
29.2 m
4.0 kg

Environment Variables
(yenv )

3

Expected results

putation conference GECCO-99, volume 1, 525–
532. Citeseer, (1999).

The case study in this paper introduces optimization under uncertainty problem for net-based cap[5] Snoek, J., Larochelle, H., and Adams, R. P. Practiture of space debris. The direct Monte Carlo samcal bayesian optimization of machine learning alpling on simulations is expected to be a computagorithms. In Advances in neural information protionally intensive process. Thanks to the adaptability
cessing systems, 2951–2959, (2012).
of Bayesian Optimization to sparse design candidate
evaluations and noise in the samples, a fast-converging [6] Botta, E. M., Sharf, I., and Misra, A. K. Simulaand tractable optimization solution is expected, similar
tion of tether-nets for capture of space debris and
to the results of our previous work where the rotation
small asteroids. Acta Astronautica 155, 448–461
of target was not considered [3]. The optimal closing
(2019).
displacement and launch velocities are expected to result in a robust deployment and capture strategy for a [7] Ravichandra, N. and Botta, E. M. Output space
mapping for net-based debris capture. In AIAA
rotating target.
Scitech 2020 Forum, 0717, (2020).
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